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PAUL LANTZ came to New Mexico from New York in 1929. Since that time he has
lived in Santa Fe, where association with older artists has done much to bring his
work to artistic maturity. Lantz has just returned from three months in Mexico,
and is "exhibiting during August at the State Art Museum in Santa Fe. Randall
Davey spoke at the pre-view on August 15, praising the young painter for bis
fidelity in expressing life and the sincerity of his painting technique. Murals by
Paul Lantz hang at La Fonda, at the Los Poblanos estate of Albert Simms in
Albuquerque, and at the Vniversity of New Mexico.
JOHN GoULD FLE'1'cHEBWOn the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry in 1938 when his Collected .
'Works were published by Farrar and Rinehart. A native of Little Rock, Arkansas,
Fletcher was educated at Harvard, traveled an$! lived in England, Italy, and
France, began to write poetry in the American poetic renaissance between 1910
and 1920, and has remained one of the outstanding figures in the technique and
thought of modern poetry. He has been a friend and contributor to the NEW
MEXICO QUAR'l'ERLY for a number of years.
JESSE STUART we consider one of the most poetie and vigorous interpreters of American
life, the life of the mountain people of his native state, Kentucky. Because their
humor, courage, and religious values are among the most prized among us, what
he writes springs from things embedded in the American soul. J esse Stuart, 'of
books, of verse, and prose, of the autobiography of his early years; he contributes to
Harper's, the American Mercuru and other magazines. His stories in the
QUARTERLY have received the highest rating by Edward O'Brien, authority on the
American short story.
BENJAMIN SACKS, professor of history at the University of New Mexico, has published
on the labor movement in England, British fascism, ,and the rise of French
democracy. His articles and studies have appeared ehiefly in the QUARTERLY, the
New Mezico B'UB'iness Review, and bulletins of the University of New Mexico.
GEORGE ST. CLAIR, professor and dean emeritus of the University of New Mexico, is
the author of poetry, plays, and essays. The Spanish version of his play, The
Star of Madrid, was recently presented in Albuquerque by the League of Latin
American Citizens. He has been a student of the writing of Edwin Arlington
Robinson for many years.
~
NAOMI SELL TALLEY has published stories in the Southwest Review, HoUatul's, and other
national magazines. Four of her stories have been starred in O'Brien's Best Short
Stories. She has also won several prizes in annual contests of the Te~ Poetry
Society.',:·,
ALLAN SWALLOW is a native of Wyoming and graduated from the State University.
,His undergraduate lnterests lay in poetry, and he published both as a student then
and now while he is pursuing graduate work at the Louisiana State University.
Poetru, Frontier a1ld Midla.1ld, CoUege Verse, Prairie Schooner, are some of the
magazines that have accepted his verse.
S. OMAR BARKER, the Squire of Tecolotenos (the S. really stand for Squire, I\nd Omar
lives at Tecolotenos, New Mexico), has been writing for a long time about the
Southwest, and his corner of it, in both poetry and prose. That doesn't make him
an old man but just a hard-working and able writer. He thinks the QUARTERLY
is a good magazine to write for and remembers us when he sends off contributions
to a lot of other journals.
.
-f
RICHARD RYAN, JR., published his first verse in the QUARTERLY for May, and we liked it
so well we are repeating this .time. He is a student of the University of New
Mexico, and draws upon a year in England for poetic reminiscence and contrast.
SAGE HOLTER is a poet of Santa Fe whose verse has been read and praised by Witter
Bynner, foremost of American poets. Mrs. Holter is at present on a trip to Ireland.
ALLISON LAIRD was born in Iowa and educated at the University of Iowa and Columbia.
She has been a teacher and a librarian, and has traveled in Europe, living, she says,
"with the natives." Her 'home is now at Moseon, Idaho, where Mr. Laird is a
faculty member of the University of Idaho.
Roy KEECH has lived in Albuquerque and Santa Fe, where he has written of archaeolo~,
folk,lore, and literature for juveniles.
.
JUAN A. A. SEDILLO has been an attorney in Santa Fe, "but travels a good deal, always
calling New Mexico his home. At present he is in Denmark.
'INA SIZER CASSIDY was for some time in eharge of the Writers' Project for New Mexico.
Much of the material for the forthcoming New Mexico Guide was collected under
her direction. She has lived in Santa Fe many years, and is associated with her
husband, Gerald Cassidy, and with Mary Austin, and others among the pioneer
members of Santa Fe's artistic community.
.
ALBERT NEELY was born in Washington, D. C., where at one time, his grandfather.
Albert Wyman, was U. S. treasurer under Cleveland. This has not handicapped
Neely from pursuing poetry, not as a hobby, but as a major interest. He lives in
Old Albuquerque.
HANNCHEN ROSENWALD is a member of the Mavericks, a group of Albuqu~rque
women organized to read each others work and advise as to its publication. She
has written poetry, a few playlets for children, a raaio skit and articles.
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necuerdos de Mexico
By JOHN

GOULD FLETCHER

I. MOCTEZUMA

Princes and kings the Aztecs had,
Poets and sages, w~rriors of great might;
But Moctezuma wept like a foolish woman
When the Spaniards came.
-

Cities and t~mples, seething with dark throngs;
Their teocallis glowed Iitce coral fires;
But Moctezuma offered the Spaniards gifts,
..
Trembling and afraid.
Terrible in .swift rage, their warriors charged;
The gods strewed glory on such sudden deaths.
But Moctezuma died as a coward dies,
Cowering, a fettered slave. '
Lovely as a young fawn between the trees,
And giant as a god, the land lay wide;
His lips smiled faintly as blood filmed his eyes;
Thus Moctezuma died, and thus the gods! forgot.
II. TOREADORS

Sudden flash of scarlet
. Where the keen knives sing
Hacking at the heart.of the stubborn earth.
Broad mantle of orange and magenta
Draping the great dark shoulders;
Streaming gush of life-blood flowing
In the still aft~rnoon.
'
[ 135]
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Earth, thirsty earth, drinking
The broad clots of congealing death;
The mad mob swirling
About the consummation.
HatsfalHng; clamor; tumult;
Let us toss withering flowers
transient death and life;
Heedless of each, as we pass.

On

III.

CHAPuLTEPEC

This sea of green, Chapultepec.
And far away
These naked mountains sprawling on the sky.
These feathery boughs
Loved by the Aztec lords;
And, creamy-white, this city with its glare.
No brown-skinned-emperors ,now.
Dream in your shade of tribute or
slim girls
;
No drums thump hollowly
from teocalli
towers.
,
.
. .

-

'

$"'

•

No lak~s; grey-green,;;.,.1!(
~'.
'11;.'. '
Ruffle llli'the west breeze" 'prows leanIng to the wInd;
N o"80ft feet shuffle down the ,causeway patl)s. ' \

t

.' '
,0/--,

.

- .,,,~

.,

.;.. r~

Af'

"

-~~t

,:-,
y

'

w

A'~~

t'_'~~,

~m#i."

~~:

No lovers left, Chapultepec,
~"'..
,::\c
Maximilian.;and Carlotta, gon~~o d-Ust ;~~~J
'j
•
,~The boagainvillea~s purpleisho1Ve~? falls~f~re they."
)wan~;red there; ,"
~. ~
*"
iJ\~

.

rr ,

':U.

~- Only rInged :peaks, remote, ~ ~

l

.,;"

'Fjle
burnt brown upland crowned witli the maguey,
" .
'"
Watching beyond tbis
city
still,
matches
your
stiff
.
cold heart. ~,
~
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IV. Ho1,JY WEEK, IXMIQUILPAN

Slowly through the dark nave~.to the sound of the wailing
organ,
With the gold light of the upheld candles lighting each
•
J bronze-hued head;
.
Through the· thick darkness, the steel-blue mighl of weariness and sprrow,
.
They carry Him their God, outstretched on His Cross and
dead. '
"

.

Slowly and irresolutely they take Him up and go forward;
Over the flame of the blazing candles, to the night
that waits
!!>
on each hand;
To the r~gged jagged line of the desolate peaks in the
distance,
The terror and the vastness and the emptiness of this land.
Slowly and without hope, for the present or the future;
Yet exalted as no w~alth could exalt Him, not, the purple of
princes and kings,
.
, They carry Him on, with the thorns of life rending their
.
ragged garments,
Till the faceless night blows out their candles, with the wind
,', of its fanning wings.
.

.
V. END OF DRY SEASON

r '"

This is the dry land
Running to south beneath the sun;
Ridge beyond ridge, hollow on hollow,
Burnt and undone.
I

"
\

This is the unsow~ land
Holding its secret still ;
Rock after rock, remo~e,
Hill beyond hill.

".
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This is the dry season;
The weary crumbling earth;
The mute, fierce, savage silence
That gives no flower birth.
This is the parched land
On which time makes no mark;
The cactus lifts its arms
Afar from dark to dark.
This is the land of ruin
, Burnt by the blazing sky;
Running to southward swiftly
As men and moments die.
VI.

MEXICO
.

This land of bronze, steel, and heat;
Of bronze-burnt fields, and the grey-blue steel of the great
skies beyond,
Bounding them in: Of the bronze of the smooth rounded hills
Blazing to rusty gold in the sunset's bonfire of flame;
Of the bronze of old cities with thei>r musty and buttress-·
walled churches, and the sombre domes soaring above,
Tiled green and yellow, of the green bronze ,of bells in their
towers,
Rolling their sombre symphony through streets, of the bronze
. of tall walls and old gates,
Of adobe villages, sleepy and quiet, amid the jade green of,
their trees;
.
And the blue-steel of the jagged and empty mountains straying across the still sky.
This last land
Rounded by the hollow gulf to eastward, with its islands and
. peaks'swathed i,! blue cloud,
.
Ahd to westward breaking in crags of burnt rock that leap
out at last in long bays
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Into the forever-surging Pacific, the long wave that rolls at
last .home
From Cambodia and the cities eastward, from the yellowgreen Chinese coast, from the reefs crowned deep with
.great palms,
From the typhoon and the pagoda, wave twenty feet deep,
moving mile beyond mile,
Bearded with foam, rolling onward, its hunger unglutted by
seas
Where no sail stirs on the horizon, where only the albatross
tests with his strong wing the spray.
This land that is old,
Vast and tragic, consuming its past, a dried skull set up on
a hill;
Yet which blossoms with flowers, and ripples with bird-song,
this land that is cruel yet sweet,
Shy as the smile of the Indian, yet harsh as the steel of old
Spain;
Land of the organ-cactus, the prickly pear, the tall drooping
needles of .pine,
Land of the jade-green orchard, of the feathery fields of the
cane;
,
Mexico-graceful as a snake yet harsh as sand grating on
stone,
Monotonous yet ever varied, tragic yet wreathed in gay
smiles,
Careless, vivid, passionate, what have men given to you?
What but long toil, broken hopes, a church set up on a hill,
and a blood-stained Christ in the nave?
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Two Sonnets
By

JESSE STUART

WE SMOKE CIGARS

We smoke cigars and drink our heady wines
On evenings when the winter wind's loud blast
Rustles the winter leaves and stirs porch ~nes
Around this ancient house where moonrays' cast
The winey light upon the snow clad world.
We eat pop corn and pull the candy sticks
And poker pennies where the lamplight furls
Its rays on pretty "Tom and J erries" mixed
To make us headier than the gooseberry
wine.
,
I tell you nights like these do bless mankind
With j'Ofly words and cheers and spirits fine,
While winterish winds sweep loud across the land
And bank the snow against the house in heapsWhite silence heaped beneath the glittering star;
With wine and ale, all hearty and all hale,
. We little dream of other things afar.
ALIEN HILLS

\
,

I

These timbered hills,are foreign hills to me;
'These skies that float above are alien skies;
And in these rugged hills the wind is free;
Rivers are blue in this green paradise.
I do not know these groundhog slickworn holes;
I do not know the green ferns on these bluffs;
I do not know where root the blinded moles.
I'm alien here, for I~ve not seen enough
Of lonely shacks beside the lonesome water,
Of peach trees blooming on the Springtime hill,
Of autumn hills and fuzzy-wuzzy fodder,
And morning-scented smells of mgonshine still.
I'm alien to all lanc}s except my own; ,
I'm alien to the lands that hold no dead
Of mine: I shall return to tree and stone
And to old furrowed fields that give me bread.
. [ 140 ]
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C~nsorship

and Underground Sy~tems in the
:Nineteenth Qentury·

0-

By BENJAMIN SACKS

. THE HiSTORY of censorship is replete with tales ~f cour-

ageous individuals and groups who have refused to join
the bandwagon in the face of what they regard as "truth
crushed to earth." Passive resistance and physical force
methods from time immemorial have been the chief weapons
of these pariahs of society. In our own day, however, the .
greater concentration, at least initially, is being placed upon
the release of propaganda via sub rosa channels to the public at large. Both the daily press and periodical literature in
our country contain many accounts of the elaborate under~
ground systems in existence ill Europe today. Not i'nfrequently the further claim is m,ade of originality for many
of the methods used. While it is true that technological
advances have introduced more ingenious mechanical devices for the spread of prohibited ideas, the origin of the
major procedures followed dates -back to the nineteenth century. An exa~ination of the ~truggle of nonconforming
groups during this period will bear out amply this contention. The absence of any discussion of the effectiveness of
underground systems in cracking the shell of authoritative
ideologies or the dangers involved in not permitting unlimited public discussion is intentional. Any statements that
might be made here in this connection could add little- to
what has already been said and said far b~tter by abler
students of the general subject of freedom of thought.
At the outset, the goal of thenineteenth century utopians
was individualism. Each mortal should be given an equal
start in life and then· the opportunity to climb as far as his
ability permitted. Against sucp. an objective the proponents
of the established order-autocracy, aristocracy, and orthodoxy-waged a relentless war. France, the birthplace of
.[ 141 ]
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equality, liberty, and fraternity, was no exception to this rule.
Here the protagonists of "things to be" fought courageously
to place their case before the, masses. Newspaper- columns
that felt the heayy hand of the Bourbons were left blank, an
invitation, to readers to use their imagination. Under the
caption of foreign correspondence, insertions were made exhorting their followers to maintain the ·united front. Not
infrequently foreign dailies circulating in France, such as
the London Times and the Gazette D'Augsbourg, would contain articles in the private correspondence section for French
. consumption. Attempts were even made at" times to distribute their own banned articles. In the ear of Napoleon III,
a famous revolutionary paper, La Laterne, was circulated
secretly through such channels as match and tohacco boxes,
pipes, ornaments for watch guards, and even the busts of
{ !~mous 'persenages in art galleries, including those of
~apoleon III himself.
.
Because of the restrictions placed upon freedom of
association, it was found necessary to exercise similar ingenuity for contact purposes. A favorite ruse was to frequent the cafes and, amidst liberal imbibing of alcoholic
spirits, plan their future maneuvers. When the cafes were
supervised more closely, the banquet was found an excellent
substitute. Meeting avowedly to observe a friend's birthd~y,
to reminisce as old comrades, or to celebrate the anniversary
of the establishment of the National Guards, they would
acttially talk reform and often as not conclude by singing the
Marseillaise. Indeed one such banquet, in 1848, was the
prelude to the famous revolution of that same year. Even
more beguiling perhaps was· the transformation of funerals
of prominent radicals into political demonstrations of unity
and strength. The procession in the course of the interment
of General Foy, an eminent Liberal, in 1825, was estimated
to have run into the thousands.
Whether it was because of national characteristics or
the fact that the intellectual class dominated the radical
movement, the devices utilized in Germany were quite differ-,

,

i
.

The

'"
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ent from those in France. Although. the origin of the Bur,schenshaft societies among university students may be traced
back to Napoleonic days and their initial purpose may be
acknowledged as that of arousing patriotic fervor against
the French despot, the years following 1815 found their use
more and more directed towards the advancement of democratic ideals. Under the pretense of supervising student-life
and.duelIing.etiquette, the Burschenshaft societies discoursed
freely upon unity, equality, and the fatherland. In like
fashion the Turnvereine gymnastic clubs, founded by J ahn for the purpose of meeting in friendly athletic competition,
were often turned into forums for the discussion of social
,
questions. Until the Carlsbad resolution put an end to such
pr~ctices, it was not' unusual for academic men of radical
inclinations to transform their professorial chairs into platforms, their lectures into harangues, and their classes into
public meetings.
More difficult was contact by the doctrinaires with the
masses. One favorable opportunity for igniiting the spark
of public enthusiasm were the many festivals which were
held annually in German towns. An excellent example of
this approach was the Wartburg festival in October, 1817,
held in commemoration of Martin Luther and t~e battle; of
Leipzig. During the numerous prayers, Be~mons, and
speeches that followed, the s.tudents of Jena 'Urtiversity emphasized the fact that in these two historical iinc~dents Germany had led the way in the ove~throw of two despots, the
Pope and Napoleon Bonaparte, and urged that the occasion
be used to r~legate to the oblivion a third tyrant, .absolutism.
At a bonfire which was held shortly afterward, a number of
emblems symbolic of reaction were committed to the flames
-the works of Schmalz and Kotzebue, both notorious propagandists of the established order, a corporal's cane, a pigtail,
and a soldier's stay.
.
The leaders of the new 'order i~ Italy were grouped
together under the Risorgimento movement. The young men
of Italy were urged to bear the torch
of liberty everywhere.
.

'"
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They were directed to climb the mountain slopes and share
the humble food of the laborer and to invade the rapidly
growing industrial centers and seek out the artisans in their
factories and homes. As an opportunity for full dress I:ehearsals of their principles before the public,: great stress
was placed upon participation in scientific' congresses. They
supported vigorously, for instance, the" effort to persuade
Leopold II of Tuscany to permit such a congress at Pisa.
When Leopold II, flattered by the prospect that his reputa-'
tion as a patron of the sciences would be enhanced, acceded,: .
the conspirators secured a voice in drawing up the program.'
This, apparently, was so evident" that the Pope in strict lan-'
guage forbade the learned men of his temporal possessions
to attend the congress. During the sessions theJLir was full
of'a~cusations by secret agents from Jhe various Italian
principalities that the most spirited discussions were those
topics. The
which digressed the furthest from. scie.ntific
..addresses, made during the consect:ation of a monument in
honor of Galileo, gave added confirmation to these suspicions.
As much stress was bestowed upon the handicaps interposed
by the Inquisition as upon the sGientific contributions of
Galileo. The 'inference of "Young Italy" was evidently to
contrast the superior quality of man's handiwork if afforded
intellectual freedom. How much stock Mazzini and his followers placed in music as a vehicle for propaganda is open
to debate. Certainly it is true that the authorities gave credence. to such intentions. Many operas wer:e interdicted on
the ground that they were insurrectionary in tone and spirit.
Among these was Rossini's William Tell. Especially incriminating was the scene when the representatives from the
three cantons swear to vindicate their liberty at all costs and
the deep voices of the chorus and bass chords intonate an
irresistible call to deeds of prowess and of self-sacrifie. So
deep was this fear of the role of music that the Austrians
in their provinces of Lombardy and Venetia actually made
it a treasonable offense to applaud or to hiss certain passages in various operas.

I '

t-

'l

I
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In Russia an elaborate espionage system was set up to
uncover the secret springs of radical activity. The deeds of
the Cheka in Soviet territories have their counterpart and
perhaps ther inspiration in those of the Okrana during the
reign of Nicholas I. Whether it be, however, the inhepent
corruptne~s of Romanoff officialdom or the low salaries paid,
the censors-tolerated evasions in return for "gifts." Favorite
among the practices indulged in by the Slavic admirers o~ ,
individualism was the eighteenth century French medium,
the salon or circle as the Russians called it. Many were the
famous weekday gatherings at private homes under the gay
front of pleasant soirees. To tie up the movement, one
account mentions the insertion in appropriate! places in news
columns of a code of dots, and the action of the government
in forming a committee of music experts, to determine
whether the mu'sical composition was being used asa subter· fuge for the relay of messages 'might indicate anotherpossible method of conta~t.
.
. After the middld of the nineteenth century the objectives of the agitating groups shifted cSomewhat. Largely as
the result of the industrial revolution demands were made
by some that individualism be cross-secttoned at certain
points by additional pillars, sUch as imperialism, state socialism, and communism. The' latter case ,was" especially
true in Germany. Here a bitter duel was in progress between
Bismarck and Marxian socialism. With characteristic Teutonic thoroughness, the German social democracy set up a
secret hierarchy to keep the spark of collec1iivism in existence. At the head was a committee of' direction, holding
power from the Party. Confidential men putitbis committee
in touch with members in different localities by grouping
men of military age in electoral circles, a type of club which •"
had the least, apparently, to fear from the police.. Under'
the auspices of these clubs" speakers would be brought in
and contraband literature distributed. When suspicious
,4)roprietors denied 'them the privacy of their i halls, they
would attend the meetings of their opponents and air their
,
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views during the discussion period. .Later, resort was had
to choral societies, educational classes, and sporting, events.
By arranging picnics and excursions into the country, these
organizations found it easy to circumvent .the vigilance of
the police.
.
More troublesome perhaps was the question of the future e~;ollment of members. Unless new recruits could be
secured, the influence of the movement would never grow.
An early, although precarious means, of rallying the masses
to socialistic banners was the fete of May 1, a day once
settled upon by Robert Owen, in 1833, for the .commencement
of the milleIiium and selected by the Second International
officially in 1889 as the date for annual expressions of the
solidarity Qf the working class movement throughout the
world. Even today these celebrations produce frequent
clashes between police ;tnd particip~nts. An attempt was
also made to emulate the French in 'the use of burial pro. cessions for political demonstrations. Illustrative is the
funeral of the great socialist leader, Wilhelm Liebknecht.
The preparations for the event were so suspicious, however,
that the police took extra p~ecautions against political ebulli- .
tions. Before the cortege Was allowed to-proceed, the 45,000
people calculated to have assembled w~ed to remove all banners and emblems. Much more~ffective was'
the use ot the Reichstag debates and electioos.. Socialist
represenUitives were sent to the Lower Chamber largely
because of the immunities accorded jn publicising socialist.,
principles. August Bebel, for instance, after having his
speech on "The Future State" censored for platform pur..
poses, was able to deliver it on the floor of the Reichstag and
to have it printed in the press as a parliamentary speech.
Hundreds of thousands of copies were estimated to have
been distributed.
Chief among the problems which faced the Russian
revolutionary elements was how to win- over an illiterate
nation. If it was difficult to maintain contact among the
party memebrship, it would certainly be doubly difficult to
,
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secure the cOJ1,tact with the masses necessary: for educational
as well as propagandist purpos~es. For these !purposes there
was set in motion the narodniki or "go to the! people" movement. Young men and women were dispatched to the viI- lages, ostensibly to engage in their professions as physicians,
assistant surgeons, midwiv:es, nurses, school teachers, cle~ks,
blacksmiths, woodcHoppers, and day laborers. While the
dullness of the muz ik was a source of irritation, there was
compensati<;m in th fact that the obtuseness of the police
made easier the -eva ion of the censorship laws. One simple
practice was to prin an unusually large editi<lm of a pamphlet or book and dis ribute the greater portion before the
censors' had made t eir examination. 'rheri, if the ,-lat;ter
objected to the con ents, the writer and plilblisher would
acquiesce without rrluch ado in the destruction of the remaining copies whioh might reasonably be expected to be
the entire number. Another favorite ruse was to interchange different books of the same surface binding after
the .police had condemned one set and approved another set.
Some purveyors of forbidden literature had!· their readers
carry and pass around large volumes of government statistics which would contain well-concealed tracts on the
merits of individualism. Often the stupid government examiners were deceived by accounts of the Russian· situation
dressed up as descriptions of Roman, Turkish, and French
historical episodes. Also interesting were the ways by
which they protected their leading writers against the gullible
representaatives of autocracy. When the polic~ would break
. into a newspaper office to make an arrest for anattaek on the
Tsar, the office force would point to a meek man in the corner as the guilty one. With the arrest of the janitor, as the
"sitting editor" was apt to· be, the real scribe would return
to his desk and the Iwar for freedom would cQntinue apace.
Again, when ,a licerlse to publish a paper was, revoked" undiscerning officials would grant a permit to respectable
friends of the former editor. Later the new owners would
faiI"'financiaIIy and their 'conservative publication would tie
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sold to a "dummy" holding for the suspended editor. If
the lethargy of the censor was not sufficient to achieve the
desired ends, attractive' gifts were still found a supplementary means. Many printing presses actually w,ere set up in
the dwellings and offices of public functionaries. The storage
, rooms of the customs house in St. Petersburg were discovered at one time to be a main depositor~ for revolutionary
pamphlets.
On the oth~r hand, when the censors really did their
work, the agitating groups were equal to the task of keeping
the channels of communication open. Such objects as engravings, photographs, atlases, and music sheets were conveyors of messages: So. suspicious did the police becoke that
they even scrutinized th.e little gilt paper rings which encircled the cheap cigars and cigarettes and which ordinarily
contained the name of the brand. The working classes in the
cities found the contraband literature under envelopes,
slipped into conservative papers, and dropped under the
seats of street cars and stage coaches. The rural population
found them on the roads weighted down with stones. One of
the most striking measures undertaken to combat the censor~ occurred during the reIgn of Nicholas II. To prove the
latter's incompetence a pamphlet of eighty pages was published containing every public utter~nce of the Tsar since
his accession in 1894. These speeches, over one hundred in
all, and copied from official records, revealed Nicholas II as
guilty of lese majeste against himself. Needless to say, the
effect desired, to make the people scornful of the autocratic
regime under which they labored, was ac~ieved. Thus did
censor~ who strained at gnats swallow a camel. A .favorite
recourse when repression grew too severe was to transfer
headquarters beyond the Russian frontier. A printing office,
for instance, was set up in London and from here attempts
were made to smuggle the Bell, into Russia. Often special
copies would ,be printed for the Romanoffs in order to gain
their sanction for admission of the rest of the edition which
would attack and revile the Russian bureaucracy. Little suc-
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cess was attained by the use of foreign newspapers, for they
were examined at the border, often held back altogether, and
when delivered at all would have the objectionable parts or
paragraphs stamped out or made illegible. Tie Times frequently appeared with paragraphs or portions of columns
blocked out in this manner. One writer tells the story that
when Rubenstein, the famous composer, returned to Russia
upon one occasion, his manuscripts were seiz~d and kept in
custody until he was ready to depart. -Incidentally some of
his papers were lost in the in}erim with the result that
·Rubenstein was much chagrined upon departure.
In the light of this arr&y of facts, it would seem certain that the nineteenth cenwry was the pioneering era in
underground systems. P~es~t day methods, to repeat, differ
from preceding procedur~~nly in the use of the technological impro~ements of a m-;~ne. age. A few examples from
Germany before concluding ill serve to illustrate this.difference. Fast moving motorc cIes are utilized to scatter hundreds of toy balloons to wh chleaflets are at1ached. Until
the Nazis ferreted them out secret radio stati(i)ns broadcast
radical propaganda. When f reign stations werre resorted to,
the government set up powe~ul dispersers to ~rev~nt re~ep
tion by the average radio set and confiscated those powerful
enough to receive them. Ekren the productive processes in
industry are utilized. Leaflets are placed on conveyor belts
and carried to the worker~ in every corn<F of th~ esta_bIishmente In the mines the etnpty returning wagons are apt to be
filled with tracts. :Many papers are printed in such small type
as to require magnifying ilas~es and so special pocket glasses
are in vogue among the workers. ~osed---iUlmS on which
messages have been photographe~re sent by bail in light,
· proof-sealed envelopes t~ anti-1'razis who krlow that the
envelopes may be opened only in dark room~. Lest it be
thought that music no longer p.,-forms its shar~ in a machine
· age, mention must be made before concludin~ tliat phonograph recordings are made which playa few strains of some
popular song and then abruptly Iaun~h into atitacks on Der
· Fuehrer and the totalitarian program.
j
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Edwin
Arlington Robinson ot} Time*
,
By GEORGE ST.
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(This 1's an attempt to put into literary fonn the results
J~ of literary res~arch. Mr. HagedorI1ltlbiog'rapher
of Edwin
r"./I
Arlingto~ Rooinson, saltl that he thought Robinson would
have enjoyed reading it.-G. St. C.) ,
,U;lj

p;"

'Jo~ ~

l'

A'

II

..~
I

You temme that you think I was at times
A bit too much preoccupied with Time, P
.. ,
Or rather, that.I was gbsessed with it.
QJeer, I recall it o~ly faintly. Of Peace,
f still remember, I said mueh; of Fate
And' Wisdom, Light, Shadows, Silence, and Drea!Jls,
And Darkness, through which the Light gleamed dimly. But
Time!
I know Time held an interest for me . . . But . . .
And yet, you are a student of my poems,
And you should know. Therefore, I'll take your" word,
-Even without these figures that you show me.
You have examples, too? May I look at .them?
Hum! Hum! From Captain Craig, and on, and on.
*Collected Poems of Edwin Arlington Robinson. Macmillan Company, New York, 1937. This volume contains
1488 pages, and 207 poems. Some few of the poet's poems
are omitted from this edition, but most of these are not of
great importance. His prose plays are not here.
Twenty-five of the poems in this volume are narrative
poems, many of them very long; three are dramatic dialogues; eighty:.eight are sonnets; and the rest are lyrics and
dramatic lyrics. The number of lines is 44,685. In studying
these poems, I noticed the frequent occurrence of such words
as "Peace,", "Light," "Darkness," "Shadows," "Silence,"
"Dreams," "Wisdom," "Fate," and "Time." The frequency
[ 150]
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Let us go through them~ It will be amusing,
Though probably not very profitableI mean, to you-Others, no doubt, who never
Have read my poems,~pr any other pqet's- I
Being, most of them, ind:1JF ~e~t readers, either.
In the. dark, or in the Ugh
. my
I·
Of poetry, you know-mig!
0 e stranFe
I,

with which this latter word,i\(;Tl
"was Jsed, especially
attracted my attention. At la~tj I 'set myse! -to determine
the actual number of times e~¥r tpis word, or such variations of it as ~ "some time" '.'at time~I' " "betim· s"
, "timeless"
,
etc., occurred. By actual count,!I f~und the w<prd used almost
exactly a thousand times/and in ~ighty-eight poems. Such
allusions were most nu~rou~in the narrati I e p~ems, especially in the.Arlhuri~ seljf!s. In Tristra ,for instance,
variations of the worrt3
r 170.times.
Being curious . now to what extent her'poets haa
used this word,'" ime," I look~d up various r ference books,
including Bartl7,Vt's Familiar Quotatio~ (193 edition, 1,093
pages) ; Burton/Stevenson's Home Book of Q tations (1935,
2,269 pages) ; and the Shakespeare, wordswo;h' and Tennyson concord.~,e8. In :Bartlett, I found som th~ng over 400
allusio~ to Time; in Stevenson, 7.50 (estimat d) ; in Wordsworth, 0~00; in Shakespeare, 1,000 (estimated) ; and in
Tennyson, nearly 400. These three poets ~ll wrote more
voluminou~ly than did Robinson. In The Pag~ant of English
Poetry (Eondon, 1909, H. Frou'de), I fQund ourteen references to ''Time.'' This book contains 1>150 poems and extracts from poems, from more than 300 poet , ranging from
Chaucer to the late nineteenth'century.Be ides using the
word "Time" so often, Robinson repeatedly es such words
as "Dawn," "Morning," "Day," "Afternoo ," "Twilight,"
"E~ening," "Night," "l\!onth," ':Years,". "W..bile," "MeanwhIle," "Long ago," "The past," etc. rJ'lme) seems to have
had some peculiarly significant meaning for Robinson, though
he often fails ~o make that meaning clear to ~is readers.
,
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Illumination in them. Perhaps the Light,
You ask me? I don't know. I wish I did.
In the dark, as in the light, there hovers always
Some radiant, beneficent, perhaps
Divinely appointed spirit of mystery.
I wish I knew today, now that the Light
Is always with me, what it meant down there
To me, or to those beings I created
Dimly. Out of the darkness Light has come,
But is it now the Gleam, the Light, the Vision,
I faintly saw? Perhaps it's something greater,
Something diviner. The light your planet needed,
'11
And needs still, I doubt not-for here we know
Nothing of what is happening there below,
Only·the future and the past being oursIs such a gleam as will scorch the dry souls
Of men, and burning, cleanse them ftee of all
Their stupid malice and brutality.
And here is where they need the poet, for he
Has ways of searching out the truth, denied
To other men. Once, in that time you said
So fascinated me, I wrote these words:
"The poet somehow has the best of us; "
He has a gauge for us that we have not." (1)
It is a gauge men badly need: To know
Themsel;'es! No, such a gauge would be·-too harsh!
In such a searching light, how many could still
Endure to live? Better for their blind souls
That no such fumigating flame sear inward!
Better $or them that they not see the Light!
Better that they still crawl on craving beJlies!
Better, that is, for most! A few brave souls
Chosen from out the bitter mass, might stand
Such surgery, but, for the most, better
That they live on in darkness, if the race
Shall still live on! But here! your lines on Time:
"Love builds of what Time takes away." (2) Love builds-
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That had a meaning once. But now- And this:
"He treads along through Time's old wildel1'ness
As if the tramp of all the centuries
Had left no roads-and there are none, for him." (3)
That's rare old Ben, talking about Shakespeare.
.And he was right. What country else but Bngland
Could ever have sired so strange a genius!
This smells of Shakespeare,\ too :- "Time has; a casket
Wherein our.days are covered certainties
That we lift out of it, one by one,
For what the day may tell." (4) Yes, Shakespeare reversed:
"Time hath, my lord, -a wallet at his back,
Wherein he puts alms for oblivion." (5)
Could one do better to imitate
. The inimitable imitator? We"
Are at our best, we little poets, when
We catch a trace of his accents'. Now, let.'
Me see more of these: "I saw in the Tower"
When all was darkest, and I may have dreamed,
A light that gave to men the eyes of.Time
To read themselves in silence." (6) Oh, the Light
Again, with darkness, dreams and silence! :Who
Is talking? - Guinevere. "All white 'and gold." (7)
Too good, poor, golden queen, for Lancelot!1
"r.time steals the infant, but the child he leav~s." (8)
What does that mean? Just words
to fill in space.
.
I"Words are but shells unfilled." (9) Yes, I spoke truly!
"Worms, armadillos, and hyenas." (10)
"Dodos, dinosaurs, and pterodactyls." (11)
"As a frog on a Passover cake in a streamless desert.~' (12)
All words contrived to show my_ cleverness.
_.
I fear "the old monster, Time," (~r3) will make short shrift
Of lines like these. Clever, but not true poetry!
"For we who delve in Beauty's IQre
Know all that we have known before
Of what inexorable cause
,
Makes Time so vicious in his reaping." (14)
'/
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And here's" this one: "Fbr 'Time'iwrites of death
On men before they die." (15) Poor sOllpet singers,
Who fail beeause they fail to realiz~
,.;'
-?;
" "Poets and kings 'are but the clerks of Time," (\1.~) ,
So ':angry Time discre~its and ~ilowns them." ~17)
How ~ondrous pab'some of. the lInes you've chosen
.. Fit in'With my convictions f" Now I see..
,~
What made me say so much of Time, Time and
lIis work, for' surely; "Time will pass them, 6n~y
To kick their bones," (18) and "hungry Time forgets'
. . them." (19)
.
':'Time has done worse for Time than in our making." (20)
Bright passion this: "But when two loves like ours
," Wear down the wall of Time dividing them,
Two oceans come together and flow over
.
Time and his evil work." (21) "These two-not shadows,
Be as they were, and live-by time no more
Divided until time for them should cease.
They were not made for time as others were,
And time, therefore, would not be long for them
Wherein for love to learn that in their love,
Where fate was more than time and more than love,
Time never was, save in their fear of it-" (22)
Immortal love in time! "Time that made smoke
Will drive away the smoke, and we shall know
The workthat we are doing." (23) "For Time enjoys
The look that's on our faces when we scowl
At unexpected ruins." (24) "Time says June
Is half a part already of time's ashes." (25)
"I wish to God that we who have done this
Had not forgotten time in our~
t· ,-service." (26)
"And on God's ocean, after sto ,
.
Time's· wreckage is half pilot-bo ts." (27)
"Nothing is ever as it was bef e
Wher~ Time has been. Here there is more than Time." (28)
"Once I believed I knew-not long ago
In time, but longer in eternity,
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Which is not time. I wonder if you know
..Just where the difference is between the twa,
Or ifthere be one." (29) "But what's the use of Time,
If it *iII not be done when it's all gone?" (30)
"If i~ were done when 'tis done, tlieI.l 'twere well,
It were done quickly." (31) Shakespeare again! We can't
-..
Get away from him. Time forgets
Him not, nor lets us lesser ones forget him. ,
But here's the best of all! Did 1 write this?1
"Whenever your poet or your philosopher
Has nothing richer for us, he resumed,
He burrows among remnants like a mouse
In a waste-basket, and with much dry noise
Comes up again, having found Time,at the bottom
.. And filled himself with its futility.
Time is at once, he says, to startle us,
A poison for us, if we make it so,
And if we make it so, an antidote'
For the, same poison that afflicted us." (32)
Is that not good! There's Time's revenge on me.
~ Whatever else men say of me, they'll have
To say: "At least, he could laugh at himself."
"When Time tossed roses in his path." (33) I like
That line, don't you ? It has a sensuous
Beauty too often lacking in ~ work.
And now, one more, the last: "Are you released
From time? ar where you are, do~s time forget?" (34)
How pertinent that question seems up here!
Does Time forget? I'm not so_ sure of that!
But here, I know, Time has forgotten us,
And here, we know, "all the poor kings and q~eens
Of time are nothing now." (35) Here where the monster
City no longer spews its sullen roar;
Where man's ferocity and stupid hate
Awake no dismal echoes, Time is silent,
And in this silence, this eternal calm,
r

'
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This healing Light that came--after the Darkness,
We Dream we have'lat last found perfect Peace.
v
I'

It

.

f

1.~ Collected Poems: A'11'Utranth, Lines 247-48.
2. Idem: Hillcrest, Stanza 9.
3. Id.: Ben Jonson Entertains a Man From Stratford, 11. 90-92.
4. Tristram:.,).1. 1512-15.
5. The Oxford Shakespeare: ')Troilus and Cressida, III,, 3, 145-6.
6. Lancelot: II. 2647-50.
'
7. Id.: 7. 2'679.
1'4 8. Captain Craig: 1. 420~
9. 'Ike Three Taverns: 1. 9~
10. Matthias At the Door: 1. 2349.
11. Cavender's House: 1. 1053.
12. Captain Craig: 1. 792.
13. Ben Jonson Entertains a Man from Stratford: 1. 259.
14. For a Dead Lady: Stanza 3.
15. The Three Taverns: 1. 58.
16. Sonnet, The Clerks.
17. John Brown: 1. 108.
18. Toussaint l'Ouverture: 11. 32-33.
19. Matthias at the Door: 1. 337.
20. Lancelot: 1. 145.
21. Tristram: 11. 981-84.
22. Id.: 11. 2583-90.
23. Captain Craig: 11. 1105-07.
24. Merlin: 11. 1330-33.
25. Talifer: 11. 135-6.
26. Ponce de Leon: 1. 173.
27. Sainte-Nitouche: Stanza 42.
28. Lazf!'ruS: 11. 422-23.
29. Ro'11'Utn Bartholow: 11. 993-97.
30. The Glory of the Nightingales: 11. 1866-67.
31. Macbeth: III, 7, 1.
32. A von's Harvest: 11. 1549-58.
33. Llewllyn and the Tree: Stanza 7.
34. King Jasper: 11. 1766-67. King Jasper was Mr. Robinson's last
poem, published posthumously, in the autumn of 1935.
35. Tristram: 11.3683-84.
<t'
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Pappy
By NAOMI SELL

T~LEY'

HEYI KEPT telling her Pappy was deald. Why in the
nanie of sense did they want to talk: like that when
Pappy was in there asleep. Pappy wasn't dead. If they would
just let him alone and come on out so he could pest, bht,they
had just been going in and out, in and out, for no telling how
long. Just milling around in the house and out of doors, like
the cattle did owhen they wanted to be let intto the west field
for water.
" .
People ought not to talk about folks being dead when
they were just asleep. It wasn't right. Pappy was tired out
from the sprIng plowing anq was trying to get a little rest. ~
Pappy couldn't stand up to his work now~ like he' did when
they first moved to the home place. They ha;din't been marriep
much over a year then, and Johnny was a baby. Pappy was
strong and could stand anything then. He could overwork
any man ~n the country, but Pappy was getting old and.sort
of worn out and needed to rest more.
She wished the women wouldn't bother her talking so
much. They kept coming up to her and telling her to try to
hold up; telling her Pappy was" dtGtd. It made her head hurt
to hear so-much talk. She knew in reason she was, in for a
spell with her head. Pappy's dead. Pappy's dead. Overtand •
over she heard it. Even when they weren't standing around
'. her telling her she could hearit. Pappy's dead. Round and
round and round in her brain. Like buzzards flying.; Slow
and easy like, but round and round. Pappy's dead. It made
her head feel tight, like screwing down a clamp. Like the
clamp in the sausage mill when Pappy screwed it to the table
,
so tight it wouldn't budge.
Pappy was good to help her. Some of ithe men in the
country always left th . ard and sausage making to the
women folks at hog-kiI:- t'me"and never made a hand's
~ [
7]
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turn to help, but Pappy always helped. He said there wasn't
any use breaking a body down, and grinding sausage was
hard work. It was a man's work. No woman ever had a better
man than Pappy. When her head hurt like this he always
wanted her to go lie down and let the work go. He always
told her she'd have a speII~with her head if she 4idn't, and h~
didn't want her to suffer. Pappy was 'asleep now and she
didn't want to bother him. She would just sit here on the
doorstep. It was nice 'and coolon the doorstep and if the
women,would leave her alone she would be all right.
'Pappy never 'did sleep in the daytime like this, never
si ce she married him. He said he got plenty of sleep at
n ht to do him. Said nobody but lazy folks lay in the bed in
daytime. Then Pappy would pinch her on the arm and tell
her to lie down and :rest herself when she wanted to, and not
work too hard. Pappy was good to her. Johnny always
wanted to take a nap after dinner before he started back to
the field but Pappy would tell him he could rest while he was
plowing. Pappy was a little too hard on Johnny. Growing
boys needed rest, but it wasn't Pappy's way to stop going.
Johnny would think queer about his Pappy lying up asleep in
the middle of the day. She wouldn't say anything about· it
before Johnny for Pappy would feel right ashamed of himself when he woke up.
There was old lady Watkins again. She kept running
around. What on earth was she crying about? It made her
eyes red and watery, and she needed to go comb her hair, it
was standing straight up in front and looked silly. Everybody was standing around crying except the men. They were
squatting in the yard whittling. Men folks always whittled
when they got together: They were whittling in her clean
yard. ,Lyddy, Pappy's dead, old lady Watkins was telling her.
Round and round like buzzards inside her head. Lyddy,
Pappy's dead. Like Pappy turning the clamp in the sausage
mill. Tighter and tighter. Seemed like the clamp was in her
head, the way it felt. If they didn't stop saying it her head
would just go clean off. The men were whittling. The yard
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was full of them, squatting around. It did look like they
could see she had just swept her yard. It wasn't any easy
matter sweeping a yard as big as that one.,
She had just hung the clothes on the line and was sweep- .,
ing the front yard when J>appy came to the house to lie down.
She could tell he was all tuckered out, he' wits white as a
sheet. His chest hurt him, he, ~aid, just sort of smothered
him. Pappy hadn't oughtto plow any more. It was hard on
him. She told him yesterday. he ought to let ~ohnny Rlow for~
him. Johnny was a great big strollop of a boy now, sixteen
coming October~ He would soon take all the ~urden off Pappy
and let him rest.
Funny how she had started calling him I Pappy. Johrtny
couldn't say papa when he was a. baby, all lie could say ~as
. pappy. He had ,been slow to talk so' it plea~ed his pa w en
. the baby called him pappy, the first word h~ ever said. Ihe
had always called him Pappy after that.,
Johnny was just a scrap of a baby whetli they moved Ion
the place. It was spring and the redbud and \wild plum were
· in bloom all up and down the creek. It was
prettiest sight
she had ever seen. Pappy said it was the prettiest farm in
Texas, bar none. 'Dhere wasn't much of a ~ouse' then, just
one room andl a lean-to, and it didn't takeI much work to
keep it. When Pappy would be plowing in
red field she
would take the, baby and go ~ver and put him down on a 'quilt
at the end of the rows, and Pappy would s , p a minute or
two every time he turned his row.
~' .
, She was thirty then. She and Pappy had not been y~:)Ung
when they married. She had never been a gil I the men.took
. to. She was an old maid and her folks thought she would
never get married. She never had' a beau I except Pappy.
Nobody had ever paid any attention to her tntil he started
waiting on her. Pappy was a good man and rbade her a good
husband. He alwayS was a hard worker.
I
"
The porch needed scrubbIng.', Mud had ~'een nacked all
over it, with so many folks going in and out. $he would h~ve
scrubbed it if it hadn't been for Pappy com~ng in so tired.
'i

title
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She always scrubbed after she washed and swept the yard.
When Pappy got up she :il'would attend to it. The water was
cold but she could put a fire under the wash pot and heat it
in no til?e. Papp~ ~ouldn't want her to do it if he knew how
her head hurt. He always wanted to save her from all the
work he could. Many a time he had taken the broom away
from her and washed the porch off before _he would let her
do it.
There hung Pappy's old black felt hat on the nail. She
always told Pappy she would know his hats in Jerusalem.
They looked like him, somehow. He always ·got a hat rolled
up on the sides and sort of pointed to the middle in front.
That old black felt was a sight, all dirty and spotted along
the band, but a body couldn't wear a hat in the field without
getting it ruined. When Pappy came in yesterday he took it
off and hung it up there, and his forehead was dripping wet.
It was too hot for the old felt, but Pappy never took to wearing hi$ strawstack, as he called his old straw hat, until
harvest.
It wouldn't be long now until harvest, not more than :;L
month. She dreaded harvest this year. Pappy always worked
too hard, pitching grain, and would come in at night too tired
to eat. ' She would have to try to make him take it a little
easier, maybe get a man to take his pl~ce. Pappy couldn't
do the work now he had always done. She always had her
hands fulf at harvest itime, for cooking for hired hands ~was
a job. She wished they could get the outfit that thrashed on
Jess Trammell's place. They carried their own cook and a
chuck wagon, but they started at Jess' place and worked
down the valley the oth~r way. She always had more than
she could do with four or five to cook for besides her own
men.
~
There would be the peaches to put up. The· Early
Wheelerl:i got ripe right at the beginning of harvest, and'
that made it hard on her. If she didn't work them up before
they got too soft she would lose them. She always made jam
of her E~rly Wheelers. Pappy liked ~er peach jam. He said
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it was enou~h to make a nigger hit his dadd~ it was so good.
Pappy always did make his little joke abou r6things. .
_
He had always bragged on her though. Right after they
were married, before they came to Texas, h, was go04, to do ,
around the kitchen and help, always wantirg to take work
off of her. She wasn't much of a cook then, and her biggest
trouble had been getting too much soda in the biscuits. It
always made her ashamed but Pappy would laugh at her and
. tell her they were eating their golden bread. He never did
find fault with her cooking like some women's husbands did.
She'd best go set some sponge before it got too late, so
she could make Pappy some fresh lightbread. He always
wanted her to make lightbread for him, and hot rolls. She
could make a pan for supper. Pappy could eat a whole pan
of hot rolls when he came in from the fields to dinner. And
buttermilk. Pappy ,,~as a sight when it came to drinking
buttermilk. Nobody could get away with it like he could.
Old lady Watkins was coming back again. She had a
cup of coffee now, sploshing it around 'in the saucer. Old
lady Watkins ought to know she never did drink coffee in
the middle of the day. It soured on her stomach. Coffee
without cream in it. Didn't they know where the cream was?
They ought to know she kept it'in the blue crock in the cooler, .
right in back of the egg buc~et. She couldn't endure coffee
without cream.
It tasted like medicine.
.
.
The cup was heavy, the heaviest cup she ever saw. She
put it down in the sand by the doorstep, where they couldn't
see it. She didn't feel like passing any words about it now.
Her head Puth er too bad. It was going round and round.
What was it ey said that made it go round?· PappysomethingJ out Pappy.
.
Maybe if she'd eat a biteit wouldn't hurt so bad. Come
to think of it she hadn't had a mouthful since four o'clock
that morning. She had got up to rub .lard and turpentine on
P3J>PY's chest before day. It hurt him, he said. Like his
heart was wired up with bailing wire. She had stayed" 'up;
had put on coffee and made brea~ and cooked a little meat.
'
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She codld go out now and get wood to make a fire and
cook supper. Pappy might eat a little when he woke up, and
Johnny wound be in from the field wanting supper. Johnny
was always hungry. A big growing boy like him never got
enough to eat. She was tired but she'd better get a fire going
in the stove. If the women would let her alone. But every
time she started off they followed her. Couldn't she go to
the woodpile without somebody ganging along? Why didn't
they go home? She didn't need anybody to help. Pappy was
all right. He was just tired and needed rest and his chest
'hurt him. Pappy had piled every stick of this stovew90d in
the winter. Johnny had helped him split it, but Pappy could
beat Johnny all to pieces when it came to splitt~ng wood.
Pappy'8 dead. Pappy'8 dead. Round and round in her
head, like buzzards circling. She hated buzzards, they made
her think of Trixie" her little dog. Johnny. had run over
Trixie with his wagon one day last spring, and had carried
her off across the creek. She had always :hated buzzards after
that. It sort of made her stomach sick to think about them.
She loved Trixie. Trix would climb into her lap and cuddle
her nose up to her neck, just like a baby. Trixie's little warm
body made her think of a baby.
•
All her babies had died but Johnny. She
had four. She
.
had wanted a little girl to cuddle up to "her and put her arms
around her. Boys didn't like kissing. Girls would kiss their
mamas, but boys never did after they grew up. Trixie was
little and cute like a baby. She wished she could have raised
a little girl, but her little girls died.
..
$
There were still some redbuds in bloom down in the hollow. They looked so soft and pink and pretty. Redbud always
made her think of church, and made a big lump come in her
chest. And clouds, like over there in the west. Made her
think of heaven. The first year she was married she had a
dress the color of redbuds. It was her Sunday dress. Pappy
had bought it for her when he made a• trip to the county
seat. She had trimmed it with black passamenterie. Pappy
thought it was so pretty and said she was as sweet as a pink
,

.
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in it. He was always telling~her he was going to buy her
another dress like it someday. But she was too old now to
wear red dresses. If Pappy wanted her to wear one she
would.
There was that brown hen out again with her chickens.
How she ever got out of that coop was a mystery. That
brown hen was worse than any guinea. Give her a chance
and she would trail every chicken she had clear to the panther patch. Every egg in that setting -had hatched o,ut.
Brown leghorns, they were. Little striped yellow leghorn
chickens were a pretty sight. Now wasn't it like that hen to
run like the dogs were after her. Pappy would have to
shut her up before dark. He would be up by then. She 'had
never known hi~ to sleep like this.
.
She would have to hurry with supper. There was going
to be a singing over 'at the Baleses. She liked to sing but
didn't feel much like it now, with her head hurting. :She
tried to sing a verse of "I'm a Soldier," but somehow she
couldn't get the tune right. Pappy wouldn't likely feel ,up to
;going, anyWay, him being so tired.
What made them follow her around like that everywhere she. went. Couldn't, she sing if she wanted to? She
never saw folks so meddlesome before. Just no manners at
all. She'd be glad when Pappy woke up~ It bothered. her
having so many people around. They wouldn't let her doanything and her head was bursting. If she didn't watch 'out
she'd have another bad spelL wi~h her head. Things went
black on'her when she had a bad spell.
Johnny was climbing 90wn from a wagon out in front
of the house. He had his Sunday Clothes on. She didn't know
what he meant taking out of the' field in the middle of the day
and dressing up in his Sunday clothes. He'd been off some- .
where. Pappy would-get after him for leaving his plowing.
Pappy wouldn't like that. You had to keep your work going,
he said.
Johnny was coming over to her. He looked sad, like he'd
been cryin~, and put his arm around her and kissed her.
!'

t.
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Johnny hadn't kissed her like th~t since he was a little tad.
He was a good boy and looked more like Pappy everyday.
She was proud of ,Johnny. She told him Pappy was asleep.
He was all tired out from plowing and not to wake him up.
Johnny started crying, just blubbering like a baby.
Mommy, he told her, Mommy, he's dead. Pappy's dead,
Mommy, can't you understand?
The clamp in her head was so tight she couldn't stand
it any longer. She was too tired to stand up and would just
have to lie down on the ground and rest a minute. Things
were getting black. It was her head . . .
What was that Johnny was saying? Pappy was dead.
. Pappy-Pappy dead? Ah, God in heavenr.-rw-no-no-

Note on Ou
i

The certain beat of the unwe rying heart
Con~ucts a constant god for ~hesitant man.
Thi~re imperative of pulse can start
The heavens living, can people stones with span
Of breath. And what a man can never do
These giant gods can do, can raise the dawn,
Or bring the rain
sudden rainbow-hue.
Man falters, but the heart, and gods, drive on.

or

I

- f

And it is said that priests once climbed a cliff
In Mexico and threw the gods far down,
And then the Aztec heart went down. Old, stiff,
The priests are dying now like gods of the town.
Now is the heart unsure, afraid, amYsighing.
Losing this driving heart, man will be dying.
o\l
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By S. QMAR BARKER

this land of equal opportunity not'many r~ach
their goal at the early age of about twenty-three like 1
have, and are ready to write down the story of their success
for a waiting world. The climax of my ca~eer is to come next
Thursday. But you will see all that. in the pap~rs.
1 was born in asmall log cabin in a certain southwestern
state where my parents had gone, bei~g of that sturdy, cleareyed breed 'of American pioneers, to wrest a home from the
wilderness by the honest sweat of their brows.
'.
(Not really, of course. But I have always said to tnyself: "That is the way I will begin the story of my life?~, I
always used to think what a good way it was-'pine knots
blazing in the fireplace and everything~venwhen the cops
would run me off of a griddle.' Those iron gratings they have
in some of the sidewalks, where it's 'kind of warm from
underneath. We called them griddles. You could swipe a
goods box an<,i drag onto them sometimes when it was a cold
wind.)
1 want to say, now, tpat amid the glitter of fame, however proud I may be to see my name blazened acro,ss' the front
page, 1 will never forget that simple, humble home of rough
will always live
hewn logs. The picture of that cozy fireside
,
in my heart. ,Mother (I know she must have ·been rosy
cheeked and jolly then) telling us stories about little foxes
or maybe bears-to teach us our first numbers; father, tired
from his long hard day of work outsid~-but never too tir~d
to bounce my little sister on his knee or show me how to
whittle out the sight on the gun 1 was making,'Iike his old
"bear-bumper"-only just wood, of course; all of us do~
on our knees while father said the prayers' for bedtime.' I
remember how the rough split-pole floor always hurt my
knees.
[ 165]
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(I guess not as bad, though, ref\lly, as Eddie the Dope
holding me down in the alley by bending my fingers back till
I'd promise to do what he wanted. Eddie had a system where
he made us kids peddle the dope for him.)
I will never forget my father: almost a~ tall, I guess, as
Abraham Lincoln, and strong in his muscles. Ther~ wasn't
anybody in all that settlement of lusty pioneers that could dig
up as many trees. in a day as he could. You know-clearing
land. He was a stern man, but gentle, too. He hadn't ever
been to school much himself, but he was a fierce champion of
education for his children. It was· him that built the first log
school house, though in order to get the support of the others
for a teacher he had to build it nearly two miles from our
homestead, where more of the settlers lived. It gave us kids
a long walk, sometimes in snow above our knees, but he never
let us miss a day. As I got bigger it looked·to me sometimes
as if I'd ought to stay home and help, him having to work
just about like hell for the living. "Son," he always said,
"you git your schoolin'. If I'm able I aim to send you off to
"'"
college, too, when the time comes. I don't
never want you to
be- ashamed to work with your hands, but it's head work
that counts. It'll be time enough to talk about helpin' me
when you' git to be a big lawyer-maybe sent to CQ~gress,
even, like old Abe."
(Really, I guess, I did do pretty good with my hands
for a while, though like he ~aid, hand jobs never,would build
you up to be a big shot with the law. Lifting watches and
.pocket-books sure never would have boosted me to where I
am now, at about twenty-three. Congress? That's a laugh
. when you look at where I'm headed! Pretty good for aU well, I won't use the word, but I don't know of any time that
f I've ever wished worse. that I knew who my father was than
v:'
I do now. There's' quite a bit I'd like to make up to him.)
The sleigh rides! Lots of time when the snow was too
deep, father would hitch up the bays to the cutter he had
made himself and come to school after us. Generally we had
a snowball battle with him first, before we piled in under
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cowhide robes and went- zippirig home across the snow--t~
mother and doughnuts-snug and warm, the runners singing .
in the frost. All of us laughing and shouting together', or
sometimes being very quiet so father might shoot a deer on
the way. Today I can have my meals brought right to me in
my room, but I don't believe anything will ever taste as good
again as the deer meat we broiled on sticks over the open fire.
Even in the position of fame that I hold today I love to think
.
.of s1.!.ch simple, humble beginnings.
Sometimes he would let me tie my sled on behind and
"
ride on it. J ou got dumped maybe, but it was fun.
(Anyway the pictures in that book that I and Jenny the
Wop dug out of an ashcan looked like it would be a lot of fun.
Only if you ever snitched sled some place and tied it behind
a truck or something the damn coppers grabbed you off and
kicked your pants-or anfWay what pants you had. It was
a good book, though. I wtls glad some welfare outfit jerked
me out of that dump where they make all-silk sock$ half out
of cQtton, and kept me in school for a couple of terms, so I
got so I could kind of read. Old Henrietta the-well never
mind what-was sore as hell about it, though. I better put
in my time, she said, tolling in the customers.) :
Next to those log cabin days of childhood, I like best to
think-when my mind "is'not too occupied with the problems
that must always confront any man who has attained to the
" place in the world of official affairs that I hold today-ofiily
brief years in college, with those rare, happy visits back .
home. Brief years, partly because I knew, with the other
children coming on, my father could not afford to keep ,me
there long; and partly because, by hard study, with the keen
intelligence I had inherited' from my pioneer parents, I was
able to finish my course in half the usual time. Just as, now,
I have reached my goal at half the age when tnost men attain
to theirs.
"
But college was not all work. There were. girls-sweet,
fresh-faced girls from clean, country homes like mine. They
are like a fresh, dewy rose-gar~en in my memory. ~ere
was one -in particular-

t
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(Well, never mind. Maybe Jenny the W01> wasn't so hot,
but she never hit the dope, like some, and she was a pal before
I broke into the big time just the satne as after.)
It was at college that I began to meet the men who were
destined so to influence my life, to ~uide me, so to speak, a~ong
the road to success, to discipline me, to help me to become
what I am today. I can truthfully say that if I had not,
through college contacts, met Mr. Berton, the kindly banker
who financed my first venture, I should not be writing this
story of success today at the early age of twenty-three years.
Poor Mr. Berton, gone now, but not forgotten.
(Not really "college" of course, but it was a place where
you learned things. I don't guess any of old Henrietta's girls
ever saw a rose garden with dew on it, but what the hen!·
They'd hide a guy from the coppers-,if he'd bring in some
trade once in a while.)
(To a punk like me some of the birds that used to come
to my mother's house~1 mean old Henrietta's dump-were
big shots all right. "Banker" Bertoni outclassed 'em all,
though, in his line. From the time he took me into his racket,
I blossomed, brother, I blossomed. Until-)
My first law case after I left college, backed by~Mr. Berto~ was a great success. As a young, coming lawyer, my foot
w~s on the ladder. Those usual years of slow, hard struggling were never mine. My father's council had been good:
"Use your head." I used it and I prospered. Within two
years my big opportunity came. If I had the courage to
seize it. I could become famous overnight. I had already
defended a few hard cases. Now I was to assume the defense
in a great murder case. As I review the steps that led to this
great opportunity to win a Il>lace for myself before the.. bar
that few men attain, I can only humbly acknowledge the
debt lowe to my mother, to those dear log-cabin days, to my
schooling, to college, to my father.. Next Thursd_ay-my
reward! Fame! The frol}t page-at twenty-three! Nor
must I fail to acknowledge my debt to the girl, and Mr.
Berton.
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(Not really, of course~ It was a knife I uSed on
"Banker" Bertoni. I never got too proud to use my hands.
Mostly over Jenny the Wop, it was. I wonder what my old
man, whoever he is, will think of the front page next Thursday? Me, I keep thinking things might of been different.
Success? Not really, brother ... the chait ... at twentythree.)
.'
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Desert-Born

J

,

By RICHARD RYAN, JR..
I was never born

To live on your green-washboard plains;
They stifle me,
Make me feel asif I were walking on sponge-rubber,
Unable to get out of the hollow Iform as I walk;
Surrounded by a monotonous green.

I

I must have deserts and mesas, stretching away to tall

m.ountains
That let me feel the spac.e
Around me:

.?,

Deserts and
-. mesas full of colors
Changing colors
Reds, bright yellows, hazy blues and grays;
Never the same
. Bound together by the heat-haze
As if melted together by the sun.
Deserts and mesas
With warm cloud.,shadows floating on them
Deep wine-purple
Shifting in shade, and texture, and value
From moment to moment.
I must have change.
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Phoenix
By SAGE HOLTER

You cannot compel love
Once it has gone,
You cannot persuade love
To linger on.
White heat is love's color
Encircled in flameWhen the white heat is gone
Invoke no name.
That new love may quicken
On phoenix wingsBurn brightly to ashes
The dead things.

This Day
By SAGE HOLTER

This day is like a feather brushing meInaudible the whir
Of down that covers me,
While silent sheen of blue and green
Hovers over me.
This day, rimmed with gold, veined in light,
Pillows me more softly than the night.

[ 17.0 ]
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Law Unto Themselves
By

ALLISON LAIRD
i>

rose as I reached a marshy oasis in the <;lust- .
green monotony of sagebrush. All afternoon I had
been jolting through shimmering heat, travelling toward the
Lost Creek Mountains, the southernmost ranges of which
now lay on my left, ehild mountains rolling and tumbling
ahead of their whitebreasted mothers to the northward. The
splash of bright grass before me must be The Sinks, where
old volcani a dust drank the waters of Lost Creek.
0;<'
"They're an isolated lot, the people on Lost Creek," a
colleag'tie at the Technical College had told me. "A bit odd,
some of them. But when you're up that way this sum~er,
you want to spend a night or two with old Shane O'Connor.
He's always tickled to death to have company, and he'll spin
you yarns till midnight."
Shane livE!d at the far end of the valley, near the head
of the creek. And before I should reach his cabin, I must stop
at the Rammer ranch with two sacks of flour. When I-had
inquired my way at a crossroads store-aiid-postoffice forty
miles back in the sagebrush, the storekeeper asked me to
deliver them. "Old Lady Rammer she phoned to charge 'em
and send 'em with somebody comin' that way,. You' can't
miss the Rammer place. It'll be the first ranch you come-to."
A few miles ahead I could see a.clump of what probably r
were cottonwoods, their size magnified by the desert air. As
I approached, I saw that their shade lay dark over a wideporched house, built of logs weathered to a silver gray. It
looked so homey that I thought r might forego Shane" in
spite of my friend's advice,. and ask to spend the night here.
Perhaps there would be hot biscuit from this flour I was
brInging. I could see cows near the barns ... creamy mil~
to drink . . . for dessert, perhaps rhubarb pie . .'.
On closer approach, the place looked neglected; rye grass
[ 171]
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grew two feet high about the house. But, I reminded myself,
in this country any bit of green was precious, and ranchers
had little time to spend in barbering their lawns.
The driveway into which I turned showed few signs of
use. The back stoop sagged so that the ancient washing
machine on it threatened to slide to the ground. But a clean
white curtain was looped at the kitcnen window, and my
arrival must have been observed from behind it, for an old
man appeared on the stoop and came out to the car. He had
a ragged white beard, punctured by a spot of brown, and a
whiskey bre~th that greeted me before he spoke. 'In answer
to my question, he said he was Michael Rammer.
"I'll have to be payin' ye fer bringing' 'em," he said as
he took the sacks of flour.
I protested, of course, and inquired the distance to Sha~e
O'Connor's.
" 'Bout fifteen mBes."
."
Fifteen miles more of holding the car on the edge of ruts
eight inches deep and level full of dust. My shoulders were
already crying aloud for relief. I took off my hat and wiped
the sweat from my forehead, and looked at the shade under
the cottonwoods.
"Be ye havin' business with Shane?"
"They told me he puts people up for the night, that's
all."
"Yeah, he does." The old man's tone grew sour. "He
thinks it sets him up with the neighbors to tell how So-an'-so
from Salt Lake or Spokane stayed with him an' went huntin.'
Most of the neighbors would dQ the likes, only Shane he's
got the reputation."
"
"Well," I. said on" impulse, "would you care to put me
up? -I've had about enough driving t<>day."
"Ye kin stay, an' if the old woman don't want to feed
ye, I'll break her neck! And none of her whinin' about not
havin' dacint food in the house, neither!"
The prospect looked less enticing than my Imagination
had pictured. "I wouldn't want-," I began, hastily, but he

·
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had r~turned to the matter of paying me." "Nobody's goinY
to do anything fer Michael Rammer, an' then go about sayin'
he didn't pay fer it."
,,',
"But I shouldn't think of doing that!" I prot~sted.
"Bringing your flour did not inconvenience me in the least.
If I had made the trip up here for that purpose, I shoulo f~el
quite differently apout accepting paYment."
"You think I ain't got much, don't you? i saw ·you
a-sizin' things up. You city clickers taxed most of what we
got out of us, but I ain't flat yet I"
I tried to laugh this off, inwardly cursing myself for
having aSKed lodging of such an old curmudgeon. "I'm not a
city slicker, I'm just a teacher. I'm broke most of the tinie,
myself."
. The a.ttempt at a jest only infuriated h:im. He muttered
something into the tobacco-stained beard about a inuleheaded
cuss. I was on tl?-e verge of climbing into the car and driving
off, but-instead I asked if I could wash up at the creek; perhaps that would give me time to think of an excus~ for
leaving.
As I started for the creek, something struck my r~bs,
fairly knockingthe breath from them. I wheeled and saw
that he had swooped upon a pile of small, smooth stones, and
was in the act of hurling a second at me. I dodged, dashed
out of, range, and found myself floundering in the boggy
dankness near the creek. .
A woman, her gray hair stringing out like Medusa's
snakes, .came tearing out of the house and leaped upon the
old man. She was taller and heavier than h~;-she bore him
, to the ground and wrestled with him while she yelled at me,
: "Get out of that, you fool! Quicksand! Get out of that !".
I lost time neither in scrambling out nor in running back
to my car. But there. I hesitated. Was the old fellow tnsane?
Ought I to help the woman?
The last seemed unnecessary. She came toward me, "
leaving th<: old man lizard-wise on his elbows, spitting ,ut
the dust of the barnyard.
'. )

,
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· "I'm very sorry this happenEtP," she said, holding her
torn dres~ together over her breasts. It was faded and
patched, and evidently so old that it had pulled apart in the
struggle; but in spite of it and the stringing hair, she had
a certain dignity, and her features were· well-cut and prominent. "It's a poor WaQ to treat you when you did us a favor." .
"It's all right," I panted, not too graciously. The pain
in my ribs was acute. Yet I could hardly disregard the situation of the woman, alone on this isolated ranch with a man
Who might be a maniac.
"Could l-do anything to help?" I floundered. "I mean
-perhaps it's difficult for a woman alone-"
The lines of her face drew into a sardonic smile. "It's
been difficult for nigh thirty years," she said. "But you
better clear out now."
"
'I cast a glance at the old fellow, who had stopped spitting
to glare malevolently at me, and with an embarrassed "goodbye" for the woman, I slipped out the driveway and down the
road.. As the pain in my ribs subsided to a· dull ache, I reflected that the friend who had described these people as
"a bit odd" wa~ a master of understatement.
"
It was not without trepidation that I drove up to Shane
~'Connor's cabin, but his appearance, at least, was reassuring. He was a tall old fellow with a shock of.white hair and
a genial grin, and he was just coming up from the cre<ek with
a string of trout.
""Ain't them beauties?" he greeted me, lifting the string
and revolving it slowly. "Looks like you got here just in
time. You want to sleep here, don't you ?"
I said I did, if it would not inconvenience him.
"'Two~t inconvenien~e me atall.· Glad t have company. I kee a extry bunk made up for anyb dyas comes
along, sheepherders, cowboys, an' fellers just on vacation.
Reckon maybe I bedded down a few outlaws in my time, but
they treated me all right an' I never asked n questions.You on vacation?"
. I explained that I would be doing a little prospecting:
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for the government, in the national forest on the
Lost' Creek
.
""
range.
•
"Well, you p:jLck your duffle indoors,. an' I'll pop these
little fellers in the'skillet."
As we sat on the porch after supper, smoking our pipes;
I told Shane of my experience at the Rammer ranch. He
roared with delight an'd dug me in the ribs-fortunately, not
in the spot where the stone ~d struck.
"He keeps a pile of them pitchin' rocks out by the gate"
handy-like," he said, when he had quieted. "The neighbors
knows about 'em an' hardly ever goes there, 'cept on business.
I neighbor with him more'n anybody, an' I can't say as I do
much."
"Is he--a bit touched in the head?'" .,
"No. No, I don't think so. Leastaways, he's got good
enough sense: when he's sober, ap.' he drives good trades on
his sheep. He's jest Godawful cantankerous. . . . That sure
is a rich story," he added to himself. I thought I could Jdetect
that I had added another tale to Shane's repertoire. :'
"His wife must lead an interesting life," I suggested,
'.
: puffing at my pipe.
"I guess she's used to it. An' I dunno's he's eve~;' reely
mistreated her, 'cause she's got sperrit. Once when he was
goin' to whale their little girl for somethin', I heard 1l,er tell
him if he laid a hand on the kid she'd wait till the next time
he was dead drunk an' hamstring him, an' by God-" again
Shane dug me in the ribs for emphasis-"he never touch~d
the kid!"
He came rather too near the sore spot this time; I seized
the excuse of emptying my pipe to hitch my chair out of '"
reach.
" 'Tis kinda too bad about her, though," Shane added
after a silence, as if pursuing a new idea. "She was nice,
refined woman when she come here more'n twenty years
agone, with a lot of pretty clothes an' little gadgets for tp!=!
house a woman sets such store by. An' they was pretty well
heeled, leastaways they had enough to buy the Farnsworth
.
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ranch. Mrs. Rammer tried to be nice an' .neighborly, but the
rest of the valley treated 'em like poison, 'cause they b~gun
runnin' sheep; an' the rest of the valley was cattle."
"I don't know much about that," I deprecated, questioningly.
"Sheep ruins the range for cattle, see? They~ eats it
too close. Most everybody's come to sheep now, but in them
days the boys run off the first herders Rammer brought in,
makin' em dance to the tune of bullets 'round their legs.
Every now an' then somebody slipped on his aim, accidentallike, an' Rammer's man would get a bullet in his shin. But
Rammer was a natural-born fighter, like all the Irish"-here
Shane betrayed the pride of national~ty-"an' fast as one
herder quit 'on him he 'got another, ornerier an' quicker on
.,. the draw. In no time atall he was in a dozen lawsuits." .
. ~
He set off on a rambling account the lawsuits, taking
- particular delight in detailing one tha~ dragged on for three
years and concerned a cow pony JVhic~, according to Shane,
was "plumb worthless an' so ornery he mighta been old
old Michael's blood brother."
Presently he came back,to Mrs. Rammer. "Not havin'
anybody neighbor with 'em musta been a bitter pill. But.
she's the proud kind, never let~ on. .'Bout this time, it was,
Rammer took to drinkin' a lo~, an' she had..to boss the men'
when he was too drunk to. '~out this time, too, they had
that little girl I said he was layin' for to whale, an' Mrs.
Rammer she set a sight 0' stot~ by her, but.she had so much
to do she couldn't watch the b~by all the time, an' she used
to hang yarn balls an' things Qver the cradle for her to play
with, an' by God, you know whit she did, she squint-eyed that
little girl !
"When the kid got old enough for school, she wouldn't
send her to the one out here,! 'count of the way the valley
pizened up to 'em. She taught her quite a bit herself, an'
. when the kid got big enough to work, she took her to Monroe'
an' got her a place to work for board an' room an' go to
school. A doctor he operated on her eyes, an' she did real
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well, an' two-three years ago she married a fellow worked ,
in a garage an' they moved out here in the valley. The girl
never had no use for her old man, li>ut she thought a lot of
her mother, so one day she an' her husband went:over to see
the old folks. An' by God, old Rampler he lit into 'em with
his pitchin' rocks, jest like he did to you !"
As Shane's cackle died he added~ "They're the folks got
that gasoline pump I told you about. ' You'll see her when you
go over for gas tomorrow."
I caught my first glimpse of the daughtel:\lo[ the ·Rammers next day, when Shane and I pulled up before her home.
I saw her through the window, slipping on a coat, and wonpered, for the July sun was scorching. But when she came
out to the pump, I saw that the coat was an ineffectual means
to conceal her pregnancy. She had her mother's bold, chiseled features, and,' but for the thick lenses ,over her ~yes,
would have been handsome.
.
Shane did not introduce us, but he explained who I was
and why I was there. The girl studied me with curiosity, but
her gaze swung sharply back upon Shane when he said,
"Guess as long as I'm this near I'll jog on over an' see your
Pa, Ally. He's kinda talkin' buyin' that strip of mine down
in the swale."
"You two been talking that for the last ten years, every
time you wanted to kill a quart," the girl retorted. "Well,
you won't talk it any more.. He died last night. He threw a
a fit and died."
"The hell you say!"
"I'm very sorry," I said, feeling that I should say something, and, in the face of her callousness, not knowing exactly
what.
The thick lenses converged upon me, and the ,mouth underneath grew tight.. "You don't need to be polite with me.
You never got anything from him but a shower of rocks, did
you?"
I admitted it.
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I _ "That was butter compared to what some of us got,"
lshe ~aid, the words jetting from between her teeth.
J.
At that moment her mother came.around the corner of
O'the nouse, a hoe in her hand~ On seeing us, she stopped
short.'
:
r'How do, Mis' Rammer,'~ Shane said. "Ally she just
told us."
I
lA glance leaped from the woman at the daughter. "He
wan~ed see Pa," Ally explained. "I said he was took quick
by a :str'oke."
f'Yes," said the woman. "Yes. A stroke, that's what
it w~s." She set the flat of the hoe hard against the ground,
gripping the handle with both hands, and drew hersel~ up
to her full height. Her gray bair now was smooth and neat,
and the dignity that had showed even iIi her disheveled state
of yesterday was 'very evident.
, I hesitated,. wishing to help but uncertain how to offer.
It ~ccurred to me that they might welcome the use of my car.
"Perhaps I could bring a minister?" Then, remembering
that they were Irish, "Or a priest? Or perhaps I can be of
service'some other way?"
The wo;men looked at each other. "There'll be no need
of a priest," said the mother, and she gripped the hoe handle
as if it had been a sword.
"It'll be just a private funeral," the girl put in. "That
was what he always said he wanted." She drew herself up
like her mother, and, in spite of the distorting round basket
hung upon ~odY, she managed a similar dignity.
"Pardon me," I muttered. "I didn't mean to intrude."
"Of course not," said Mrs. Rammer. "And I want to
apologize to you again, mister, for what my husband did."
"That's all right," I said, awkardly. "I could see he was
-that is, I could see he wasn't himself."
"He was acting natural enough,"sa.id. the daughter..
Apparently she, was taking -a defiant joy in stripping bare
any well-meant hypocrisy in regard to }fer' father. '''Ma was'
terrible upset about it" though. She came over last evening
I
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and told us. She said treating a decent man that way after
he'd done us a favor was just the last straw."
"You don't need to be upset about it," I protested:~ "It
was no very serious matter, you know."
:"
As Shane and I drove away, I reftected that they really
seemed more concerned about that incident than about the
old man's death! Cautiously, I tried to sound Shane out.
"Did I put my foot in it, Shane, offering to .bring somebody for the service?"
"Huh-uh. They took it all• right."
"I forgot what you said about them not ,being too popu-

lar."

;

"They ain't so unpopular as that/' Shane began~ and ~
stopped.
.
"Is it the usual thing here-just private family -,
funerals ?"
,
'.'It kinda depends. Them Rammers was always a funny
bunch. But folks is just kinda law unto themselves up here."
He gave me a slow, sidewise loOk, and repeated, "That's it.
,
,Folks is just kinda law unto themselves."
.
A fortnight later I came down from my mountain'camp
and drove again into Shane's yard. He greeted me WIth, a
wave of his ten-gallon hat and a cowboy's imitation of a
',; hornpipe. The odor of whiskey was strong abQut him. ·He
was in a more loquacious mood than when we had parted two
weeks before, and apologi~ed p~ofusely for having nothing
but mq-tton in the pot to offer me. "But for breakfast )Ve'll
have some of them little trout that tuck yq~r fancy so,:'he
promised. .
As we smoked on the porch atter supper, he produced a
jug. "Ain't costin' me nothin'," he said with a wink. "I
figured there wasn't no use lettin' his cache go to waste. He
. wouldn't be usin' it, that's a cinch!" And Shane gave me the
. usual dig in the ribs. I hid my bewilderment, nodding as
fraternally as possible.
"I knew jest about where it was all the time," he 'con- .
fided. "An' now she's over to her daughter's so much, I
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watched my chante an' dug around a little an' found it.
M~nael Rammer he always bought good' whiskey, yes sir,
he always bougl1t good whiskey 1"
The light broke. I pretended a long swallow and smacked
my lips. "Sure is good whiskey," I agreed.
Shane grew more confidential. "You figured it was
kinda funny, her not wantin' no priest, didn't you 1"
"Why, I don't know-."
Shane thrust his face close, striving to focus his eyes
on mine. His voice sank to a whisper. "There ain't no
doubt mongst the neighbors she did it. I dunno as anybody
blames her, neither. I wouldn't tell no outsider this, but
I'm tellin' you 'cause you're a good feller an' you're my friend.
Yes sir, they figures when he lit into you, it was kinda the
last straw for her, an' they figures she let him get good an'
drunk that night an' jest tromped him down in the swamp.
. . . Maybe we ought to be turnin' in, if we're goin' to get
up in season to get some of them trout for breakfast."
,

y

Manana
.S

By ROY KEECH

;, Trabajaremos 1 senor;, labraremos 1
S1, senor.; manana trabaj aremos.
Por hoy, dormimos al sol, muy contentos.
Manana nosotros trabajaremos.
;, Trabajaremos 1
Sf, senor, manana trabajaremos.
Hoy, descansamos;
Y, unas manos aDios, daremos.
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Gentleman of Rio en Medio
By JUAN A. A .. SEDILLO,
months of negotia.tion to come to an understanding
with the old man. He"tas in no hurry. What he had the
most of was time. He lived up in Rio en Medio, where his
people had been for hundreds of years. He tilled the sarne
land they had tilled. His house w~s small and wretched~ but
quaint. The little creek ran through his land. His orchard
was gnarled and beautiful.
The day of the sale he came i:p.to the office. His coat' was
old, green and faded. I thought of Senator Oatron, who had
been such a power with these people up there
the moun"tains. Perhaps it was one., of his old Prince Alberts.' He
also wore gloves. They were old and torn and his finger
tips showed through them. He carried a cane, but it: was
only the skeleton of a worn out umbrella. Behind, him
walked one of his innumerable km-a dark young man with
eyes like a gazelle.
The old man
bowed to all of us in the room. Then
.
. he
removed" his hat and gloves, slowly and carefully. Chaplin
once did that in a 'picture, in a bank-he was the janitor.
Then he handed his things to the boy, who stood obediently
behind the old man's chair.
There was a great deal of conversation, about rain and
about his family. He was very.proud of his large family.,
Finally we got down to businessi Yes, he would sell, as ~e
had agreed, for twelve hundred dollars, in cash. We would
buy, and the money was readY'. "Don Anselmo," I said to
him in Spanish,'''We have made a discovery. Y~ou.rememher
that we sent that surveyor, that engineer, up there to survey
your land so as to make the deed. eWell, he finds that you
own more than eight acres. He tells _us that your land extends across the river and that you own almost twice as much
as you thought." He didn't know that. "And now, Don
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Anselmo," I added, "These Americans are buena gente, they
are good ,people, and they are willing ~o pay you for ~ the
additional land as well, at the same rate per acre, so that
instead of twelve hundred dollars you will get almost twice
as much, and the money is here for you."
The old man ,hung his head for a moment' in thought.
Then he stood up and stared at me. "Friend," he said, "I do
not like to have you speak to me in that manner." I kept still
and let him ha"? his say. "I know these Americans are good
people, and that is why I have agreed to sell to them. But I
do not care to be insulted. I have agreed to sell my house
and land for twelve hundred dollars and that is the price."
I argued with him but it was usel~ss. Finally he signed
the deed a:nd took the money but refused to take more than
the amount agreed upon. Then he sqook: hands all around,
put on his ragged gloves, took his stick and walked- out with
the boy behind him.
l
A month later my friends had moved into Rio en Medio.
They had replastered the old a~obe ,house, pruned the trees,
patched the fence, and moved ih for the summer. One day
they came back to the office to cdmplain. The children of the
village wer,e overrunning their ~roperty. They came every
day and played under the trees, built little, play fences
around them, and took blossomsl. When they were spoken to ~
they, only laughed and talk,d back good-naturedly in
Spanish.
I sent a messenger up to ~he mountains for Don Anselmo. It took a week to arrang~ another ~eeting. When he
arrived he repeated his previous preliminary performance.
He wore the same,faded cutaw~y, carried the same stick and
was accompanied by the boy 'again. He shook hands all
around, sat down with the boy behind his chair, and talked
about the weather. Finally I broached the subject. "Don
Anselmo, about the ranch you sold to these people. They
are good people and want to b~ your friends and neighbors
always. When you sold to .them you signed a document, a
deed', and in that deed you agreed to several things. One
I
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,
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thing was that they were to have the complete possession of
the property. Now, Don Ahselmo, it seems that every day
. the children of the village overrnn the orchard and spend
most of their time there. We would like to know if you,as
the most respected man in the village, eould not stop them
from doing so in order that these people may enjoy their
new home more in peace."
Don Anselmo stood up. "We ,have all learned to love
these Americans," he ~use they are good peopleand good neighbors. I~ sold them my property because I
knew they were good people, but 1 did not sell them the treesin the orchard."
This was bad. "Don Anselmo," I pleaded, "When one
signs a deed and sells real propertw one sells also everything
.that grows on the land, and those trees, everyone of tHem,
are on the land and inside the boundaries of what you sold."
"Yes, I admit that," he said. "You know," he added,
"I am the oldest man in the village. Almost everyone there
is my relative 'and all the children of Rio en Medio are my
sQbrinos and nietos, my descendants. Every tIme a ch~ld
has been born in Rio ~n Medio since I took possession of that
house from my mother I have planted a tree for that child.
The trees~ in that orchard are not mine, Senor, they belong
to the children of the village. Every person in Rio en Medio
born since th'e railroad came to Santa Fe owns a tree in that
orchard. I did not sell the trees because I could hot. .They
are not mine."
There was nothing we could do. Legally we owned the
trees but the old man had been so generous, refusing what
amounted to a fortune for ~m. It took most of the following winter to buy the trees, Lindividually, from tlie descendants of Don .Anselmo in the valley of Rio en Me~io.
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Sandia,
I
the sacred Okp
of the Red map,
rears her rugged head
above the undlulating plain;
a saphire '
set cabezon,
in a crown' of russet gold.

Sangre de Cristo
By

INA SIZER CASSIDY

The storms had paused,
wind, sleet, snow;
weeks of gloomroads blockedmen and women lost in shifting drifts,
children and innocents
suffering cold and :hunger~ .
Death.

'-L

'Then the Keepers pf the South
cleared the sky as Ievening came,
and the setting suln beyond Oku
in a late farewell 0, 0
spread the Virgin~s robe of rose
over Baldy's ermine covered head,
and the evil days were spent.
Night crept down in peace and splendor.
[ 184]
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My.Years
By ALBERT W.

NEELY

~"

'I told you of my years of ridicule
,
- when nothing that I did could justify
I
itself? Those were the years in which I could
not laugh, when all my smiles were hideous'
and nothing that I said could ever be '-,
worth usil1:g words to say. ·'rou·watch me now,
to see me smile then cov~r with my hand
the twisting of my mouth ;-you hear me laugh
one syllable, a shout, and then the grin
seeps quickly back, into the cheeks and eyes
and temples and is gone. The ridicule
of years in which I dared not grin or smile
have hung a mirror to me. If you watch,
you might yet catch me ,smiling without shame.
I

I

Tolerance
By HANNCHEN ROSENWALD
When you shall stand before the Opened Gate
And sar, "Lord, though I sinned, I did not hate;
Though race 'gainst race, and creed 'gainst cre~d I kn~w,
Still could I see 1fhy Spirit shining through
All these who had 1Jheir right on 'earth to stay,
Though they thought not as I, nor I as they.
:Though their's a different language than my own,
Still would their voice be heard before Thy Throne; ,
Why not the chance for them as well as me,
Since good'is dealt i~partially by Thee?
'Why should my pow'r be mightier than theirs,
Since loving all, Thou .choosest not Thy heirs ?"
With sentiments like these through life express~d,
And uttered when your time has come,'to rest,
How infinitely calm will be the 'Voice
' ,
That says ~'Come in, Thy name is ;Peace, let all rejoice." ..
.:
[ 185 ]
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The Lady of the Holy Alliance: The Life of Julie' de Krudener-By
Ernest John Knapton-Columbia University 'Press, 1939-'$3.00.

Any personality of whom five biographies have appeared
in -German, six in French, and one each in Swedish, English
and Russian-not to speak of a bewildering amount of pamphlet literature-must be a figure to defy oblivion. To have,
lived in a world with such characters as Napoleon I, Voltaire,
Chateaubriand, and Madame de Stael is indeed someth~ng;
but to have known many such characters personally, and to
have been credited with influencing one of them profoundly,
-stamps such an indiviclual as the possessor of distinctive
.. qualities. Such a one was Madame de Kriidener-"The Lady
of the Holy Alliance."
.
The Tsar Alexander's association in Paris in the stirring days after 1815 with ·a gray-haire~ Livonian baroness
puzzled his contemporaries. It has likewise baffled his successors. Did she or did she not inspire him to make to the.
diplomats of Europe that spectacular proposal known as
"The Holy Alliance"? Profe~sor Knapton set out ~o find the
answer. Not only has he studied a wide variety of sources
-as is attested by his scholarly annotations and his nineteenpage bibliography-but he fortunately has had access to
recently published letters that were unknown to earlier
writers on the subject (p. 84).
What an amazing career was that of this Madame de
Kriidener (1764-1824.). From a simple childhood at Riga it
ranged through the whole gamut of human experience-as
ceaseless wanderer over Europ~, as author, and as mystic,
from the early days of "heartless trivialities" (p. 45) to
where she could write, at the end: "The good I have done will
endure; the evil I have done . . . God in his mercy will blot
out" (p. 223)..
The highlight of the author's analytical study is Chapter X. Here, after judicially weighing the evidence, he leads
[ 186]
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the reader to this' conclusion : "Madame de Kriidener's part
in the creation of the Holy Alliance can readily be',seen to
,
have been an incidental one" (p. 165).
Madame de Kriid'ener st~ikingly mirrored the opposing
tendencies of her era. Her life story-as told by PrQfessor
Knapton-not only sheds historical light on places that were
dark but it helps to familiarize the reader with the social
currents of the Age of Reason and Its aftermath. It is a book
that will appeal to the psychologist as to the historian; to
those seeking pure enterbiinment as to those interested in
the evolution of ideas during 'a dYnamic age. It is, a good
biography.
'
LOUIS KNOTT KOONTZ."
,

Columbia Poetry, 1939-With an Introduction by Charles Hanson
Towne-Columbia University Press, New York-1939. $l~OO.

"

'

This small anthology of Columbia student verse should
hearten those who wish to believe that there is forthcoming
, a sturdy mid-century growth of American literatqre~, It
represents various colleges of the Columbia group" and is
presented under the sponsorship of Chatles Hanson Towne,
who conducts a class in poetry there and modestly disclaims
credit for bringing forth "the rlliracle of poetic expression."
Be that as it may, through his'interlocutorship these students have found the stuff of poetry in the materi'als of
modern life. They write dose to actuality: war in" Sp~in,
" fruitless harvest, litanies for battlefields, an ice cream parlor
on Sunday nights. But here is realism not for, its own sake
. but for a cle~r~r penetration into youth's own milieu.
Thomas Merton, Columbia prize-winner of last year,
views present-day Europe with cryptic candor in "Fable'~for
a War."
,
"Germany has reared,
<A rare ugly bird,
But crows ate Roman pig
Before this bird was egg,
And in the end of all
Crows will come back and sing the funeral."
,
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The landscapes of these young poets are wholly American, whether they -be views from a transcontinental streamliner or of a moon that is wholly of New York, "a giant
dollar in a, velvet sky." Emily Dickinson and Lord Byron,
"that peripatetic harum-scarum" who "shocked Mrs. Grundy
with a sultry harem," receive treatments fittingly diverse
and equally apt.
Variety, strength, and independence of mind is the chief
characteristic of the expression of this new generation. In
spite of occasional diffuseness and half-captured image, these
young poets sing themselves and their day with a courage
and clarity which is neither, bitter nor sugared. There is
welcome sanity in this little augury for the future.

.

University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque.

KATHERINE
. . SIMONS.

The Spirit of French,;(Janada. A Study of the Literature-Ian Forbes \
Fraser-Columhi~ University Press-1939-$2.75.
'

:
\~his competent study of the 'spirit and literature of
FtrenCh Canada discloses a poetry and prose almost entirely
!,devoted to the preserva~~ion-«>fa national identity among the
:riearly three million French inhabitants of Canada. Mr.
rFraser suggests a t~o-fold~fbjectivlin this Canadian literaiture: "the strengthening 'of the popular will for an inde, 1)
'~! pendent national existence and the demonstration of French
, :Canada's cultural maturity." Toward this end is the litera.ture directed, in its concern for ·history, for the mother
; i' cou~try, :\pr (he church, at'id for the customs and soil of the
, ' :country-itself. Hence Mr. Fraser has to examine a literature
; whichJ~ "French, nat(onal, and Catholic."
~
~
A/vivid love of national event permeates the whole period of his study, 1850 to the present day. This is fused
«rith love of the mother country almost nostalgic in quality.
The French Canadian attachment is rather one for a seventeenth century monarchical France than for the Thira· Re-'
I

'

I

~.
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.public; it is one of the heart, as Mr. Fraser points~ out, entirely apart from that for England, which is of the head and
dictated ~y reason.. 'rhe soil. an~ agr~ulture of.: Ff~n~h
Canada, Its customs and traditIOns are a! constant mobf In
the literature. Through· the Roman Catholic church, -controlling in some measure still, education, literature, and the
press, there is a strong movement for pre~ervation of racial
unity, a sponsorship of French language, tradition~ 'folklore,
and folkways.
Garneau, Cremazie, Frechette, LeMay,
DesRocheFs,
=
.
Choquette, Lamontagne-poets, novelists: hi$tbrians-writing for a national ideal-these are names which star in the
record. Mr. Fraser traces in their work the history, clericalism, folklore, and regionalism of French Canada and finds
a strong doctrine for national unity. Their attempt~, he
feels, are threatened by a wea~ening of chureh influence, a
trend toward' emigration, a tenuous bond, at best, with
France itself, and the fact that literature a;s such has never
been a wholly popular art in French Canada. In> the words
o~ Marius Barbeau, "the melting pot is b~iling on the St.
Liwrence."
. '
, Mr. Fraser believes that ~he nationalist program asks
o~ly for "a French Canadian mentality that will natur~lly
arid effortlessly color every subject treated." It is toward this
program that French Canadian literature has,perhaps too
consciously and too much from without, directed its effort.
; Mr. Fraser's study is a valuable contribution to North American literature in a time when growing interest in things
American directs attention toward the elements which comprise our own national life and literature.

. '.

~.

~

~i

..

'"'

KATHERINE SIMONS.

University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque.
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Gringo Doctor-I. J. Bush, M. D.-The Caxton Printers, Ltd.-Caldwell, Idaho--:-1939. $3.00.

Dr. I. J. Bush, born a Mississippian, became a Texas
frontier doctor at Fort Davis in 1891. A long career which
took him on to Pecos, EI Paso, and into Mexico provided the
story for Gringo Doctor. The narrative is rich with extra., medical experience, exasperating at times with understatement and Dr..Bush's tantalizing refuge from his pen, "but
that's another~ry." But in the main, his sketches of early
days in El Paso and of big-game hunting in Mexico :are replete with amusing border anecdote and the flavor of a vanished day.
The unquestioned high light of the book is Dr. ~ush's
own inside story of the Madero Revolution. Sympathy for
the underdog and friendship' for Madero brought Dr. Bush
an appointment as surgeon-general of the Insurrecto Army
in the campaigns ,of 1910-11. His active service during the
battles of Juarez and, his participation in the activities of
Maderista sympathizers in EI Paso make vividly exciting
reading.
Most interesting, perhaps, is the. account of the theft
from the EI Paso City Hall Plaza of the old "McGinty Canon,"
a Valverde field-piece. Dr. Bush arranged for its smuggled
transfer across the Rio Grande where the old gun did yeoman service for the struggling Maderistas. The "loan" was
later returned with due ceremony, at which the celebrated
General Pascual Orozco expressed an Insurrecto thank-you.
Dr. Bush traces with welcome clarity the course of the
Madero Revolution and later Villista activity
from little
,
I
known EI Paso angles, a treatment which is a valuable contribution to a history tqo recent to have provoked its own
share of investigation. It is the book of a completely unpre. j tentious raconteur, extreme in modesty, akin in spirit and
[ 190]
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content to the records of George Wilkins Kendall, "~usan
Shelby McGoffin, and General Anson Mills. It dese:r:vest a
place beside them on the shelv~s of New Mexican and West
Texas source history and ~he especial attention of all de- ,
vot~s of Southwestern Americana.
KATHERINE SIMONS.

University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque.
University of California at Los Angeles.
.
,
The Stuart Papers at Windsor (Being selections from hitherto unprinted Royal Archives, with Introduction and Notes) -By Alistair
& Henrietta Ta~Ier-Publishedby the Gracious Permission of His
Majesty the 'King-E. P. Dutton and Company, 1939-$3.50.

The late John C. Parish once declared in a notable historical article that "Mankind in motion is more interesting
than mankind at rest." Therein may lie sometliing',Gf the
explanation of the perennial interest in the dethroned House
of Stuart. Here was a court without a kingdom, a "king"
and a succession of dkings" who, permanently exiled from
Britain, had no chdice but to c~ntinue their peregrin<~tions
over the Continent.
The Jacobite monarchs, particularly the de jure' .King
James III, ·were voluminous'letter writers. And fortunately
there was at hand a Boswell. Nearly everything that Jantes
III wrote throughout a ,correspondence covering some fifty
years-from 1718 until 'his deatl;1 in 1766-was devotedly
and carefully 'copied and preserved by one of the most faithful of private secretaries, James Edgar of· Keithock in Angus; that is; until his own death in 1764 when he was suc'ceeded by Andrew Lumisden. ",This vast correspondence
with relatives, friends, and foreign potentates is entertaining as well as instructive. Notonly ddes it cover m~~h of
th~t critical period in the relations between. England and
France but the ~aterial, varied in the extreme, throws' light
in places where light has long been desired.
The present 'authors and editors have been privileged
~
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to make a car~ful selection for fhe volum~ under. discussion
from.,a collectIOn notably com~ete, totalIng ,as It does 541
volumes. Many of these documents, now safely stored in the
Roung'Tower, have passed throjugh the same.vicissitudes as
theid'original owners. The Old Chevalier lovingly carried
them from place to place-wheither his "Court" chanced to
be in Paris, Avignon, or Rome.. The editors have thus been
able to make their choice. from a mass of petitions, from
claims to pensions, and from an endless array of bills, stable
accounts, and kitchen menus! They have included letters
that range from politics (p. 70) to John Edgar's dogs
(p. 222), and from parental advice to the court children
(p. 99) to orders for shirts, "2 dozen of Bervy haddocks"
and "3 or 4 mutton.hams" (p. 222). The two compilers have
enhanced their' work through the insertion of eight appropriate illustrations, especially the frontispiece-James Francis Edward Stuart in 1745.
.
.
LOUIS KNOTT KOONTZ.

University of California a~ Los Angeles.
White Thunder-Dane Rudhyar-Hazel Dreis Editions, Santa Fe, 1938.
,

"Whit~

Thunder is a prean of deliverance
from the stale boundaries of too conscious sin
mated in murky wars with too tepid virtues.
It is a song of life fervidly surging
from unscious springs of the eternal sea."

I

, ,I
I

t

J
I

So Dane Rudhyar, in his new book of poems, tells what
White Thunder is, and continues in this the second poem in
his book:
"White Thunder, it is the you,
it is the I that are free;
you and I singing, dancing,
.God-torn, ecstatic, mjghtylightnings."
.
The author for many ·years delving in the "beyond that
is beyond" the sight and comprehension of the ordinary man,

ft

I'Ii
I~
Ii

I\j

j

'.,

~
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has reached in thought the heights of abstraction, theabstraction which is pure life, divorced from the foibles of the
lesser man. For this reason his White 'Thunder, I ,should
,say, would never be a popular book. To reach the heights
the author has climbed requires more energy and more fortitude than the average man possesses, or for that matter is,
, interested in.,
For crystal clear writing and transcendental pictures
of abstract life these poems will not soon be surpassed. White
Thunder should prove, however, to be a useful handbook for
those readers interested in Rudhyar's outlook Upon life. It is
a book for those m.ountain clinio$rs of'life, who reaching a
pinnacle feast upon the sight of oth~ peaks jutting above
the miasmas of everyday life and thought.
..':'
As Whitman in his sonorous lines takes me to the ,sea,
. the' waves ceaselessly beating on the shingle, now languidly,
now tumultuously, Rudhyar takes:me to the mountain heights
where storms beat and surge against the ageless barriers of
rock and ice and cold. .Crystal clear his vision, farsightedly
he probes the finite inan, seeing beyond the Infinite one. I!ow
few of us can do this, and more, how few of us wish to do it,
lacking the courage to climb so much alone, to suffer apart
from comPanionship.
,

I

.

\

"

To be eternally athirst,
eternal unrest,
'
godless,
yet
calm
at the hUD of all wheels,
understanding."

Such is Rudhyar's theme.. Like a great organ pealing
thunderous tones through the dim aisles of a vast, but empty
cathedral, his lines burst upon unaccustomed ear.s. Qr.Jike
the crier ~rom ,the top-most tier of many storied Taos,. he
calls to the man and woman in the dusty plaza busy with his
wood chopping or break baking, and will, most likely, be
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unheard by them, for all his message may be important; their
work to themselves is more important, and his voice becomes
"a voice crying in the'wilderness."
White Thunder is a splendid avenue of escape from the
sordid unrealities of existence, giving as it does, a long range
view of abstract life.
In its format, includiuK its restrained binding, Hazel
Dreis has given this, her- first volume in her Hazel Dreis Editions, the perfect dress, leaving me with the feeling that
author and publisher, working together, have achieved what
is so seldom done, an artistic success, a brilliant jewel in a
perfect case.
White Thunder, no ddubt, will become a much prized
collector's item.

.'

INA SIZER.CASSIDY•.

~,.

Santa Fe.
The Mystery of the Buried Crosses-Hamlin Garland-E. P. Dutton
and Company, 1939-$3.75.
.,

Here is an amazing book-amazing because the author,
Hafulin Garland, has put more than two years of the precious latter years of his life into a search for buried Aztec
crosses, beads, amulets and "sacred ,rocks" scattered over the
California hills, gulleys, and cactus patches; amazing because
in this search he'is led by the "voices" of J unipero Serra,
Juan de Onate, Vasquez de Coronado, +V£arcos de Niza, Pedro
de Alvarado and others, notably Henry B. Fuller, a life-long
friend who rounds-up the spirits in the other world and
brings daily advice to the search parties; amazing because
incidental to this quest, Will Rogers, Harry Carr, Rudyard
Kipling, Conan Doyle, an.d a host of others crowd to th~
"fourth-dimensional" microphone to say "hello" and make
requests or comments that have nothing to do with the mystery of the crosses; amazing because Garland seriously rigs
up speaking boxes, -paper trumpets, public address systems
in his ~ome, displays ectoplasmic photographs, discusses
apports
(material objects that manifest themselves unac,
L

!
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countably), and submits his artif~cts to laboratory-tests and
museums from which, on the whole, he derives cold comfort;
amazing because he remark,s at l~st ,~hat the "years of~unlit
experiment and open-air exploration" have been good',for
him and that "few of us who seek the 'borderlands of human
life are able to 'o~,ertake the forms which flee, or touch the
hands which beckon.l"·
1."
Mr. Garland acknowledges then that his ,pleasure has
been in the "seeking," and he submits this record for what
pleasure it can g1ve the reader. The crosses which abs.orb
him were a collection found by a medium named Violet
.Parent. She claimed th~y were autl;J.entic relics of the Caiifornia missions, buried b~ Indian neophytes after conversion
by the friars, some of them, however, much earlier survivals
of pagan cultures farther south in Yucatan and carried noFth
when the Indians fled from Alvarado and Cortez.. Garland
acquires the collections of Mrs. Parent after her death.
Through another medium, Mrs. Sophia Williams, he invokes
many of the early conquerors of ~exico and New Mexico'"
and they confirm'and explain about the crosses. Pre-Spanish
Iridian life used the cross for ceremonial purposes; the sYmbol represents the four corners of the earth; Moorish and
Arabian visitors left traces of their culture upon the Western
Hemisphere in the ninth and tenth centuries; fair-haired
Nordic peoples touched these shores before Columbus; Fray
Marcos returned to New Mexico in '1553, thirteen years a:flter
his trip with Coronado. (Historians take notice.) The
spirits know what the historians have written ,about th~m,
and they don't always like it.
11 ,
Mr. Garland is troubled thattthe old padres speak English so naturally today, but one of them explains; "We ha;ve
but one language over here." The: English is in 'a Spanlsh
accent, of course, and Don Byrne who wandered into the
seance one day, spoke a phrase in Gaelic. Courteous and
accommodating the spirits are. When the search leads Gar~
land and his party into rough country, they offer next time
to make the climb easier. Coronadb says ,with quiet dign;ity

tJ
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that no titles are necessary in addressing him: "Call me nothing but Coronado." Espejo courteously refrains from telling Garland that he isn't Fr. Espejo, until Garland apologizes at a later interview. Espejo forgets there were a
number of priests before he came to New Mexico, in fact,
that the reason he came at all was to rescue two padres.
Fuller good naturedly inquires why Garland doesn't interview Columbus? Apparently he wasn't very far away. He
should have had his say, .too.
Some of this testimony is ,extraordinary, some of .it
naIve. .Yet the book as a whole is, I repeat, amazing, and a
little patheti~. All of us would like to believe that convincing
proof exists of the after-world. What a help to history if the
spirits-departed could dictate it free from inaccuracy and
prejudice. If other psychic investigators are as painstaking
and withall cheerful as Hamlin Garland their seeking and
record of it will be of interest always.
.,."
T. M. PEARCE.
University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque.
The Lo.ng Drearn.--Sigrid Boo-Dutton, 1939.
,

'This ~nusual and, in~many respects, remarkable work is,
in essence, the case history of a young woman who is caught
in the long tendrils of a dream of romantic love; it dream
which so claims and conditions her life that it threatens the
security of her happy marriage and prevents her from
achieving any real adaptation to outer reality.
The story evolves around Dagrun's return to her childhood home in Norway where a scandal ended her love affair
years before, and where, now, every street invokes a storm
of memories so overwhelming to her that she can scarcely
start on a walk to town without rushing for a taxi. The
girlhood brought back ~hrough the memories, the forces and
influences which act upon the shy and introspective nature
of the adolescent Dagrun to compound her future neurosis,
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~

reveal the author's fine under~tanding of inner and outer
values.
" ,.
Dagrun's submission to a subconscious urge to. make the
dream come true through the device of stranding herself on
a deserted island with the man she had so loved, and the
downfall of the dream, in which 1ihe reader recognizes the
symbol of escape and defeat, makes reading of a high psychological and dramatic import.
.
..

<

SARA B. BOKE•.

Albuquerque.
'j

J.

r
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Cartoon Guidf! of New Mexico-Thomas M. Pearce and James HallJ. J. Augustin-$l.OO.

,.

!~

Dr. T. M. Pearce, the author, James Hall, thecartoollist,
and the publisher, J. J. Augustin, have done a swell job of
turning out a Cartoon Guide of New Mexico. It is an attractively got up, pocket-sIzed compendium of information about
the state, with just el)ough foolishment about it to disguise
slightly the fact that it contains more factual matter about
the state than we have ever found packed into anyone volume
three times its size. The cartoons, which break almost every
page of text, are in keeping with the general light tone. of the
book and an intriguing cartoon map of New Mexico is tucked
into a pocket just inside the back cover. '
The author, who has been digging into the New ¥exican .
environment for years, and who is thoroughly conversant
with ~ll phases of its composition, starts the reader from the
Raton Pass, moving along Highway 85, on a personally conducted tour of the state. Towns, the sit~s o~ old forts, Indian- pueblos, distant peaks, ruins and all other physical
manifestations pass rapidly in review. Sandwiched between
these place dissertations are short treatises on a wide and
various range of subjects: "Cattle Wars," ":Tree Rings,"
"Adobe," "Billy the Kid," "Desert Canaries," "Pecos Bill,"
"Penitentes," "Alligator Junipers," "Goo?ers," etc. As demand arises the author pauses to list "'f.he Dances and Fiest~s
in the New Mexican Indian Pueblos" or to-explain the names
and make-up of Mexican dishes or to make suggestions conce~Mn:g the "Do and Don't When Traveling." In fact Dr.
Pearce has woven into the pattern of his $Uide book so much
of the background of the state thatifl.e presents a composite
picture of the life, traditions a~d history of the section. An
.ample index, aids to the pronunciation of Southwestern
names and frequent small maps of certain districts aid in the
easy use of the book.
The Cartoon Guide of New Mexi~d is book that almost
anyone will enjoy. It can be giv~n tolany person anywhere

a
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under any circumsttnces with the assurance that he Will
enjoy it and will wid~n the circle of its acquaintance by giYfng copies to his friends. The sale of this book during its first
~ix weeks has been well past expectation. The future promises some very satisfying results.
JAMES P. THRELKELD"

I
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Quarterly Offers:

T. M. 'Pearce discusses "D. H. Lawrence as an Artist," the
paintings by this famous man of letters. As frontispiece for the N'ovember QUARTERLY, a Lawrence painting will be t:'sed.;,
"Borffed in a Stable"-Dorothy Hughes writes a story of
a Missouri Jiood with courage and patlios as a
. climax.
,
".$''''

-·"j~~ementi~

.

-,'.~

-,t
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'I-

Time"-Mardie J~ Bakjian~s story has the
.
. CalifO'rni~ vine¥~}.'ds i8'r its' ~back~ound; with scenes
not unlike those!"in "The GraIfes of Wrath," by Steihbeck. ::;~llt
~
.
.
., "Th;~e Hundre'€l.i:-Pesos" and "Th~ Bad Hombre"-Manuela
1Cosncf"contributes tWo';.Spanfsh folkr~ales. which catch
the humor. an~ wis~~om o~ the native i\eople.
.
Poetry ]?y J~SJ3e ~tuartJ~.j\lice Lee, Sawyer, Joseph Joll
',Keith, W~liam Pelin, Elean01' Pesonen and others.
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PAUL LANTZ came to New Mexico from New York in 1929. Since that time he has
lived in Santa Fe, where association with older artists has done much to bring his
work to artistic maturity. Lantz has just returned from three months in Mexico,
and is "exhibiting during August at the State Art Museum in Santa Fe. Randall
Davey spoke at the pre-view on August 15, praising the young painter for bis
fidelity in expressing life and the sincerity of his painting technique. Murals by
Paul Lantz hang at La Fonda, at the Los Poblanos estate of Albert Simms in
Albuquerque, and at the Vniversity of New Mexico.
JOHN GoULD FLE'1'cHEBWOn the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry in 1938 when his Collected .
'Works were published by Farrar and Rinehart. A native of Little Rock, Arkansas,
Fletcher was educated at Harvard, traveled an$! lived in England, Italy, and
France, began to write poetry in the American poetic renaissance between 1910
and 1920, and has remained one of the outstanding figures in the technique and
thought of modern poetry. He has been a friend and contributor to the NEW
MEXICO QUAR'l'ERLY for a number of years.
JESSE STUART we consider one of the most poetie and vigorous interpreters of American
life, the life of the mountain people of his native state, Kentucky. Because their
humor, courage, and religious values are among the most prized among us, what
he writes springs from things embedded in the American soul. J esse Stuart, 'of
books, of verse, and prose, of the autobiography of his early years; he contributes to
Harper's, the American Mercuru and other magazines. His stories in the
QUARTERLY have received the highest rating by Edward O'Brien, authority on the
American short story.
BENJAMIN SACKS, professor of history at the University of New Mexico, has published
on the labor movement in England, British fascism, ,and the rise of French
democracy. His articles and studies have appeared ehiefly in the QUARTERLY, the
New Mezico B'UB'iness Review, and bulletins of the University of New Mexico.
GEORGE ST. CLAIR, professor and dean emeritus of the University of New Mexico, is
the author of poetry, plays, and essays. The Spanish version of his play, The
Star of Madrid, was recently presented in Albuquerque by the League of Latin
American Citizens. He has been a student of the writing of Edwin Arlington
Robinson for many years.
~
NAOMI SELL TALLEY has published stories in the Southwest Review, HoUatul's, and other
national magazines. Four of her stories have been starred in O'Brien's Best Short
Stories. She has also won several prizes in annual contests of the Te~ Poetry
Society.',:·,
ALLAN SWALLOW is a native of Wyoming and graduated from the State University.
,His undergraduate lnterests lay in poetry, and he published both as a student then
and now while he is pursuing graduate work at the Louisiana State University.
Poetru, Frontier a1ld Midla.1ld, CoUege Verse, Prairie Schooner, are some of the
magazines that have accepted his verse.
S. OMAR BARKER, the Squire of Tecolotenos (the S. really stand for Squire, I\nd Omar
lives at Tecolotenos, New Mexico), has been writing for a long time about the
Southwest, and his corner of it, in both poetry and prose. That doesn't make him
an old man but just a hard-working and able writer. He thinks the QUARTERLY
is a good magazine to write for and remembers us when he sends off contributions
to a lot of other journals.
.
-f
RICHARD RYAN, JR., published his first verse in the QUARTERLY for May, and we liked it
so well we are repeating this .time. He is a student of the University of New
Mexico, and draws upon a year in England for poetic reminiscence and contrast.
SAGE HOLTER is a poet of Santa Fe whose verse has been read and praised by Witter
Bynner, foremost of American poets. Mrs. Holter is at present on a trip to Ireland.
ALLISON LAIRD was born in Iowa and educated at the University of Iowa and Columbia.
She has been a teacher and a librarian, and has traveled in Europe, living, she says,
"with the natives." Her 'home is now at Moseon, Idaho, where Mr. Laird is a
faculty member of the University of Idaho.
Roy KEECH has lived in Albuquerque and Santa Fe, where he has written of archaeolo~,
folk,lore, and literature for juveniles.
.
JUAN A. A. SEDILLO has been an attorney in Santa Fe, "but travels a good deal, always
calling New Mexico his home. At present he is in Denmark.
'INA SIZER CASSIDY was for some time in eharge of the Writers' Project for New Mexico.
Much of the material for the forthcoming New Mexico Guide was collected under
her direction. She has lived in Santa Fe many years, and is associated with her
husband, Gerald Cassidy, and with Mary Austin, and others among the pioneer
members of Santa Fe's artistic community.
.
ALBERT NEELY was born in Washington, D. C., where at one time, his grandfather.
Albert Wyman, was U. S. treasurer under Cleveland. This has not handicapped
Neely from pursuing poetry, not as a hobby, but as a major interest. He lives in
Old Albuquerque.
HANNCHEN ROSENWALD is a member of the Mavericks, a group of Albuqu~rque
women organized to read each others work and advise as to its publication. She
has written poetry, a few playlets for children, a raaio skit and articles.
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necuerdos de Mexico
By JOHN

GOULD FLETCHER

I. MOCTEZUMA

Princes and kings the Aztecs had,
Poets and sages, w~rriors of great might;
But Moctezuma wept like a foolish woman
When the Spaniards came.
-

Cities and t~mples, seething with dark throngs;
Their teocallis glowed Iitce coral fires;
But Moctezuma offered the Spaniards gifts,
..
Trembling and afraid.
Terrible in .swift rage, their warriors charged;
The gods strewed glory on such sudden deaths.
But Moctezuma died as a coward dies,
Cowering, a fettered slave. '
Lovely as a young fawn between the trees,
And giant as a god, the land lay wide;
His lips smiled faintly as blood filmed his eyes;
Thus Moctezuma died, and thus the gods! forgot.
II. TOREADORS

Sudden flash of scarlet
. Where the keen knives sing
Hacking at the heart.of the stubborn earth.
Broad mantle of orange and magenta
Draping the great dark shoulders;
Streaming gush of life-blood flowing
In the still aft~rnoon.
'
[ 135]
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Earth, thirsty earth, drinking
The broad clots of congealing death;
The mad mob swirling
About the consummation.
HatsfalHng; clamor; tumult;
Let us toss withering flowers
transient death and life;
Heedless of each, as we pass.

On

III.

CHAPuLTEPEC

This sea of green, Chapultepec.
And far away
These naked mountains sprawling on the sky.
These feathery boughs
Loved by the Aztec lords;
And, creamy-white, this city with its glare.
No brown-skinned-emperors ,now.
Dream in your shade of tribute or
slim girls
;
No drums thump hollowly
from teocalli
towers.
,
.
. .

-

'

$"'

•

No lak~s; grey-green,;;.,.1!(
~'.
'11;.'. '
Ruffle llli'the west breeze" 'prows leanIng to the wInd;
N o"80ft feet shuffle down the ,causeway patl)s. ' \

t

.' '
,0/--,

.

- .,,,~

.,

.;.. r~

Af'

"

-~~t

,:-,
y

'

w

A'~~

t'_'~~,

~m#i."

~~:

No lovers left, Chapultepec,
~"'..
,::\c
Maximilian.;and Carlotta, gon~~o d-Ust ;~~~J
'j
•
,~The boagainvillea~s purpleisho1Ve~? falls~f~re they."
)wan~;red there; ,"
~. ~
*"
iJ\~

.

rr ,

':U.

~- Only rInged :peaks, remote, ~ ~

l

.,;"

'Fpe
burnt brown upland crowned witli the maguey,
" .
'"
Watching beyond tbis
city
still,
matches
your
stiff
.
cold heart. ~,
~
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IV. Ho1,JY WEEK, IXMIQUILPAN

Slowly through the dark nave~.to the sound of the wailing
organ,
With the gold light of the upheld candles lighting each
•
J bronze-hued head;
.
Through the· thick darkness, the steel-blue mighl of weariness and sprrow,
.
They carry Him their God, outstretched on His Cross and
dead. '
"

.

Slowly and irresolutely they take Him up and go forward;
Over the flame of the blazing candles, to the night
that waits
!!>
on each hand;
To the r~gged jagged line of the desolate peaks in the
distance,
The terror and the vastness and the emptiness of this land.
Slowly and without hope, for the present or the future;
Yet exalted as no w~alth could exalt Him, not, the purple of
princes and kings,
.
, They carry Him on, with the thorns of life rending their
.
ragged garments,
Till the faceless night blows out their candles, with the wind
,', of its fanning wings.
.

.
V. END OF DRY SEASON

r '"

This is the dry land
Running to south beneath the sun;
Ridge beyond ridge, hollow on hollow,
Burnt and undone.
I

"
\

This is the unsow~ land
Holding its secret still ;
Rock after rock, remo~e,
Hill beyond hill.

".
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This is the dry season;
The weary crumbling earth;
The mute, fierce, savage silence
That gives no flower birth.
This is the parched land
On which time makes no mark;
The cactus lifts its arms
Afar from dark to dark.
This is the land of ruin
, Burnt by the blazing sky;
Running to southward swiftly
As men and moments die.
VI.

MEXICO
.

This land of bronze, steel, and heat;
Of bronze-burnt fields, and the grey-blue steel of the great
skies beyond,
Bounding them in: Of the bronze of the smooth rounded hills
Blazing to rusty gold in the sunset's bonfire of flame;
Of the bronze of old cities with thei>r musty and buttress-·
walled churches, and the sombre domes soaring above,
Tiled green and yellow, of the green bronze ,of bells in their
towers,
Rolling their sombre symphony through streets, of the bronze
. of tall walls and old gates,
Of adobe villages, sleepy and quiet, amid the jade green of,
their trees;
.
And the blue-steel of the jagged and empty mountains straying across the still sky.
This last land
Rounded by the hollow gulf to eastward, with its islands and
. peaks'swathed i,! blue cloud,
.
Ahd to westward breaking in crags of burnt rock that leap
out at last in long bays
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Into the forever-surging Pacific, the long wave that rolls at
last .home
From Cambodia and the cities eastward, from the yellowgreen Chinese coast, from the reefs crowned deep with
.great palms,
From the typhoon and the pagoda, wave twenty feet deep,
moving mile beyond mile,
Bearded with foam, rolling onward, its hunger unglutted by
seas
Where no sail stirs on the horizon, where only the albatross
tests with his strong wing the spray.
This land that is old,
Vast and tragic, consuming its past, a dried skull set up on
a hill;
Yet which blossoms with flowers, and ripples with bird-song,
this land that is cruel yet sweet,
Shy as the smile of the Indian, yet harsh as the steel of old
Spain;
Land of the organ-cactus, the prickly pear, the tall drooping
needles of .pine,
Land of the jade-green orchard, of the feathery fields of the
cane;
,
Mexico-graceful as a snake yet harsh as sand grating on
stone,
Monotonous yet ever varied, tragic yet wreathed in gay
smiles,
Careless, vivid, passionate, what have men given to you?
What but long toil, broken hopes, a church set up on a hill,
and a blood-stained Christ in the nave?
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Two Sonnets
By

JESSE STUART

WE SMOKE CIGARS

We smoke cigars and drink our heady wines
On evenings when the winter wind's loud blast
Rustles the winter leaves and stirs porch ~nes
Around this ancient house where moonrays' cast
The winey light upon the snow clad world.
We eat pop corn and pull the candy sticks
And poker pennies where the lamplight furls
Its rays on pretty "Tom and J erries" mixed
To make us headier than the gooseberry
wine.
,
I tell you nights like these do bless mankind
With j'Ofly words and cheers and spirits fine,
While winterish winds sweep loud across the land
And bank the snow against the house in heapsWhite silence heaped beneath the glittering star;
With wine and ale, all hearty and all hale,
. We little dream of other things afar.
ALIEN HILLS

\
,

I

These timbered hills,are foreign hills to me;
'These skies that float above are alien skies;
And in these rugged hills the wind is free;
Rivers are blue in this green paradise.
I do not know these groundhog slickworn holes;
I do not know the green ferns on these bluffs;
I do not know where root the blinded moles.
I'm alien here, for I~ve not seen enough
Of lonely shacks beside the lonesome water,
Of peach trees blooming on the Springtime hill,
Of autumn hills and fuzzy-wuzzy fodder,
And morning-scented smells of mgonshine still.
I'm alien to all lanc}s except my own; ,
I'm alien to the lands that hold no dead
Of mine: I shall return to tree and stone
And to old furrowed fields that give me bread.
. [ 140 ]
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C~nsorship
0-

and Underground Sy~tems in the
:Nineteenth Qentury·
By BENJAMIN SACKS

. THE HiSTORY of censorship is replete with tales ~f cour-

ageous individuals and groups who have refused to join
the bandwagon in the face of what they regard as "truth
crushed to earth." Passive resistance and physical force
methods from time immemorial have been the chief weapons
of these pariahs of society. In our own day, however, the .
greater concentration, at least initially, is being placed upon
the release of propaganda via sub rosa channels to the public at large. Both the daily press and periodical literature in
our country contain many accounts of the elaborate under~
ground systems in existence ill Europe today. Not i'nfrequently the further claim is m,ade of originality for many
of the methods used. While it is true that technological
advances have introduced more ingenious mechanical devices for the spread of prohibited ideas, the origin of the
major procedures followed dates -back to the nineteenth century. An exa~ination of the ~truggle of nonconforming
groups during this period will bear out amply this contention. The absence of any discussion of the effectiveness of
underground systems in cracking the shell of authoritative
ideologies or the dangers involved in not permitting unlimited public discussion is intentional. Any statements that
might be made here in this connection could add little- to
what has already been said and said far b~tter by abler
students of the general subject of freedom of thought.
At the outset, the goal of thenineteenth century utopians
was individualism. Each mortal should be given an equal
start in life and then· the opportunity to climb as far as his
ability permitted. Against sucp. an objective the proponents
of the established order-autocracy, aristocracy, and orthodoxy-waged a relentless war. France, the birthplace of
.[ 141 ]
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equality, liberty, and fraternity, was no exception to this rule.
Here the protagonists of "things to be" fought courageously
to place their case before the, masses. Newspaper- columns
that felt the heayy hand of the Bourbons were left blank, an
invitation, to readers to use their imagination. Under the
caption of foreign correspondence, insertions were made exhorting their followers to maintain the ·united front. Not
infrequently foreign dailies circulating in France, such as
the London Times and the Gazette D'Augsbourg, would contain articles in the private correspondence section for French
. consumption. Attempts were even made at" times to distribute their own banned articles. In the ear of Napoleon III,
a famous revolutionary paper, La Laterne, was circulated
secretly through such channels as match and tohacco boxes,
pipes, ornaments for watch guards, and even the busts of
{ !~mous 'persenages in art galleries, including those of
~apoleon III himself.
.
Because of the restrictions placed upon freedom of
association, it was found necessary to exercise similar ingenuity for contact purposes. A favorite ruse was to frequent the cafes and, amidst liberal imbibing of alcoholic
spirits, plan their future maneuvers. When the cafes were
supervised more closely, the banquet was found an excellent
substitute. Meeting avowedly to observe a friend's birthd~y,
to reminisce as old comrades, or to celebrate the anniversary
of the establishment of the National Guards, they would
acttially talk reform and often as not conclude by singing the
Marseillaise. Indeed one such banquet, in 1848, was the
prelude to the famous revolution of that same year. Even
more beguiling perhaps was· the transformation of funerals
of prominent radicals into political demonstrations of unity
and strength. The procession in the course of the interment
of General Foy, an eminent Liberal, in 1825, was estimated
to have run into the thousands.
Whether it was because of national characteristics or
the fact that the intellectual class dominated the radical
movement, the devices utilized in Germany were quite differ-,

,

i
.
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ent from those in France. Although. the origin of the Bur,schenshaft societies among university students may be traced
back to Napoleonic days and their initial purpose may be
acknowledged as that of arousing patriotic fervor against
the French despot, the years following 1815 found their use
more and more directed towards the advancement of democratic ideals. Under the pretense of supervising student-life
and.duelIing.etiquette, the Burschenshaft societies discoursed
freely upon unity, equality, and the fatherland. In like
fashion the Turnvereine gymnastic clubs, founded by J ahn for the purpose of meeting in friendly athletic competition,
were often turned into forums for the discussion of social
,
questions. Until the Carlsbad resolution put an end to such
pr~ctices, it was not' unusual for academic men of radical
inclinations to transform their professorial chairs into platforms, their lectures into harangues, and their classes into
public meetings.
More difficult was contact by the doctrinaires with the
masses. One favorable opportunity for igniiting the spark
of public enthusiasm were the many festivals which were
held annually in German towns. An excellent example of
this approach was the Wartburg festival in October, 1817,
held in commemoration of Martin Luther and t~e battle; of
Leipzig. During the numerous prayers, Be~mons, and
speeches that followed, the s.tudents of Jena 'Urtiversity emphasized the fact that in these two historical iinc~dents Germany had led the way in the ove~throw of two despots, the
Pope and Napoleon Bonaparte, and urged that the occasion
be used to r~legate to the oblivion a third tyrant, .absolutism.
At a bonfire which was held shortly afterward, a number of
emblems symbolic of reaction were committed to the flames
-the works of Schmalz and Kotzebue, both notorious propagandists of the established order, a corporal's cane, a pigtail,
and a soldier's stay.
.
The leaders of the new 'order i~ Italy were grouped
together under the Risorgimento movement. The young men
of Italy were urged to bear the torch
of liberty everywhere.
.

'"
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They were directed to climb the mountain slopes and share
the humble food of the laborer and to invade the rapidly
growing industrial centers and seek out the artisans in their
factories and homes. As an opportunity for full dress I:ehearsals of their principles before the public,: great stress
was placed upon participation in scientific' congresses. They
supported vigorously, for instance, the" effort to persuade
Leopold II of Tuscany to permit such a congress at Pisa.
When Leopold II, flattered by the prospect that his reputa-'
tion as a patron of the sciences would be enhanced, acceded,: .
the conspirators secured a voice in drawing up the program.'
This, apparently, was so evident" that the Pope in strict lan-'
guage forbade the learned men of his temporal possessions
to attend the congress. During the sessions theJLir was full
of'a~cusations by secret agents from Jhe various Italian
principalities that the most spirited discussions were those
topics. The
which digressed the furthest from. scie.ntific
..addresses, made during the consect:ation of a monument in
honor of Galileo, gave added confirmation to these suspicions.
As much stress was bestowed upon the handicaps interposed
by the Inquisition as upon the sGientific contributions of
Galileo. The 'inference of "Young Italy" was evidently to
contrast the superior quality of man's handiwork if afforded
intellectual freedom. How much stock Mazzini and his followers placed in music as a vehicle for propaganda is open
to debate. Certainly it is true that the authorities gave credence. to such intentions. Many operas wer:e interdicted on
the ground that they were insurrectionary in tone and spirit.
Among these was Rossini's William Tell. Especially incriminating was the scene when the representatives from the
three cantons swear to vindicate their liberty at all costs and
the deep voices of the chorus and bass chords intonate an
irresistible call to deeds of prowess and of self-sacrifie. So
deep was this fear of the role of music that the Austrians
in their provinces of Lombardy and Venetia actually made
it a treasonable offense to applaud or to hiss certain passages in various operas.

I '

t-

'l

I
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In Russia an elaborate espionage system was set up to
uncover the secret springs of radical activity. The deeds of
the Cheka in Soviet territories have their counterpart and
perhaps ther inspiration in those of the Okrana during the
reign of Nicholas I. Whether it be, however, the inhepent
corruptne~s of Romanoff officialdom or the low salaries paid,
the censors-tolerated evasions in return for "gifts." Favorite
among the practices indulged in by the Slavic admirers o~ ,
individualism was the eighteenth century French medium,
the salon or circle as the Russians called it. Many were the
famous weekday gatherings at private homes under the gay
front of pleasant soirees. To tie up the movement, one
account mentions the insertion in appropriate! places in news
columns of a code of dots, and the action of the government
in forming a committee of music experts, to determine
whether the mu'sical composition was being used asa subter· fuge for the relay of messages 'might indicate anotherpossible method of conta~t.
.
. After the middld of the nineteenth century the objectives of the agitating groups shifted cSomewhat. Largely as
the result of the industrial revolution demands were made
by some that individualism be cross-secttoned at certain
points by additional pillars, sUch as imperialism, state socialism, and communism. The' latter case ,was" especially
true in Germany. Here a bitter duel was in progress between
Bismarck and Marxian socialism. With characteristic Teutonic thoroughness, the German social democracy set up a
secret hierarchy to keep the spark of collec1iivism in existence. At the head was a committee of' direction, holding
power from the Party. Confidential men putitbis committee
in touch with members in different localities by grouping
men of military age in electoral circles, a type of club which •"
had the least, apparently, to fear from the police.. Under'
the auspices of these clubs" speakers would be brought in
and contraband literature distributed. When suspicious
,4)roprietors denied 'them the privacy of their i halls, they
would attend the meetings of their opponents and air their
,
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views during the discussion period. .Later, resort was had
to choral societies, educational classes, and sporting, events.
By arranging picnics and excursions into the country, these
organizations found it easy to circumvent .the vigilance of
the police.
.
More troublesome perhaps was the question of the future e~;ollment of members. Unless new recruits could be
secured, the influence of the movement would never grow.
An early, although precarious means, of rallying the masses
to socialistic banners was the fete of May 1, a day once
settled upon by Robert Owen, in 1833, for the .commencement
of the milleIiium and selected by the Second International
officially in 1889 as the date for annual expressions of the
solidarity Qf the working class movement throughout the
world. Even today these celebrations produce frequent
clashes between police ;tnd particip~nts. An attempt was
also made to emulate the French in 'the use of burial pro. cessions for political demonstrations. Illustrative is the
funeral of the great socialist leader, Wilhelm Liebknecht.
The preparations for the event were so suspicious, however,
that the police took extra p~ecautions against political ebulli- .
tions. Before the cortege Was allowed to-proceed, the 45,000
people calculated to have assembled w~ed to remove all banners and emblems. Much more~ffective was'
the use ot the Reichstag debates and electioos.. Socialist
represenUitives were sent to the Lower Chamber largely
because of the immunities accorded jn publicising socialist.,
principles. August Bebel, for instance, after having his
speech on "The Future State" censored for platform pur..
poses, was able to deliver it on the floor of the Reichstag and
to have it printed in the press as a parliamentary speech.
Hundreds of thousands of copies were estimated to have
been distributed.
Chief among the problems which faced the Russian
revolutionary elements was how to win- over an illiterate
nation. If it was difficult to maintain contact among the
party memebrship, it would certainly be doubly difficult to
,
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secure the cOJ1,tact with the masses necessary: for educational
as well as propagandist purpos~es. For these !purposes there
was set in motion the narodniki or "go to the! people" movement. Young men and women were dispatched to the viI- lages, ostensibly to engage in their professions as physicians,
assistant surgeons, midwiv:es, nurses, school teachers, cle~ks,
blacksmiths, woodcHoppers, and day laborers. While the
dullness of the muz ik was a source of irritation, there was
compensati<;m in th fact that the obtuseness of the police
made easier the -eva ion of the censorship laws. One simple
practice was to prin an unusually large editi<lm of a pamphlet or book and dis ribute the greater portion before the
censors' had made t eir examination. 'rheri, if the ,-lat;ter
objected to the con ents, the writer and plilblisher would
acquiesce without rrluch ado in the destruction of the remaining copies whioh might reasonably be expected to be
the entire number. Another favorite ruse was to interchange different books of the same surface binding after
the .police had condemned one set and approved another set.
Some purveyors of forbidden literature had!· their readers
carry and pass around large volumes of government statistics which would contain well-concealed tracts on the
merits of individualism. Often the stupid government examiners were deceived by accounts of the Russian· situation
dressed up as descriptions of Roman, Turkish, and French
historical episodes. Also interesting were the ways by
which they protected their leading writers against the gullible
representaatives of autocracy. When the polic~ would break
. into a newspaper office to make an arrest for anattaek on the
Tsar, the office force would point to a meek man in the corner as the guilty one. With the arrest of the janitor, as the
"sitting editor" was apt to· be, the real scribe would return
to his desk and the Iwar for freedom would cQntinue apace.
Again, When ,a licerlse to publish a paper was, revoked" undiscerning officials would grant a permit to respectable
friends of the former editor. Later the new owners would
faiI"'financiaIIy and their 'conservative publication would tie

.,
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sold to a "dummy" holding for the suspended editor. If
the lethargy of the censor was not sufficient to achieve the
desired ends, attractive' gifts were still found a supplementary means. Many printing presses actually w,ere set up in
the dwellings and offices of public functionaries. The storage
, rooms of the customs house in St. Petersburg were discovered at one time to be a main depositor~ for revolutionary
pamphlets.
On the oth~r hand, when the censors really did their
work, the agitating groups were equal to the task of keeping
the channels of communication open. Such objects as engravings, photographs, atlases, and music sheets were conveyors of messages: So. suspicious did the police becoke that
they even scrutinized th.e little gilt paper rings which encircled the cheap cigars and cigarettes and which ordinarily
contained the name of the brand. The working classes in the
cities found the contraband literature under envelopes,
slipped into conservative papers, and dropped under the
seats of street cars and stage coaches. The rural population
found them on the roads weighted down with stones. One of
the most striking measures undertaken to combat the censor~ occurred during the reIgn of Nicholas II. To prove the
latter's incompetence a pamphlet of eighty pages was published containing every public utter~nce of the Tsar since
his accession in 1894. These speeches, over one hundred in
all, and copied from official records, revealed Nicholas II as
guilty of lese majeste against himself. Needless to say, the
effect desired, to make the people scornful of the autocratic
regime under which they labored, was ac~ieved. Thus did
censor~ who strained at gnats swallow a camel. A .favorite
recourse when repression grew too severe was to transfer
headquarters beyond the Russian frontier. A printing office,
for instance, was set up in London and from here attempts
were made to smuggle the Bell, into Russia. Often special
copies would ,be printed for the Romanoffs in order to gain
their sanction for admission of the rest of the edition which
would attack and revile the Russian bureaucracy. Little suc-
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cess was attained by the use of foreign newspapers, for they
were examined at the border, often held back altogether, and
when delivered at all would have the objectionable parts or
paragraphs stamped out or made illegible. Tie Times frequently appeared with paragraphs or portions of columns
blocked out in this manner. One writer tells the story that
when Rubenstein, the famous composer, returned to Russia
upon one occasion, his manuscripts were seiz~d and kept in
custody until he was ready to depart. -Incidentally some of
his papers were lost in the in}erim with the result that
·Rubenstein was much chagrined upon departure.
In the light of this arr&y of facts, it would seem certain that the nineteenth cenwry was the pioneering era in
underground systems. P~es~t day methods, to repeat, differ
from preceding procedur~~nly in the use of the technological impro~ements of a m-;~ne. age. A few examples from
Germany before concluding ill serve to illustrate this.difference. Fast moving motorc cIes are utilized to scatter hundreds of toy balloons to wh chleaflets are at1ached. Until
the Nazis ferreted them out secret radio stati(i)ns broadcast
radical propaganda. When f reign stations werre resorted to,
the government set up powe~ul dispersers to ~rev~nt re~ep
tion by the average radio set and confiscated those powerful
enough to receive them. Ekren the productive processes in
industry are utilized. Leaflets are placed on conveyor belts
and carried to the worker~ in every corn<F of th~ esta_bIishmente In the mines the etnpty returning wagons are apt to be
filled with tracts. :Many papers are printed in such small type
as to require magnifying ilas~es and so special pocket glasses
are in vogue among the workers. ~osed---iUlmS on which
messages have been photographe~re sent by bail in light,
· proof-sealed envelopes t~ anti-1'razis who krlow that the
envelopes may be opened only in dark room~. Lest it be
thought that music no longer p.,-forms its shar~ in a machine
· age, mention must be made before concludin~ tliat phonograph recordings are made which playa few strains of some
popular song and then abruptly Iaun~h into atitacks on Der
· Fuehrer and the totalitarian program.
j
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Edwin
Arlington Robinson ot} Time*
,
By GEORGE ST.
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(This 1's an attempt to put into literary fonn the results
J~ of literary res~arch. Mr. HagedorI1ltlbiog'rapher
of Edwin
r"./I
Arlingto~ Rooinson, saltl that he thought Robinson would
have enjoyed reading it.-G. St. C.) ,
,U;lj

p;"

'Jo~ ~

l'

A'

II

..~
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You temme that you think I was at times
A bit too much preoccupied with Time, P
.. ,
Or rather, that.I was gbsessed with it.
QJeer, I recall it o~ly faintly. Of Peace,
f still remember, I said mueh; of Fate
And' Wisdom, Light, Shadows, Silence, and Drea!Jls,
And Darkness, through which the Light gleamed dimly. But
Time!
I know Time held an interest for me . . . But . . .
And yet, you are a student of my poems,
And you should know. Therefore, I'll take your" word,
-Even without these figures that you show me.
You have examples, too? May I look at .them?
Hum! Hum! From Captain Craig, and on, and on.
*Collected Poems of Edwin Arlington Robinson. Macmillan Company, New York, 1937. This volume contains
1488 pages, and 207 poems. Some few of the poet's poems
are omitted from this edition, but most of these are not of
great importance. His prose plays are not here.
Twenty-five of the poems in this volume are narrative
poems, many of them very long; three are dramatic dialogues; eighty:.eight are sonnets; and the rest are lyrics and
dramatic lyrics. The number of lines is 44,685. In studying
these poems, I noticed the frequent occurrence of such words
as "Peace,", "Light," "Darkness," "Shadows," "Silence,"
"Dreams," "Wisdom," "Fate," and "Time." The frequency
[ 150]
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Let us go through them~ It will be amusing,
Though probably not very profitableI mean, to you-Others, no doubt, who never
Have read my poems,~pr any other pqet's- I
Being, most of them, ind:1JF ~e~t readers, either.
In the. dark, or in the Ugh
. my
I·
Of poetry, you know-mig!
0 e stranFe
I,

with which this latter word,i\(;Tl
"was Jsed, especially
attracted my attention. At la~tj I 'set myse! -to determine
the actual number of times e~¥r tpis word, or such variations of it as ~ "some time" '.'at time~I' " "betim· s"
, "timeless"
,
etc., occurred. By actual count,!I f~und the w<prd used almost
exactly a thousand times/and in ~ighty-eight poems. Such
allusions were most nu~rou~in the narrati I e p~ems, especially in the.Arlhuri~ seljf!s. In Tristra ,for instance,
variations of the worrt3
r 170.times.
Being curious . now to what extent her'poets haa
used this word,'" ime," I look~d up various r ference books,
including Bartl7,Vt's Familiar Quotatio~ (193 edition, 1,093
pages) ; Burton/Stevenson's Home Book of Q tations (1935,
2,269 pages) ; and the Shakespeare, wordswo;h' and Tennyson concord.~,e8. In :Bartlett, I found som th~ng over 400
allusio~ to Time; in Stevenson, 7.50 (estimat d) ; in Wordsworth, 0~00; in Shakespeare, 1,000 (estimated) ; and in
Tennyson, nearly 400. These three poets ~ll wrote more
voluminou~ly than did Robinson. In The Pag~ant of English
Poetry (Eondon, 1909, H. Frou'de), I fQund ourteen references to ''Time.'' This book contains 1>150 poems and extracts from poems, from more than 300 poet , ranging from
Chaucer to the late nineteenth'century.Be ides using the
word "Time" so often, Robinson repeatedly es such words
as "Dawn," "Morning," "Day," "Afternoo ," "Twilight,"
"E~ening," "Night," "l\!onth," ':Years,". "W..bile," "MeanwhIle," "Long ago," "The past," etc. rJ'lme) seems to have
had some peculiarly significant meaning for Robinson, though
he often fails ~o make that meaning clear to ~is readers.
,
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Illumination in them. Perhaps the Light,
You ask me? I don't know. I wish I did.
In the dark, as in the light, there hovers always
Some radiant, beneficent, perhaps
Divinely appointed spirit of mystery.
I wish I knew today, now that the Light
Is always with me, what it meant down there
To me, or to those beings I created
Dimly. Out of the darkness Light has come,
But is it now the Gleam, the Light, the Vision,
I faintly saw? Perhaps it's something greater,
Something diviner. The light your planet needed,
'11
And needs still, I doubt not-for here we know
Nothing of what is happening there below,
Only·the future and the past being oursIs such a gleam as will scorch the dry souls
Of men, and burning, cleanse them ftee of all
Their stupid malice and brutality.
And here is where they need the poet, for he
Has ways of searching out the truth, denied
To other men. Once, in that time you said
So fascinated me, I wrote these words:
"The poet somehow has the best of us; "
He has a gauge for us that we have not." (1)
It is a gauge men badly need: To know
Themsel;'es! No, such a gauge would be·-too harsh!
In such a searching light, how many could still
Endure to live? Better for their blind souls
That no such fumigating flame sear inward!
Better $or them that they not see the Light!
Better that they still crawl on craving beJlies!
Better, that is, for most! A few brave souls
Chosen from out the bitter mass, might stand
Such surgery, but, for the most, better
That they live on in darkness, if the race
Shall still live on! But here! your lines on Time:
"Love builds of what Time takes away." (2) Love builds-
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That had a meaning once. But now- And this:
"He treads along through Time's old wildel1'ness
As if the tramp of all the centuries
Had left no roads-and there are none, for him." (3)
That's rare old Ben, talking about Shakespeare.
.And he was right. What country else but Bngland
Could ever have sired so strange a genius!
This smells of Shakespeare,\ too :- "Time has; a casket
Wherein our.days are covered certainties
That we lift out of it, one by one,
For what the day may tell." (4) Yes, Shakespeare reversed:
"Time hath, my lord, -a wallet at his back,
Wherein he puts alms for oblivion." (5)
Could one do better to imitate
. The inimitable imitator? We"
Are at our best, we little poets, when
We catch a trace of his accents'. Now, let.'
Me see more of these: "I saw in the Tower"
When all was darkest, and I may have dreamed,
A light that gave to men the eyes of.Time
To read themselves in silence." (6) Oh, the Light
Again, with darkness, dreams and silence! :Who
Is talking? - Guinevere. "All white 'and gold." (7)
Too good, poor, golden queen, for Lancelot!1
"r.time steals the infant, but the child he leav~s." (8)
What does that mean? Just words
to fill in space.
.
I"Words are but shells unfilled." (9) Yes, I spoke truly!
"Worms, armadillos, and hyenas." (10)
"Dodos, dinosaurs, and pterodactyls." (11)
"As a frog on a Passover cake in a streamless desert.~' (12)
All words contrived to show my_ cleverness.
_.
I fear "the old monster, Time," (~r3) will make short shrift
Of lines like these. Clever, but not true poetry!
"For we who delve in Beauty's IQre
Know all that we have known before
Of what inexorable cause
,
Makes Time so vicious in his reaping." (14)
'/
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And here's" this one: "Fbr 'Time'iwrites of death
On men before they die." (15) Poor sOllpet singers,
Who fail beeause they fail to realiz~
,.;'
-?;
" "Poets and kings 'are but the clerks of Time," (\1.~) ,
So ':angry Time discre~its and ~ilowns them." ~17)
How ~ondrous pab'some of. the lInes you've chosen
.. Fit in'With my convictions f" Now I see..
,~
What made me say so much of Time, Time and
lIis work, for' surely; "Time will pass them, 6n~y
To kick their bones," (18) and "hungry Time forgets'
. . them." (19)
.
':'Time has done worse for Time than in our making." (20)
Bright passion this: "But when two loves like ours
," Wear down the wall of Time dividing them,
Two oceans come together and flow over
.
Time and his evil work." (21) "These two-not shadows,
Be as they were, and live-by time no more
Divided until time for them should cease.
They were not made for time as others were,
And time, therefore, would not be long for them
Wherein for love to learn that in their love,
Where fate was more than time and more than love,
Time never was, save in their fear of it-" (22)
Immortal love in time! "Time that made smoke
Will drive away the smoke, and we shall know
The workthat we are doing." (23) "For Time enjoys
The look that's on our faces when we scowl
At unexpected ruins." (24) "Time says June
Is half a part already of time's ashes." (25)
"I wish to God that we who have done this
Had not forgotten time in our~
t· ,-service." (26)
"And on God's ocean, after sto ,
.
Time's· wreckage is half pilot-bo ts." (27)
"Nothing is ever as it was bef e
Wher~ Time has been. Here there is more than Time." (28)
"Once I believed I knew-not long ago
In time, but longer in eternity,
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Which is not time. I wonder if you know
..Just where the difference is between the twa,
Or ifthere be one." (29) "But what's the use of Time,
If it *iII not be done when it's all gone?" (30)
"If i~ were done when 'tis done, tlieI.l 'twere well,
It were done quickly." (31) Shakespeare again! We can't
-..
Get away from him. Time forgets
Him not, nor lets us lesser ones forget him. ,
But here's the best of all! Did 1 write this?1
"Whenever your poet or your philosopher
Has nothing richer for us, he resumed,
He burrows among remnants like a mouse
In a waste-basket, and with much dry noise
Comes up again, having found Time,at the bottom
.. And filled himself with its futility.
Time is at once, he says, to startle us,
A poison for us, if we make it so,
And if we make it so, an antidote'
For the, same poison that afflicted us." (32)
Is that not good! There's Time's revenge on me.
~ Whatever else men say of me, they'll have
To say: "At least, he could laugh at himself."
"When Time tossed roses in his path." (33) I like
That line, don't you ? It has a sensuous
Beauty too often lacking in ~ work.
And now, one more, the last: "Are you released
From time? ar where you are, do~s time forget?" (34)
How pertinent that question seems up here!
Does Time forget? I'm not so_ sure of that!
But here, I know, Time has forgotten us,
And here, we know, "all the poor kings and q~eens
Of time are nothing now." (35) Here where the monster
City no longer spews its sullen roar;
Where man's ferocity and stupid hate
Awake no dismal echoes, Time is silent,
And in this silence, this eternal calm,
r

'

.
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This healing Light that came--after the Darkness,
We Dream we have'lat last found perfect Peace.
v
I'

It

.

f

1.~ Collected Poems: A'11'Utranth, Lines 247-48.
2. Idem: Hillcrest, Stanza 9.
3. Id.: Ben Jonson Entertains a Man From Stratford, 11. 90-92.
4. Tristram:.,).1. 1512-15.
5. The Oxford Shakespeare: ')Troilus and Cressida, III,, 3, 145-6.
6. Lancelot: II. 2647-50.
'
7. Id.: 7. 2'679.
1'4 8. Captain Craig: 1. 420~
9. 'Ike Three Taverns: 1. 9~
10. Matthias At the Door: 1. 2349.
11. Cavender's House: 1. 1053.
12. Captain Craig: 1. 792.
13. Ben Jonson Entertains a Man from Stratford: 1. 259.
14. For a Dead Lady: Stanza 3.
15. The Three Taverns: 1. 58.
16. Sonnet, The Clerks.
17. John Brown: 1. 108.
18. Toussaint l'Ouverture: 11. 32-33.
19. Matthias at the Door: 1. 337.
20. Lancelot: 1. 145.
21. Tristram: 11. 981-84.
22. Id.: 11. 2583-90.
23. Captain Craig: 11. 1105-07.
24. Merlin: 11. 1330-33.
25. Talifer: 11. 135-6.
26. Ponce de Leon: 1. 173.
27. Sainte-Nitouche: Stanza 42.
28. Lazf!'ruS: 11. 422-23.
29. Ro'11'Utn Bartholow: 11. 993-97.
30. The Glory of the Nightingales: 11. 1866-67.
31. Macbeth: III, 7, 1.
32. A von's Harvest: 11. 1549-58.
33. Llewllyn and the Tree: Stanza 7.
34. King Jasper: 11. 1766-67. King Jasper was Mr. Robinson's last
poem, published posthumously, in the autumn of 1935.
35. Tristram: 11.3683-84.
<t'
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Pappy
By NAOMI SELL

T~LEY'

HEYI KEPT telling her Pappy was deald. Why in the
nanie of sense did they want to talk: like that when
Pappy was in there asleep. Pappy wasn't dead. If they would
just let him alone and come on out so he could pest, bht,they
had just been going in and out, in and out, for no telling how
long. Just milling around in the house and out of doors, like
the cattle did owhen they wanted to be let intto the west field
for water.
" .
People ought not to talk about folks being dead when
they were just asleep. It wasn't right. Pappy was tired out
from the sprIng plowing anq was trying to get a little rest. ~
Pappy couldn't stand up to his work now~ like he' did when
they first moved to the home place. They ha;din't been marriep
much over a year then, and Johnny was a baby. Pappy was
strong and could stand anything then. He could overwork
any man ~n the country, but Pappy was getting old and.sort
of worn out and needed to rest more.
She wished the women wouldn't bother her talking so
much. They kept coming up to her and telling her to try to
hold up; telling her Pappy was" dtGtd. It made her head hurt
to hear so-much talk. She knew in reason she was, in for a
spell with her head. Pappy's dead. Pappy's dead. Overtand •
over she heard it. Even when they weren't standing around
'. her telling her she could hearit. Pappy's dead. Round and
round and round in her brain. Like buzzards flying.; Slow
and easy like, but round and round. Pappy's dead. It made
her head feel tight, like screwing down a clamp. Like the
clamp in the sausage mill when Pappy screwed it to the table
,
so tight it wouldn't budge.
Pappy was good to help her. Some of ithe men in the
country always left th . ard and sausage making to the
women folks at hog-kiI:- t'me"and never made a hand's
~ [
7]
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turn to help, but Pappy always helped. He said there wasn't
any use breaking a body down, and grinding sausage was
hard work. It was a man's work. No woman ever had a better
man than Pappy. When her head hurt like this he always
wanted her to go lie down and let the work go. He always
told her she'd have a speII~with her head if she 4idn't, and h~
didn't want her to suffer. Pappy was 'asleep now and she
didn't want to bother him. She would just sit here on the
doorstep. It was nice 'and coolon the doorstep and if the
women,would leave her alone she would be all right.
'Pappy never 'did sleep in the daytime like this, never
si ce she married him. He said he got plenty of sleep at
n ht to do him. Said nobody but lazy folks lay in the bed in
daytime. Then Pappy would pinch her on the arm and tell
her to lie down and :rest herself when she wanted to, and not
work too hard. Pappy was good to her. Johnny always
wanted to take a nap after dinner before he started back to
the field but Pappy would tell him he could rest while he was
plowing. Pappy was a little too hard on Johnny. Growing
boys needed rest, but it wasn't Pappy's way to stop going.
Johnny would think queer about his Pappy lying up asleep in
the middle of the day. She wouldn't say anything about· it
before Johnny for Pappy would feel right ashamed of himself when he woke up.
There was old lady Watkins again. She kept running
around. What on earth was she crying about? It made her
eyes red and watery, and she needed to go comb her hair, it
was standing straight up in front and looked silly. Everybody was standing around crying except the men. They were
squatting in the yard whittling. Men folks always whittled
when they got together: They were whittling in her clean
yard. ,Lyddy, Pappy's dead, old lady Watkins was telling her.
Round and round like buzzards inside her head. Lyddy,
Pappy's dead. Like Pappy turning the clamp in the sausage
mill. Tighter and tighter. Seemed like the clamp was in her
head, the way it felt. If they didn't stop saying it her head
would just go clean off. The men were whittling. The yard
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was full of them, squatting around. It did look like they
could see she had just swept her yard. It wasn't any easy
matter sweeping a yard as big as that one.,
She had just hung the clothes on the line and was sweep- .,
ing the front yard when J>appy came to the house to lie down.
She could tell he was all tuckered out, he' wits white as a
sheet. His chest hurt him, he, ~aid, just sort of smothered
him. Pappy hadn't oughtto plow any more. It was hard on
him. She told him yesterday. he ought to let ~ohnny Rlow for~
him. Johnny was a great big strollop of a boy now, sixteen
coming October~ He would soon take all the ~urden off Pappy
and let him rest.
Funny how she had started calling him I Pappy. Johrtny
couldn't say papa when he was a. baby, all lie could say ~as
. pappy. He had ,been slow to talk so' it plea~ed his pa w en
. the baby called him pappy, the first word h~ ever said. Ihe
had always called him Pappy after that.,
Johnny was just a scrap of a baby whetli they moved Ion
the place. It was spring and the redbud and \wild plum were
· in bloom all up and down the creek. It was
prettiest sight
she had ever seen. Pappy said it was the prettiest farm in
Texas, bar none. 'Dhere wasn't much of a ~ouse' then, just
one room andl a lean-to, and it didn't takeI much work to
keep it. When Pappy would be plowing in
red field she
would take the, baby and go ~ver and put him down on a 'quilt
at the end of the rows, and Pappy would s , p a minute or
two every time he turned his row.
~' .
, She was thirty then. She and Pappy had not been y~:)Ung
when they married. She had never been a gil I the men.took
. to. She was an old maid and her folks thought she would
never get married. She never had' a beau I except Pappy.
Nobody had ever paid any attention to her tntil he started
waiting on her. Pappy was a good man and rbade her a good
husband. He alwayS was a hard worker.
I
"
The porch needed scrubbIng.', Mud had ~'een nacked all
over it, with so many folks going in and out. $he would h~ve
scrubbed it if it hadn't been for Pappy com~ng in so tired.
'i

title

ie
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She always scrubbed after she washed and swept the yard.
When Pappy got up she :il'would attend to it. The water was
cold but she could put a fire under the wash pot and heat it
in no til?e. Papp~ ~ouldn't want her to do it if he knew how
her head hurt. He always wanted to save her from all the
work he could. Many a time he had taken the broom away
from her and washed the porch off before _he would let her
do it.
There hung Pappy's old black felt hat on the nail. She
always told Pappy she would know his hats in Jerusalem.
They looked like him, somehow. He always ·got a hat rolled
up on the sides and sort of pointed to the middle in front.
That old black felt was a sight, all dirty and spotted along
the band, but a body couldn't wear a hat in the field without
getting it ruined. When Pappy came in yesterday he took it
off and hung it up there, and his forehead was dripping wet.
It was too hot for the old felt, but Pappy never took to wearing hi$ strawstack, as he called his old straw hat, until
harvest.
It wouldn't be long now until harvest, not more than :;L
month. She dreaded harvest this year. Pappy always worked
too hard, pitching grain, and would come in at night too tired
to eat. ' She would have to try to make him take it a little
easier, maybe get a man to take his pl~ce. Pappy couldn't
do the work now he had always done. She always had her
hands fulf at harvest itime, for cooking for hired hands ~was
a job. She wished they could get the outfit that thrashed on
Jess Trammell's place. They carried their own cook and a
chuck wagon, but they started at Jess' place and worked
down the valley the oth~r way. She always had more than
she could do with four or five to cook for besides her own
men.
~
There would be the peaches to put up. The· Early
Wheelerl:i got ripe right at the beginning of harvest, and'
that made it hard on her. If she didn't work them up before
they got too soft she would lose them. She always made jam
of her E~rly Wheelers. Pappy liked ~er peach jam. He said
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it was enou~h to make a nigger hit his dadd~ it was so good.
Pappy always did make his little joke abou r6things. .
_
He had always bragged on her though. Right after they
were married, before they came to Texas, h, was go04, to do ,
around the kitchen and help, always wantirg to take work
off of her. She wasn't much of a cook then, and her biggest
trouble had been getting too much soda in the biscuits. It
always made her ashamed but Pappy would laugh at her and
. tell her they were eating their golden bread. He never did
find fault with her cooking like some women's husbands did.
She'd best go set some sponge before it got too late, so
she could make Pappy some fresh lightbread. He always
wanted her to make lightbread for him, and hot rolls. She
could make a pan for supper. Pappy could eat a whole pan
of hot rolls when he came in from the fields to dinner. And
buttermilk. Pappy ,,~as a sight when it came to drinking
buttermilk. Nobody could get away with it like he could.
Old lady Watkins was coming back again. She had a
cup of coffee now, sploshing it around 'in the saucer. Old
lady Watkins ought to know she never did drink coffee in
the middle of the day. It soured on her stomach. Coffee
without cream in it. Didn't they know where the cream was?
They ought to know she kept it'in the blue crock in the cooler, .
right in back of the egg buc~et. She couldn't endure coffee
without cream.
It tasted like medicine.
.
.
The cup was heavy, the heaviest cup she ever saw. She
put it down in the sand by the doorstep, where they couldn't
see it. She didn't feel like passing any words about it now.
Her head Puth er too bad. It was going round and round.
What was it ey said that made it go round?· PappysomethingJ out Pappy.
.
Maybe if she'd eat a biteit wouldn't hurt so bad. Come
to think of it she hadn't had a mouthful since four o'clock
that morning. She had got up to rub .lard and turpentine on
P3J>PY's chest before day. It hurt him, he said. Like his
heart was wired up with bailing wire. She had stayed" 'up;
had put on coffee and made brea~ and cooked a little meat.
'
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She codld go out now and get wood to make a fire and
cook supper. Pappy might eat a little when he woke up, and
Johnny wound be in from the field wanting supper. Johnny
was always hungry. A big growing boy like him never got
enough to eat. She was tired but she'd better get a fire going
in the stove. If the women would let her alone. But every
time she started off they followed her. Couldn't she go to
the woodpile without somebody ganging along? Why didn't
they go home? She didn't need anybody to help. Pappy was
all right. He was just tired and needed rest and his chest
'hurt him. Pappy had piled every stick of this stovew90d in
the winter. Johnny had helped him split it, but Pappy could
beat Johnny all to pieces when it came to splitt~ng wood.
Pappy'8 dead. Pappy'8 dead. Round and round in her
head, like buzzards circling. She hated buzzards, they made
her think of Trixie" her little dog. Johnny. had run over
Trixie with his wagon one day last spring, and had carried
her off across the creek. She had always :hated buzzards after
that. It sort of made her stomach sick to think about them.
She loved Trixie. Trix would climb into her lap and cuddle
her nose up to her neck, just like a baby. Trixie's little warm
body made her think of a baby.
•
All her babies had died but Johnny. She
had four. She
.
had wanted a little girl to cuddle up to "her and put her arms
around her. Boys didn't like kissing. Girls would kiss their
mamas, but boys never did after they grew up. Trixie was
little and cute like a baby. She wished she could have raised
a little girl, but her little girls died.
..
$
There were still some redbuds in bloom down in the hollow. They looked so soft and pink and pretty. Redbud always
made her think of church, and made a big lump come in her
chest. And clouds, like over there in the west. Made her
think of heaven. The first year she was married she had a
dress the color of redbuds. It was her Sunday dress. Pappy
had bought it for her when he made a• trip to the county
seat. She had trimmed it with black passamenterie. Pappy
thought it was so pretty and said she was as sweet as a pink
,

.
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in it. He was always telling~her he was going to buy her
another dress like it someday. But she was too old now to
wear red dresses. If Pappy wanted her to wear one she
would.
There was that brown hen out again with her chickens.
How she ever got out of that coop was a mystery. That
brown hen was worse than any guinea. Give her a chance
and she would trail every chicken she had clear to the panther patch. Every egg in that setting -had hatched o,ut.
Brown leghorns, they were. Little striped yellow leghorn
chickens were a pretty sight. Now wasn't it like that hen to
run like the dogs were after her. Pappy would have to
shut her up before dark. He would be up by then. She 'had
never known hi~ to sleep like this.
.
She would have to hurry with supper. There was going
to be a singing over 'at the Baleses. She liked to sing but
didn't feel much like it now, with her head hurting. :She
tried to sing a verse of "I'm a Soldier," but somehow she
couldn't get the tune right. Pappy wouldn't likely feel ,up to
;going, anyWay, him being so tired.
What made them follow her around like that everywhere she. went. Couldn't, she sing if she wanted to? She
never saw folks so meddlesome before. Just no manners at
all. She'd be glad when Pappy woke up~ It bothered. her
having so many people around. They wouldn't let her doanything and her head was bursting. If she didn't watch 'out
she'd have another bad spelL wi~h her head. Things went
black on'her when she had a bad spell.
Johnny was climbing 90wn from a wagon out in front
of the house. He had his Sunday Clothes on. She didn't know
what he meant taking out of the' field in the middle of the day
and dressing up in his Sunday clothes. He'd been off some- .
where. Pappy would-get after him for leaving his plowing.
Pappy wouldn't like that. You had to keep your work going,
he said.
Johnny was coming over to her. He looked sad, like he'd
been cryin~, and put his arm around her and kissed her.
!'

t.
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Johnny hadn't kissed her like th~t since he was a little tad.
He was a good boy and looked more like Pappy everyday.
She was proud of ,Johnny. She told him Pappy was asleep.
He was all tired out from plowing and not to wake him up.
Johnny started crying, just blubbering like a baby.
Mommy, he told her, Mommy, he's dead. Pappy's dead,
Mommy, can't you understand?
The clamp in her head was so tight she couldn't stand
it any longer. She was too tired to stand up and would just
have to lie down on the ground and rest a minute. Things
were getting black. It was her head . . .
What was that Johnny was saying? Pappy was dead.
. Pappy-Pappy dead? Ah, God in heavenr.-rw-no-no-

Note on Ou
i

The certain beat of the unwe rying heart
Con~ucts a constant god for ~hesitant man.
Thi~re imperative of pulse can start
The heavens living, can people stones with span
Of breath. And what a man can never do
These giant gods can do, can raise the dawn,
Or bring the rain
sudden rainbow-hue.
Man falters, but the heart, and gods, drive on.

or

I

- f

And it is said that priests once climbed a cliff
In Mexico and threw the gods far down,
And then the Aztec heart went down. Old, stiff,
The priests are dying now like gods of the town.
Now is the heart unsure, afraid, amYsighing.
Losing this driving heart, man will be dying.
o\l
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Not Really
By S. QMAR BARKER

this land of equal opportunity not'many r~ach
their goal at the early age of about twenty-three like 1
have, and are ready to write down the story of their success
for a waiting world. The climax of my ca~eer is to come next
Thursday. But you will see all that. in the pap~rs.
1 was born in asmall log cabin in a certain southwestern
state where my parents had gone, bei~g of that sturdy, cleareyed breed 'of American pioneers, to wrest a home from the
wilderness by the honest sweat of their brows.
'.
(Not really, of course. But I have always said to tnyself: "That is the way I will begin the story of my life?~, I
always used to think what a good way it was-'pine knots
blazing in the fireplace and everything~venwhen the cops
would run me off of a griddle.' Those iron gratings they have
in some of the sidewalks, where it's 'kind of warm from
underneath. We called them griddles. You could swipe a
goods box an<,i drag onto them sometimes when it was a cold
wind.)
1 want to say, now, tpat amid the glitter of fame, however proud I may be to see my name blazened acro,ss' the front
page, 1 will never forget that simple, humble home of rough
will always live
hewn logs. The picture of that cozy fireside
,
in my heart. ,Mother (I know she must have ·been rosy
cheeked and jolly then) telling us stories about little foxes
or maybe bears-to teach us our first numbers; father, tired
from his long hard day of work outsid~-but never too tir~d
to bounce my little sister on his knee or show me how to
whittle out the sight on the gun 1 was making,'Iike his old
"bear-bumper"-only just wood, of course; all of us do~
on our knees while father said the prayers' for bedtime.' I
remember how the rough split-pole floor always hurt my
knees.
[ 165]
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(I guess not as bad, though, refllly, as Eddie the Dope
holding me down in the alley by bending my fingers back till
I'd promise to do what he wanted. Eddie had a system where
he made us kids peddle the dope for him.)
I will never forget my father: almost a~ tall, I guess, as
Abraham Lincoln, and strong in his muscles. Ther~ wasn't
anybody in all that settlement of lusty pioneers that could dig
up as many trees. in a day as he could. You know-clearing
land. He was a stern man, but gentle, too. He hadn't ever
been to school much himself, but he was a fierce champion of
education for his children. It was· him that built the first log
school house, though in order to get the support of the others
for a teacher he had to build it nearly two miles from our
homestead, where more of the settlers lived. It gave us kids
a long walk, sometimes in snow above our knees, but he never
let us miss a day. As I got bigger it looked·to me sometimes
as if I'd ought to stay home and help, him having to work
just about like hell for the living. "Son," he always said,
"you git your schoolin'. If I'm able I aim to send you off to
"'"
college, too, when the time comes. I don't
never want you to
be- ashamed to work with your hands, but it's head work
that counts. It'll be time enough to talk about helpin' me
when you' git to be a big lawyer-maybe sent to CQ~gress,
even, like old Abe."
(Really, I guess, I did do pretty good with my hands
for a while, though like he ~aid, hand jobs never,would build
you up to be a big shot with the law. Lifting watches and
.pocket-books sure never would have boosted me to where I
am now, at about twenty-three. Congress? That's a laugh
. when you look at where I'm headed! Pretty good for aU well, I won't use the word, but I don't know of any time that
f I've ever wished worse. that I knew who my father was than
v:'
I do now. There's' quite a bit I'd like to make up to him.)
The sleigh rides! Lots of time when the snow was too
deep, father would hitch up the bays to the cutter he had
made himself and come to school after us. Generally we had
a snowball battle with him first, before we piled in under
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cowhide robes and went- zippirig home across the snow--t~
mother and doughnuts-snug and warm, the runners singing .
in the frost. All of us laughing and shouting together', or
sometimes being very quiet so father might shoot a deer on
the way. Today I can have my meals brought right to me in
my room, but I don't believe anything will ever taste as good
again as the deer meat we broiled on sticks over the open fire.
Even in the position of fame that I hold today I love to think
.
.of s1.!.ch simple, humble beginnings.
Sometimes he would let me tie my sled on behind and
"
ride on it. J ou got dumped maybe, but it was fun.
(Anyway the pictures in that book that I and Jenny the
Wop dug out of an ashcan looked like it would be a lot of fun.
Only if you ever snitched sled some place and tied it behind
a truck or something the damn coppers grabbed you off and
kicked your pants-or anfWay what pants you had. It was
a good book, though. I wtls glad some welfare outfit jerked
me out of that dump where they make all-silk sock$ half out
of cQtton, and kept me in school for a couple of terms, so I
got so I could kind of read. Old Henrietta the-well never
mind what-was sore as hell about it, though. I better put
in my time, she said, tolling in the customers.) :
Next to those log cabin days of childhood, I like best to
think-when my mind "is'not too occupied with the problems
that must always confront any man who has attained to the
" place in the world of official affairs that I hold today-ofiily
brief years in college, with those rare, happy visits back .
home. Brief years, partly because I knew, with the other
children coming on, my father could not afford to keep ,me
there long; and partly because, by hard study, with the keen
intelligence I had inherited' from my pioneer parents, I was
able to finish my course in half the usual time. Just as, now,
I have reached my goal at half the age when tnost men attain
to theirs.
"
But college was not all work. There were. girls-sweet,
fresh-faced girls from clean, country homes like mine. They
are like a fresh, dewy rose-gar~en in my memory. ~ere
was one -in particular-

t
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(Well, never mind. Maybe Jenny the W01> wasn't so hot,
but she never hit the dope, like some, and she was a pal before
I broke into the big time just the satne as after.)
It was at college that I began to meet the men who were
destined so to influence my life, to ~uide me, so to speak, a~ong
the road to success, to discipline me, to help me to become
what I am today. I can truthfully say that if I had not,
through college contacts, met Mr. Berton, the kindly banker
who financed my first venture, I should not be writing this
story of success today at the early age of twenty-three years.
Poor Mr. Berton, gone now, but not forgotten.
(Not really "college" of course, but it was a place where
you learned things. I don't guess any of old Henrietta's girls
ever saw a rose garden with dew on it, but what the hen!·
They'd hide a guy from the coppers-,if he'd bring in some
trade once in a while.)
(To a punk like me some of the birds that used to come
to my mother's house~1 mean old Henrietta's dump-were
big shots all right. "Banker" Bertoni outclassed 'em all,
though, in his line. From the time he took me into his racket,
I blossomed, brother, I blossomed. Until-)
My first law case after I left college, backed by~Mr. Berto~ was a great success. As a young, coming lawyer, my foot
w~s on the ladder. Those usual years of slow, hard struggling were never mine. My father's council had been good:
"Use your head." I used it and I prospered. Within two
years my big opportunity came. If I had the courage to
seize it. I could become famous overnight. I had already
defended a few hard cases. Now I was to assume the defense
in a great murder case. As I review the steps that led to this
great opportunity to win a Il>lace for myself before the.. bar
that few men attain, I can only humbly acknowledge the
debt lowe to my mother, to those dear log-cabin days, to my
schooling, to college, to my father.. Next Thursd_ay-my
reward! Fame! The frol}t page-at twenty-three! Nor
must I fail to acknowledge my debt to the girl, and Mr.
Berton.
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(Not really, of course~ It was a knife I uSed on
"Banker" Bertoni. I never got too proud to use my hands.
Mostly over Jenny the Wop, it was. I wonder what my old
man, whoever he is, will think of the front page next Thursday? Me, I keep thinking things might of been different.
Success? Not really, brother ... the chait ... at twentythree.)
.'
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Desert-Born

J

,

By RICHARD RYAN, JR..
I was never born

To live on your green-washboard plains;
They stifle me,
Make me feel asif I were walking on sponge-rubber,
Unable to get out of the hollow Iform as I walk;
Surrounded by a monotonous green.

I

I must have deserts and mesas, stretching away to tall

m.ountains
That let me feel the spac.e
Around me:

.?,

Deserts and
-. mesas full of colors
Changing colors
Reds, bright yellows, hazy blues and grays;
Never the same
. Bound together by the heat-haze
As if melted together by the sun.
Deserts and mesas
With warm cloud.,shadows floating on them
Deep wine-purple
Shifting in shade, and texture, and value
From moment to moment.
I must have change.
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Phoenix
By SAGE HOLTER

You cannot compel love
Once it has gone,
You cannot persuade love
To linger on.
White heat is love's color
Encircled in flameWhen the white heat is gone
Invoke no name.
That new love may quicken
On phoenix wingsBurn brightly to ashes
The dead things.

This Day
By SAGE HOLTER

This day is like a feather brushing meInaudible the whir
Of down that covers me,
While silent sheen of blue and green
Hovers over me.
This day, rimmed with gold, veined in light,
Pillows me more softly than the night.

[ 17.0 ]
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Law Unto Themselves
By

ALLISON LAIRD
i>

rose as I reached a marshy oasis in the <;lust- .
green monotony of sagebrush. All afternoon I had
been jolting through shimmering heat, travelling toward the
Lost Creek Mountains, the southernmost ranges of which
now lay on my left, ehild mountains rolling and tumbling
ahead of their whitebreasted mothers to the northward. The
splash of bright grass before me must be The Sinks, where
old volcani a dust drank the waters of Lost Creek.
0;<'
"They're an isolated lot, the people on Lost Creek," a
colleag'tie at the Technical College had told me. "A bit odd,
some of them. But when you're up that way this sum~er,
you want to spend a night or two with old Shane O'Connor.
He's always tickled to death to have company, and he'll spin
you yarns till midnight."
Shane livE!d at the far end of the valley, near the head
of the creek. And before I should reach his cabin, I must stop
at the Rammer ranch with two sacks of flour. When I-had
inquired my way at a crossroads store-aiid-postoffice forty
miles back in the sagebrush, the storekeeper asked me to
deliver them. "Old Lady Rammer she phoned to charge 'em
and send 'em with somebody comin' that way,. You' can't
miss the Rammer place. It'll be the first ranch you come-to."
A few miles ahead I could see a.clump of what probably r
were cottonwoods, their size magnified by the desert air. As
I approached, I saw that their shade lay dark over a wideporched house, built of logs weathered to a silver gray. It
looked so homey that I thought r might forego Shane" in
spite of my friend's advice,. and ask to spend the night here.
Perhaps there would be hot biscuit from this flour I was
brInging. I could see cows near the barns ... creamy mil~
to drink . . . for dessert, perhaps rhubarb pie . .'.
On closer approach, the place looked neglected; rye grass
[ 171]
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grew two feet high about the house. But, I reminded myself,
in this country any bit of green was precious, and ranchers
had little time to spend in barbering their lawns.
The driveway into which I turned showed few signs of
use. The back stoop sagged so that the ancient washing
machine on it threatened to slide to the ground. But a clean
white curtain was looped at the kitcnen window, and my
arrival must have been observed from behind it, for an old
man appeared on the stoop and came out to the car. He had
a ragged white beard, punctured by a spot of brown, and a
whiskey bre~th that greeted me before he spoke. 'In answer
to my question, he said he was Michael Rammer.
"I'll have to be payin' ye fer bringing' 'em," he said as
he took the sacks of flour.
I protested, of course, and inquired the distance to Sha~e
O'Connor's.
" 'Bout fifteen mBes."
."
Fifteen miles more of holding the car on the edge of ruts
eight inches deep and level full of dust. My shoulders were
already crying aloud for relief. I took off my hat and wiped
the sweat from my forehead, and looked at the shade under
the cottonwoods.
"Be ye havin' business with Shane?"
"They told me he puts people up for the night, that's
all."
"Yeah, he does." The old man's tone grew sour. "He
thinks it sets him up with the neighbors to tell how So-an'-so
from Salt Lake or Spokane stayed with him an' went huntin.'
Most of the neighbors would dQ the likes, only Shane he's
got the reputation."
"
"Well," I. said on" impulse, "would you care to put me
up? -I've had about enough driving t<>day."
"Ye kin stay, an' if the old woman don't want to feed
ye, I'll break her neck! And none of her whinin' about not
havin' dacint food in the house, neither!"
The prospect looked less enticing than my Imagination
had pictured. "I wouldn't want-," I began, hastily, but he

·
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had r~turned to the matter of paying me." "Nobody's goinY
to do anything fer Michael Rammer, an' then go about sayin'
he didn't pay fer it."
,,',
"But I shouldn't think of doing that!" I prot~sted.
"Bringing your flour did not inconvenience me in the least.
If I had made the trip up here for that purpose, I shoulo f~el
quite differently apout accepting paYment."
"You think I ain't got much, don't you? i saw ·you
a-sizin' things up. You city clickers taxed most of what we
got out of us, but I ain't flat yet I"
I tried to laugh this off, inwardly cursing myself for
having aSKed lodging of such an old curmudgeon. "I'm not a
city slicker, I'm just a teacher. I'm broke most of the tinie,
myself."
. The a.ttempt at a jest only infuriated h:im. He muttered
something into the tobacco-stained beard about a inuleheaded
cuss. I was on tl?-e verge of climbing into the car and driving
off, but-instead I asked if I could wash up at the creek; perhaps that would give me time to think of an excus~ for
leaving.
As I started for the creek, something struck my r~bs,
fairly knockingthe breath from them. I wheeled and saw
that he had swooped upon a pile of small, smooth stones, and
was in the act of hurling a second at me. I dodged, dashed
out of, range, and found myself floundering in the boggy
dankness near the creek. .
A woman, her gray hair stringing out like Medusa's
snakes, .came tearing out of the house and leaped upon the
old man. She was taller and heavier than h~;-she bore him
, to the ground and wrestled with him while she yelled at me,
: "Get out of that, you fool! Quicksand! Get out of that !".
I lost time neither in scrambling out nor in running back
to my car. But there. I hesitated. Was the old fellow tnsane?
Ought I to help the woman?
The last seemed unnecessary. She came toward me, "
leaving th<: old man lizard-wise on his elbows, spitting ,ut
the dust of the barnyard.
'. )

,
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· "I'm very sorry this happenEtP," she said, holding her
torn dres~ together over her breasts. It was faded and
patched, and evidently so old that it had pulled apart in the
struggle; but in spite of it and the stringing hair, she had
a certain dignity, and her features were· well-cut and prominent. "It's a poor WaQ to treat you when you did us a favor." .
"It's all right," I panted, not too graciously. The pain
in my ribs was acute. Yet I could hardly disregard the situation of the woman, alone on this isolated ranch with a man
Who might be a maniac.
"Could l-do anything to help?" I floundered. "I mean
-perhaps it's difficult for a woman alone-"
The lines of her face drew into a sardonic smile. "It's
been difficult for nigh thirty years," she said. "But you
better clear out now."
"
'I cast a glance at the old fellow, who had stopped spitting
to glare malevolently at me, and with an embarrassed "goodbye" for the woman, I slipped out the driveway and down the
road.. As the pain in my ribs subsided to a· dull ache, I reflected that the friend who had described these people as
"a bit odd" wa~ a master of understatement.
"
It was not without trepidation that I drove up to Shane
~'Connor's cabin, but his appearance, at least, was reassuring. He was a tall old fellow with a shock of.white hair and
a genial grin, and he was just coming up from the cre<ek with
a string of trout.
""Ain't them beauties?" he greeted me, lifting the string
and revolving it slowly. "Looks like you got here just in
time. You want to sleep here, don't you ?"
I said I did, if it would not inconvenience him.
"'Two~t inconvenien~e me atall.· Glad t have company. I kee a extry bunk made up for anyb dyas comes
along, sheepherders, cowboys, an' fellers just on vacation.
Reckon maybe I bedded down a few outlaws in my time, but
they treated me all right an' I never asked n questions.You on vacation?"
. I explained that I would be doing a little prospecting:

1
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for the government, in the national forest on the
Lost' Creek
.
""
range.
•
"Well, you p:jLck your duffle indoors,. an' I'll pop these
little fellers in the'skillet."
As we sat on the porch after supper, smoking our pipes;
I told Shane of my experience at the Rammer ranch. He
roared with delight an'd dug me in the ribs-fortunately, not
in the spot where the stone ~d struck.
"He keeps a pile of them pitchin' rocks out by the gate"
handy-like," he said, when he had quieted. "The neighbors
knows about 'em an' hardly ever goes there, 'cept on business.
I neighbor with him more'n anybody, an' I can't say as I do
much."
"Is he--a bit touched in the head?'" .,
"No. No, I don't think so. Leastaways, he's got good
enough sense: when he's sober, ap.' he drives good trades on
his sheep. He's jest Godawful cantankerous. . . . That sure
is a rich story," he added to himself. I thought I could Jdetect
that I had added another tale to Shane's repertoire. :'
"His wife must lead an interesting life," I suggested,
'.
: puffing at my pipe.
"I guess she's used to it. An' I dunno's he's eve~;' reely
mistreated her, 'cause she's got sperrit. Once when he was
goin' to whale their little girl for somethin', I heard 1l,er tell
him if he laid a hand on the kid she'd wait till the next time
he was dead drunk an' hamstring him, an' by God-" again
Shane dug me in the ribs for emphasis-"he never touch~d
the kid!"
He came rather too near the sore spot this time; I seized
the excuse of emptying my pipe to hitch my chair out of '"
reach.
" 'Tis kinda too bad about her, though," Shane added
after a silence, as if pursuing a new idea. "She was nice,
refined woman when she come here more'n twenty years
agone, with a lot of pretty clothes an' little gadgets for tp!=!
house a woman sets such store by. An' they was pretty well
heeled, leastaways they had enough to buy the Farnsworth
.
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ranch. Mrs. Rammer tried to be nice an' .neighborly, but the
rest of the valley treated 'em like poison, 'cause they b~gun
runnin' sheep; an' the rest of the valley was cattle."
"I don't know much about that," I deprecated, questioningly.
"Sheep ruins the range for cattle, see? They~ eats it
too close. Most everybody's come to sheep now, but in them
days the boys run off the first herders Rammer brought in,
makin' em dance to the tune of bullets 'round their legs.
Every now an' then somebody slipped on his aim, accidentallike, an' Rammer's man would get a bullet in his shin. But
Rammer was a natural-born fighter, like all the Irish"-here
Shane betrayed the pride of national~ty-"an' fast as one
herder quit 'on him he 'got another, ornerier an' quicker on
.,. the draw. In no time atall he was in a dozen lawsuits." .
. ~
He set off on a rambling account the lawsuits, taking
- particular delight in detailing one tha~ dragged on for three
years and concerned a cow pony JVhic~, according to Shane,
was "plumb worthless an' so ornery he mighta been old
old Michael's blood brother."
Presently he came back,to Mrs. Rammer. "Not havin'
anybody neighbor with 'em musta been a bitter pill. But.
she's the proud kind, never let~ on. .'Bout this time, it was,
Rammer took to drinkin' a lo~, an' she had..to boss the men'
when he was too drunk to. '~out this time, too, they had
that little girl I said he was layin' for to whale, an' Mrs.
Rammer she set a sight 0' stot~ by her, but.she had so much
to do she couldn't watch the b~by all the time, an' she used
to hang yarn balls an' things Qver the cradle for her to play
with, an' by God, you know whit she did, she squint-eyed that
little girl !
"When the kid got old enough for school, she wouldn't
send her to the one out here,! 'count of the way the valley
pizene'd up to 'em. She taught her quite a bit herself, an'
. when the kid got big enough to work, she took her to Monroe'
an' got her a place to work for board an' room an' go to
school. A doctor he operated on her eyes, an' she did real
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well, an' two-three years ago she married a fellow worked ,
in a garage an' they moved out here in the valley. The girl
never had no use for her old man, li>ut she thought a lot of
her mother, so one day she an' her husband went:over to see
the old folks. An' by God, old Rampler he lit into 'em with
his pitchin' rocks, jest like he did to you !"
As Shane's cackle died he added~ "They're the folks got
that gasoline pump I told you about. ' You'll see her when you
go over for gas tomorrow."
I caught my first glimpse of the daughtel:\lo[ the ·Rammers next day, when Shane and I pulled up before her home.
I saw her through the window, slipping on a coat, and wonpered, for the July sun was scorching. But when she came
out to the pump, I saw that the coat was an ineffectual means
to conceal her pregnancy. She had her mother's bold, chiseled features, and,' but for the thick lenses ,over her ~yes,
would have been handsome.
.
Shane did not introduce us, but he explained who I was
and why I was there. The girl studied me with curiosity, but
her gaze swung sharply back upon Shane when he said,
"Guess as long as I'm this near I'll jog on over an' see your
Pa, Ally. He's kinda talkin' buyin' that strip of mine down
in the swale."
"You two been talking that for the last ten years, every
time you wanted to kill a quart," the girl retorted. "Well,
you won't talk it any more.. He died last night. He threw a
a fit and died."
"The hell you say!"
"I'm very sorry," I said, feeling that I should say something, and, in the face of her callousness, not knowing exactly
what.
The thick lenses converged upon me, and the ,mouth underneath grew tight.. "You don't need to be polite with me.
You never got anything from him but a shower of rocks, did
you?"
I admitted it.

I~
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I _ "That was butter compared to what some of us got,"
lshe ~aid, the words jetting from between her teeth.
J.
At that moment her mother came.around the corner of
O'the nouse, a hoe in her hand~ On seeing us, she stopped
short.'
:
r'How do, Mis' Rammer,'~ Shane said. "Ally she just
told us."
I
lA glance leaped from the woman at the daughter. "He
wan~ed see Pa," Ally explained. "I said he was took quick
by a :str'oke."
f'Yes," said the woman. "Yes. A stroke, that's what
it w~s." She set the flat of the hoe hard against the ground,
gripping the handle with both hands, and drew hersel~ up
to her full height. Her gray bair now was smooth and neat,
and the dignity that had showed even iIi her disheveled state
of yesterday was 'very evident.
, I hesitated,. wishing to help but uncertain how to offer.
It ~ccurred to me that they might welcome the use of my car.
"Perhaps I could bring a minister?" Then, remembering
that they were Irish, "Or a priest? Or perhaps I can be of
service'some other way?"
The wo;men looked at each other. "There'll be no need
of a priest," said the mother, and she gripped the hoe handle
as if it had been a sword.
"It'll be just a private funeral," the girl put in. "That
was what he always said he wanted." She drew herself up
like her mother, and, in spite of the distorting round basket
hung upon ~odY, she managed a similar dignity.
"Pardon me," I muttered. "I didn't mean to intrude."
"Of course not," said Mrs. Rammer. "And I want to
apologize to you again, mister, for what my husband did."
"That's all right," I said, awkardly. "I could see he was
-that is, I could see he wasn't himself."
"He was acting natural enough,"sa.id. the daughter..
Apparently she, was taking -a defiant joy in stripping bare
any well-meant hypocrisy in regard to }fer' father. '''Ma was'
terrible upset about it" though. She came over last evening
I
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and told us. She said treating a decent man that way after
he'd done us a favor was just the last straw."
"You don't need to be upset about it," I protested:~ "It
was no very serious matter, you know."
:"
As Shane and I drove away, I reftected that they really
seemed more concerned about that incident than about the
old man's death! Cautiously, I tried to sound Shane out.
"Did I put my foot in it, Shane, offering to .bring somebody for the service?"
"Huh-uh. They took it all• right."
"I forgot what you said about them not ,being too popu-

lar."

;

"They ain't so unpopular as that/' Shane began~ and ~
stopped.
.
"Is it the usual thing here-just private family -,
funerals ?"
,
'.'It kinda depends. Them Rammers was always a funny
bunch. But folks is just kinda law unto themselves up here."
He gave me a slow, sidewise loOk, and repeated, "That's it.
,
,Folks is just kinda law unto themselves."
.
A fortnight later I came down from my mountain'camp
and drove again into Shane's yard. He greeted me WIth, a
wave of his ten-gallon hat and a cowboy's imitation of a
',; hornpipe. The odor of whiskey was strong abQut him. ·He
was in a more loquacious mood than when we had parted two
weeks before, and apologi~ed p~ofusely for having nothing
but mq-tton in the pot to offer me. "But for breakfast )Ve'll
have some of them little trout that tuck yq~r fancy so,:'he
promised. .
As we smoked on the porch atter supper, he produced a
jug. "Ain't costin' me nothin'," he said with a wink. "I
figured there wasn't no use lettin' his cache go to waste. He
. wouldn't be usin' it, that's a cinch!" And Shane gave me the
. usual dig in the ribs. I hid my bewilderment, nodding as
fraternally as possible.
"I knew jest about where it was all the time," he 'con- .
fided. "An' now she's over to her daughter's so much, I

.'
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watched my chante an' dug around a little an' found it.
M~nael Rammer he always bought good' whiskey, yes sir,
he always bougl1t good whiskey 1"
The light broke. I pretended a long swallow and smacked
my lips. "Sure is good whiskey," I agreed.
Shane grew more confidential. "You figured it was
kinda funny, her not wantin' no priest, didn't you 1"
"Why, I don't know-."
Shane thrust his face close, striving to focus his eyes
on mine. His voice sank to a whisper. "There ain't no
doubt mongst the neighbors she did it. I dunno as anybody
blames her, neither. I wouldn't tell no outsider this, but
I'm tellin' you 'cause you're a good feller an' you're my friend.
Yes sir, they figures when he lit into you, it was kinda the
last straw for her, an' they figures she let him get good an'
drunk that night an' jest tromped him down in the swamp.
. . . Maybe we ought to be turnin' in, if we're goin' to get
up in season to get some of them trout for breakfast."
,

y

Manana
.S

By ROY KEECH

;, Trabajaremos 1 senor;, labraremos 1
S1, senor.; manana trabaj aremos.
Por hoy, dormimos al sol, muy contentos.
Manana nosotros trabajaremos.
;, Trabajaremos 1
Sf, senor, manana trabajaremos.
Hoy, descansamos;
Y, unas manos aDios, daremos.
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Gentleman of Rio en Medio
By JUAN A. A .. SEDILLO,
months of negotia.tion to come to an understanding
with the old man. He"tas in no hurry. What he had the
most of was time. He lived up in Rio en Medio, where his
people had been for hundreds of years. He tilled the sarne
land they had tilled. His house w~s small and wretched~ but
quaint. The little creek ran through his land. His orchard
was gnarled and beautiful.
The day of the sale he came i:p.to the office. His coat' was
old, green and faded. I thought of Senator Oatron, who had
been such a power with these people up there
the moun"tains. Perhaps it was one., of his old Prince Alberts.' He
also wore gloves. They were old and torn and his finger
tips showed through them. He carried a cane, but it: was
only the skeleton of a worn out umbrella. Behind, him
walked one of his innumerable km-a dark young man with
eyes like a gazelle.
The old man
bowed to all of us in the room. Then
.
. he
removed" his hat and gloves, slowly and carefully. Chaplin
once did that in a 'picture, in a bank-he was the janitor.
Then he handed his things to the boy, who stood obediently
behind the old man's chair.
There was a great deal of conversation, about rain and
about his family. He was very.proud of his large family.,
Finally we got down to businessi Yes, he would sell, as ~e
had agreed, for twelve hundred dollars, in cash. We would
buy, and the money was readY'. "Don Anselmo," I said to
him in Spanish,'''We have made a discovery. Y~ou.rememher
that we sent that surveyor, that engineer, up there to survey
your land so as to make the deed. eWell, he finds that you
own more than eight acres. He tells _us that your land extends across the river and that you own almost twice as much
as you thought." He didn't know that. "And now, Don
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Anselmo," I added, "These Americans are buena gente, they
are good ,people, and they are willing ~o pay you for ~ the
additional land as well, at the same rate per acre, so that
instead of twelve hundred dollars you will get almost twice
as much, and the money is here for you."
The old man ,hung his head for a moment' in thought.
Then he stood up and stared at me. "Friend," he said, "I do
not like to have you speak to me in that manner." I kept still
and let him ha"? his say. "I know these Americans are good
people, and that is why I have agreed to sell to them. But I
do not care to be insulted. I have agreed to sell my house
and land for twelve hundred dollars and that is the price."
I argued with him but it was usel~ss. Finally he signed
the deed a:nd took the money but refused to take more than
the amount agreed upon. Then he sqook: hands all around,
put on his ragged gloves, took his stick and walked- out with
the boy behind him.
l
A month later my friends had moved into Rio en Medio.
They had replastered the old a~obe ,house, pruned the trees,
patched the fence, and moved ih for the summer. One day
they came back to the office to cdmplain. The children of the
village wer,e overrunning their ~roperty. They came every
day and played under the trees, built little, play fences
around them, and took blossomsl. When they were spoken to ~
they, only laughed and talk,d back good-naturedly in
Spanish.
I sent a messenger up to ~he mountains for Don Anselmo. It took a week to arrang~ another ~eeting. When he
arrived he repeated his previous preliminary performance.
He wore the same,faded cutaw~y, carried the same stick and
was accompanied by the boy 'again. He shook hands all
around, sat down with the boy behind his chair, and talked
about the weather. Finally I broached the subject. "Don
Anselmo, about the ranch you sold to these people. They
are good people and want to b~ your friends and neighbors
always. When you sold to .them you signed a document, a
deed', and in that deed you agreed to several things. One
I

':

,

I
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thing was that they were to have the complete possession of
the property. Now, Don Ahselmo, it seems that every day
. the children of the village overrnn the orchard and spend
most of their time there. We would like to know if you,as
the most respected man in the village, eould not stop them
from doing so in order that these people may enjoy their
new home more in peace."
Don Anselmo stood up. "We ,have all learned to love
these Americans," he ~use they are good peopleand good neighbors. I~ sold them my property because I
knew they were good people, but 1 did not sell them the treesin the orchard."
This was bad. "Don Anselmo," I pleaded, "When one
signs a deed and sells real propertw one sells also everything
.that grows on the land, and those trees, everyone of tHem,
are on the land and inside the boundaries of what you sold."
"Yes, I admit that," he said. "You know," he added,
"I am the oldest man in the village. Almost everyone there
is my relative 'and all the children of Rio en Medio are my
sQbrinos and nietos, my descendants. Every tIme a ch~ld
has been born in Rio ~n Medio since I took possession of that
house from my mother I have planted a tree for that child.
The trees~ in that orchard are not mine, Senor, they belong
to the children of the village. Every person in Rio en Medio
born since th'e railroad came to Santa Fe owns a tree in that
orchard. I did not sell the trees because I could hot. .They
are not mine."
There was nothing we could do. Legally we owned the
trees but the old man had been so generous, refusing what
amounted to a fortune for ~m. It took most of the following winter to buy the trees, Lindividually, from tlie descendants of Don .Anselmo in the valley of Rio en Me~io.
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INA S~ER
CASSIDY
,

Sandia,
I
the sacred Okp
of the Red map,
rears her rugged head
above the undlulating plain;
a saphire '
set cabezon,
in a crown' of russet gold.

Sangre de Cristo
By

INA SIZER CASSIDY

The storms had paused,
wind, sleet, snow;
weeks of gloomroads blockedmen and women lost in shifting drifts,
children and innocents
suffering cold and :hunger~ .
Death.

'-L

'Then the Keepers pf the South
cleared the sky as Ievening came,
and the setting suln beyond Oku
in a late farewell 0, 0
spread the Virgin~s robe of rose
over Baldy's ermine covered head,
and the evil days were spent.
Night crept down in peace and splendor.
[ 184]
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My.Years
By ALBERT W.

NEELY

~"

'I told you of my years of ridicule
,
- when nothing that I did could justify
I
itself? Those were the years in which I could
not laugh, when all my smiles were hideous'
and nothing that I said could ever be '-,
worth usil1:g words to say. ·'rou·watch me now,
to see me smile then cov~r with my hand
the twisting of my mouth ;-you hear me laugh
one syllable, a shout, and then the grin
seeps quickly back, into the cheeks and eyes
and temples and is gone. The ridicule
of years in which I dared not grin or smile
have hung a mirror to me. If you watch,
you might yet catch me ,smiling without shame.
I

I

Tolerance
By HANNCHEN ROSENWALD
When you shall stand before the Opened Gate
And sar, "Lord, though I sinned, I did not hate;
Though race 'gainst race, and creed 'gainst cre~d I kn~w,
Still could I see 1fhy Spirit shining through
All these who had 1Jheir right on 'earth to stay,
Though they thought not as I, nor I as they.
:Though their's a different language than my own,
Still would their voice be heard before Thy Throne; ,
Why not the chance for them as well as me,
Since good'is dealt i~partially by Thee?
'Why should my pow'r be mightier than theirs,
Since loving all, Thou .choosest not Thy heirs ?"
With sentiments like these through life express~d,
And uttered when your time has come,'to rest,
How infinitely calm will be the 'Voice
' ,
That says ~'Come in, Thy name is ;Peace, let all rejoice." ..
.:
[ 185 ]
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The Lady of the Holy Alliance: The Life of Julie' de Krudener-By
Ernest John Knapton-Columbia University 'Press, 1939-'$3.00.

Any personality of whom five biographies have appeared
in -German, six in French, and one each in Swedish, English
and Russian-not to speak of a bewildering amount of pamphlet literature-must be a figure to defy oblivion. To have,
lived in a world with such characters as Napoleon I, Voltaire,
Chateaubriand, and Madame de Stael is indeed someth~ng;
but to have known many such characters personally, and to
have been credited with influencing one of them profoundly,
-stamps such an indiviclual as the possessor of distinctive
.. qualities. Such a one was Madame de Kriidener-"The Lady
of the Holy Alliance."
.
The Tsar Alexander's association in Paris in the stirring days after 1815 with ·a gray-haire~ Livonian baroness
puzzled his contemporaries. It has likewise baffled his successors. Did she or did she not inspire him to make to the.
diplomats of Europe that spectacular proposal known as
"The Holy Alliance"? Profe~sor Knapton set out ~o find the
answer. Not only has he studied a wide variety of sources
-as is attested by his scholarly annotations and his nineteenpage bibliography-but he fortunately has had access to
recently published letters that were unknown to earlier
writers on the subject (p. 84).
What an amazing career was that of this Madame de
Kriidener (1764-1824.). From a simple childhood at Riga it
ranged through the whole gamut of human experience-as
ceaseless wanderer over Europ~, as author, and as mystic,
from the early days of "heartless trivialities" (p. 45) to
where she could write, at the end: "The good I have done will
endure; the evil I have done . . . God in his mercy will blot
out" (p. 223)..
The highlight of the author's analytical study is Chapter X. Here, after judicially weighing the evidence, he leads
[ 186]
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the reader to this' conclusion : "Madame de Kriidener's part
in the creation of the Holy Alliance can readily be',seen to
,
have been an incidental one" (p. 165).
Madame de Kriid'ener st~ikingly mirrored the opposing
tendencies of her era. Her life story-as told by PrQfessor
Knapton-not only sheds historical light on places that were
dark but it helps to familiarize the reader with the social
currents of the Age of Reason and Its aftermath. It is a book
that will appeal to the psychologist as to the historian; to
those seeking pure enterbiinment as to those interested in
the evolution of ideas during 'a dYnamic age. It is, a good
biography.
'
LOUIS KNOTT KOONTZ."
,

Columbia Poetry, 1939-With an Introduction by Charles Hanson
Towne-Columbia University Press, New York-1939. $l~OO.

"

'

This small anthology of Columbia student verse should
hearten those who wish to believe that there is forthcoming
, a sturdy mid-century growth of American literatqre~, It
represents various colleges of the Columbia group" and is
presented under the sponsorship of Chatles Hanson Towne,
who conducts a class in poetry there and modestly disclaims
credit for bringing forth "the rlliracle of poetic expression."
Be that as it may, through his'interlocutorship these students have found the stuff of poetry in the materi'als of
modern life. They write dose to actuality: war in" Sp~in,
,- fruitless harvest, litanies for battlefields, an ice cream parlor
on Sunday nights. But here is realism not for- its own sake
. but for a cle~r~r penetration into youth's own milieu.
Thomas Merton, Columbia prize-winner of last year,
views present-day Europe with cryptic candor in "Fable'~for
a War."
"Germany has reared,
<A rare ugly bird,
But crows ate Roman pig
Before this bird was egg,
And in the end of all
Crows will come back and sing the funeral."
,
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The landscapes of these young poets are wholly American, whether they -be views from a transcontinental streamliner or of a moon that is wholly of New York, "a giant
dollar in a, velvet sky." Emily Dickinson and Lord Byron,
"that peripatetic harum-scarum" who "shocked Mrs. Grundy
with a sultry harem," receive treatments fittingly diverse
and equally apt.
Variety, strength, and independence of mind is the chief
characteristic of the expression of this new generation. In
spite of occasional diffuseness and half-captured image, these
young poets sing themselves and their day with a courage
and clarity which is neither, bitter nor sugared. There is
welcome sanity in this little augury for the future.

.

University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque.

KATHERINE
. . SIMONS.

The Spirit of French,;(Janada. A Study of the Literature-Ian Forbes \
Fraser-Columhi~ University Press-1939-$2.75.
'

:
\~his competent study of the 'spirit and literature of
FtrenCh Canada discloses a poetry and prose almost entirely
!,devoted to the preserva~~ion-«>fa national identity among the
:riearly three million French inhabitants of Canada. Mr.
rFraser suggests a t~o-fold~fbjectivlin this Canadian literaiture: "the strengthening 'of the popular will for an inde, 1)
'~! pendent national existence and the demonstration of French
, :Canada's cultural maturity." Toward this end is the litera.ture directed, in its concern for ·history, for the mother
; i' cou~try, :\pr (he church, at'id for the customs and soil of the
, ' :country-itself. Hence Mr. Fraser has to examine a literature
; whichJ~ "French, nat(onal, and Catholic."
~
~
A/vivid love of national event permeates the whole period of his study, 1850 to the present day. This is fused
«rith love of the mother country almost nostalgic in quality.
The French Canadian attachment is rather one for a seventeenth century monarchical France than for the Thira· Re-'
I
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.public; it is one of the heart, as Mr. Fraser points~ out, entirely apart from that for England, which is of the head and
dictated ~y reason.. 'rhe soil. an~ agr~ulture of.: Ff~n~h
Canada, Its customs and traditIOns are a! constant mobf In
the literature. Through· the Roman Catholic church, -controlling in some measure still, education, literature, and the
press, there is a strong movement for pre~ervation of racial
unity, a sponsorship of French language, tradition~ 'folklore,
and folkways.
Garneau, Cremazie, Frechette, LeMay,
DesRocheFs,
=
.
Choquette, Lamontagne-poets, novelists: hi$tbrians-writing for a national ideal-these are names which star in the
record. Mr. Fraser traces in their work the history, clericalism, folklore, and regionalism of French Canada and finds
a strong doctrine for national unity. Their attempt~, he
feels, are threatened by a wea~ening of chureh influence, a
trend toward' emigration, a tenuous bond, at best, with
France itself, and the fact that literature a;s such has never
been a wholly popular art in French Canada. In> the words
o~ Marius Barbeau, "the melting pot is b~iling on the St.
Liwrence."
. '
, Mr. Fraser believes that ~he nationalist program asks
o~ly for "a French Canadian mentality that will natur~lly
arid effortlessly color every subject treated." It is toward this
program that French Canadian literature has,perhaps too
consciously and too much from without, directed its effort.
; Mr. Fraser's study is a valuable contribution to North American literature in a time when growing interest in things
American directs attention toward the elements which comprise our own national life and literature.
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KATHERINE SIMONS.

University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque.
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Gringo Doctor-I. J. Bush, M. D.-The Caxton Printers, Ltd.-Caldwell, Idaho--:-1939. $3.00.

Dr. I. J. Bush, born a Mississippian, became a Texas
frontier doctor at Fort Davis in 1891. A long career which
took him on to Pecos, EI Paso, and into Mexico provided the
story for Gringo Doctor. The narrative is rich with extra., medical experience, exasperating at times with understatement and Dr..Bush's tantalizing refuge from his pen, "but
that's another~ry." But in the main, his sketches of early
days in El Paso and of big-game hunting in Mexico :are replete with amusing border anecdote and the flavor of a vanished day.
The unquestioned high light of the book is Dr. ~ush's
own inside story of the Madero Revolution. Sympathy for
the underdog and friendship' for Madero brought Dr. Bush
an appointment as surgeon-general of the Insurrecto Army
in the campaigns ,of 1910-11. His active service during the
battles of Juarez and, his participation in the activities of
Maderista sympathizers in EI Paso make vividly exciting
reading.
Most interesting, perhaps, is the. account of the theft
from the EI Paso City Hall Plaza of the old "McGinty Canon,"
a Valverde field-piece. Dr. Bush arranged for its smuggled
transfer across the Rio Grande where the old gun did yeoman service for the struggling Maderistas. The "loan" was
later returned with due ceremony, at which the celebrated
General Pascual Orozco expressed an Insurrecto thank-you.
Dr. Bush traces with welcome clarity the course of the
Madero Revolution and later Villista activity
from little
,
I
known EI Paso angles, a treatment which is a valuable contribution to a history tqo recent to have provoked its own
share of investigation. It is the book of a completely unpre. j tentious raconteur, extreme in modesty, akin in spirit and
[ 190]
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content to the records of George Wilkins Kendall, "~usan
Shelby McGoffin, and General Anson Mills. It dese:r:vest a
place beside them on the shelv~s of New Mexican and West
Texas source history and ~he especial attention of all de- ,
vot~s of Southwestern Americana.
KATHERINE SIMONS.

University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque.
University of California at Los Angeles.
.
,
The Stuart Papers at Windsor (Being selections from hitherto unprinted Royal Archives, with Introduction and Notes) -By Alistair
& Henrietta Ta~Ier-Publishedby the Gracious Permission of His
Majesty the 'King-E. P. Dutton and Company, 1939-$3.50.

The late John C. Parish once declared in a notable historical article that "Mankind in motion is more interesting
than mankind at rest." Therein may lie sometliing',Gf the
explanation of the perennial interest in the dethroned House
of Stuart. Here was a court without a kingdom, a "king"
and a succession of dkings" who, permanently exiled from
Britain, had no chdice but to c~ntinue their peregrin<~tions
over the Continent.
The Jacobite monarchs, particularly the de jure' .King
James III, ·were voluminous'letter writers. And fortunately
there was at hand a Boswell. Nearly everything that Jantes
III wrote throughout a ,correspondence covering some fifty
years-from 1718 until 'his deatl;1 in 1766-was devotedly
and carefully 'copied and preserved by one of the most faithful of private secretaries, James Edgar of· Keithock in Angus; that is; until his own death in 1764 when he was suc'ceeded by Andrew Lumisden. ",This vast correspondence
with relatives, friends, and foreign potentates is entertaining as well as instructive. Notonly ddes it cover m~~h of
th~t critical period in the relations between. England and
France but the ~aterial, varied in the extreme, throws' light
in places where light has long been desired.
The present 'authors and editors have been privileged
~
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to make a car~ful selection for fhe volum~ under. discussion
from.,a collectIOn notably com~ete, totalIng ,as It does 541
volumes. Many of these documents, now safely stored in the
Roung'Tower, have passed throjugh the same.vicissitudes as
theid'original owners. The Old Chevalier lovingly carried
them from place to place-wheither his "Court" chanced to
be in Paris, Avignon, or Rome.. The editors have thus been
able to make their choice. from a mass of petitions, from
claims to pensions, and from an endless array of bills, stable
accounts, and kitchen menus! They have included letters
that range from politics (p. 70) to John Edgar's dogs
(p. 222), and from parental advice to the court children
(p. 99) to orders for shirts, "2 dozen of Bervy haddocks"
and "3 or 4 mutton.hams" (p. 222). The two compilers have
enhanced their' work through the insertion of eight appropriate illustrations, especially the frontispiece-James Francis Edward Stuart in 1745.
.
.
LOUIS KNOTT KOONTZ.

University of California a~ Los Angeles.
White Thunder-Dane Rudhyar-Hazel Dreis Editions, Santa Fe, 1938.
,

"Whit~

Thunder is a prean of deliverance
from the stale boundaries of too conscious sin
mated in murky wars with too tepid virtues.
It is a song of life fervidly surging
from unscious springs of the eternal sea."

I

, ,I
I

t

J
I

So Dane Rudhyar, in his new book of poems, tells what
White Thunder is, and continues in this the second poem in
his book:
"White Thunder, it is the you,
it is the I that are free;
you and I singing, dancing,
.GOd-torn, ecstatic, mjghtylightnings."
.
The author for many ·years delving in the "beyond that
is beyond" the sight and comprehension of the ordinary man,

ft

I'Ii
I~
Ii

I\j

j
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~
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has reached in thought the heights of abstraction, theabstraction which is pure life, divorced from the foibles of the
lesser man. For this reason his White 'Thunder, I ,should
,say, would never be a popular book. To reach the heights
the author has climbed requires more energy and more fortitude than the average man possesses, or for that matter is,
, interested in.,
For crystal clear writing and transcendental pictures
of abstract life these poems will not soon be surpassed. White
Thunder should prove, however, to be a useful handbook for
those readers interested in Rudhyar's outlook Upon life. It is
a book for those m.ountain clinio$rs of'life, who reaching a
pinnacle feast upon the sight of oth~ peaks jutting above
the miasmas of everyday life and thought.
..':'
As Whitman in his sonorous lines takes me to the ,sea,
. the' waves ceaselessly beating on the shingle, now languidly,
now tumultuously, Rudhyar takes:me to the mountain heights
where storms beat and surge against the ageless barriers of
rock and ice and cold. .Crystal clear his vision, farsightedly
he probes the finite inan, seeing beyond the Infinite one. I!ow
few of us can do this, and more, how few of us wish to do it,
lacking the courage to climb so much alone, to suffer apart
from comPanionship.
,

I

.

\

"

To be eternally athirst,
eternal unrest,
'
godless,
yet
calm
at the hUD of all wheels,
understanding."

Such is Rudhyar's theme.. Like a great organ pealing
thunderous tones through the dim aisles of a vast, but empty
cathedral, his lines burst upon unaccustomed ear.s. Qr.Jike
the crier ~rom ,the top-most tier of many storied Taos,. he
calls to the man and woman in the dusty plaza busy with his
wood chopping or break baking, and will, most likely, be
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unheard by them, for all his message may be important; their
work to themselves is more important, and his voice becomes
"a voice crying in the'wilderness."
White Thunder is a splendid avenue of escape from the
sordid unrealities of existence, giving as it does, a long range
view of abstract life.
In its format, includiuK its restrained binding, Hazel
Dreis has given this, her- first volume in her Hazel Dreis Editions, the perfect dress, leaving me with the feeling that
author and publisher, working together, have achieved what
is so seldom done, an artistic success, a brilliant jewel in a
perfect case.
White Thunder, no ddubt, will become a much prized
collector's item.

.'

INA SIZER.CASSIDY•.

~,.

Santa Fe.
The Mystery of the Buried Crosses-Hamlin Garland-E. P. Dutton
and Company, 1939-$3.75.
.,

Here is an amazing book-amazing because the author,
Hafulin Garland, has put more than two years of the precious latter years of his life into a search for buried Aztec
crosses, beads, amulets and "sacred ,rocks" scattered over the
California hills, gulleys, and cactus patches; amazing because
in this search he'is led by the "voices" of J unipero Serra,
Juan de Onate, Vasquez de Coronado, +V£arcos de Niza, Pedro
de Alvarado and others, notably Henry B. Fuller, a life-long
friend who rounds-up the spirits in the other world and
brings daily advice to the search parties; amazing because
incidental to this quest, Will Rogers, Harry Carr, Rudyard
Kipling, Conan Doyle, and a host of others crowd to th~
"fourth-dimensional" microphone to say "hello" and make
requests or comments that have nothing to do with the mystery of the crosses; amazing because Garland seriously rigs
up speaking boxes, -paper trumpets, public address systems
in his ~ome, displays ectoplasmic photographs, discusses
apports
(material objects that manifest themselves unac,
L

!
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countably), and submits his artif~cts to laboratory-tests and
museums from which, on the whole, he derives cold comfort;
amazing because he remark,s at l~st ,~hat the "years of~unlit
experiment and open-air exploration" have been good',for
him and that "few of us who seek the 'borderlands of human
life are able to 'o~,ertake the forms which flee, or touch the
hands which beckon.l"·
1.,_
Mr. Garland acknowledges then that his ?pleasure has
been in the "seeking," and he submits this record for what
pleasure it can g1ve the reader. The crosses which abs.orb
him were a collection found by a medium named Violet
.Parent. She claimed th~y were autl;J.entic relics of the Caiifornia missions, buried b~ Indian neophytes after conversion
by the friars, some of them, however, much earlier survivals
of pagan cultures farther south in Yucatan and carried noFth
when the Indians fled from Alvarado and Cortez.. Garland
acquires the collections of Mrs. Parent after her death.
Through another medium, Mrs. Sophia Williams, he invokes
many of the early conquerors of ~exico and New Mexico'"
and they confirm'and explain about the crosses. Pre-Spanish
Iridian life used the cross for ceremonial purposes; the sYmbol represents the four corners of the earth; Moorish and
Arabian visitors left traces of their culture upon the Western
Hemisphere in the ninth and tenth centuries; fair-haired
Nordic peoples touched these shores before Columbus; Fray
Marcos returned to New Mexico in 1553, thirteen years a:flter
his trip with Coronado. (Historians take notice.) The
spirits know what the historians have written ,about th~m,
and they don't always like it.
11 ,
Mr. Garland is troubled thattthe old padres speak English so naturally today, but one of them explains; "We ha;ve
but one language over here." The: English is in 'a Spanlsh
accent, of course, and Don Byrne who wandered into the
seance one day, spoke a phrase in Gaelic. Courteous and
accommodating the spirits are. When the search leads Gar~
land and his party into rough country, they offer next time
to make the climb easier. Coronadb says ,with quiet dign;ity

tJ
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that no titles are necessary in addressing him: "Call me nothing but Coronado." Espejo courteously refrains from telling Garland that he isn't Fr. Espejo, until Garland apologizes at a later interview. Espejo forgets there were a
number of priests before he came to New Mexico, in fact,
that the reason he came at all was to rescue two padres.
Fuller good naturedly inquires why Garland doesn't interview Columbus? Apparently he wasn't very far away. He
should have had his say, .too.
Some of this testimony is ,extraordinary, some of .it
naIve. .Yet the book as a whole is, I repeat, amazing, and a
little patheti~. All of us would like to believe that convincing
proof exists of the after-world. What a help to history if the
spirits-departed could dictate it free from inaccuracy and
prejudice. If other psychic investigators are as painstaking
and withall cheerful as Hamlin Garland their seeking and
record of it will be of interest always.
.,."
T. M. PEARCE.
University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque.
The Lo.ng Drearn.--Sigrid Boo-Dutton, 1939.
,

'This ~nusual and, in~many respects, remarkable work is,
in essence, the case history of a young woman who is caught
in the long tendrils of a dream of romantic love; it dream
which so claims and conditions her life that it threatens the
security of her happy marriage and prevents her from
achieving any real adaptation to outer reality.
The story evolves around Dagrun's return to her childhood home in Norway where a scandal ended her love affair
years before, and where, now, every street invokes a storm
of memories so overwhelming to her that she can scarcely
start on a walk to town without rushing for a taxi. The
girlhood brought back ~hrough the memories, the forces and
influences which act upon the shy and introspective nature
of the adolescent Dagrun to compound her future neurosis,
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~

reveal the author's fine under~tanding of inner and outer
values.
" ,.
Dagrun's submission to a subconscious urge to. make the
dream come true through the device of stranding herself on
a deserted island with the man she had so loved, and the
downfall of the dream, in which 1ihe reader recognizes the
symbol of escape and defeat, makes reading of a high psychological and dramatic import.
.
..

<

SARA B. BOKE•.

Albuquerque.
'j

J.
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Cartoon Guidf! of New Mexico-Thomas M. Pearce and James HallJ. J. Augustin-$l.OO.

,.

!~

Dr. T. M. Pearce, the author, James Hall, thecartoollist,
and the publisher, J. J. Augustin, have done a swell job of
turning out a Cartoon Guide of New Mexico. It is an attractively got up, pocket-sIzed compendium of information about
the state, with just el)ough foolishment about it to disguise
slightly the fact that it contains more factual matter about
the state than we have ever found packed into anyone volume
three times its size. The cartoons, which break almost every
page of text, are in keeping with the general light tone. of the
book and an intriguing cartoon map of New Mexico is tucked
into a pocket just inside the back cover. '
The author, who has been digging into the New ¥exican .
environment for years, and who is thoroughly conversant
with ~ll phases of its composition, starts the reader from the
Raton Pass, moving along Highway 85, on a personally conducted tour of the state. Towns, the sit~s o~ old forts, Indian- pueblos, distant peaks, ruins and all other physical
manifestations pass rapidly in review. Sandwiched between
these place dissertations are short treatises on a wide and
various range of subjects: "Cattle Wars," ":Tree Rings,"
"Adobe," "Billy the Kid," "Desert Canaries," "Pecos Bill,"
"Penitentes," "Alligator Junipers," "Goo?ers," etc. As demand arises the author pauses to list "'f.he Dances and Fiest~s
in the New Mexican Indian Pueblos" or to-explain the names
and make-up of Mexican dishes or to make suggestions conce~Mn:g the "Do and Don't When Traveling." In fact Dr.
Pearce has woven into the pattern of his $Uide book so much
of the background of the state thatifl.e presents a composite
picture of the life, traditions a~d history of the section. An
.ample index, aids to the pronunciation of Southwestern
names and frequent small maps of certain districts aid in the
easy use of the book.
The Cartoon Guide of New Mexi~d is book that almost
anyone will enjoy. It can be giv~n tolany person anywhere

a
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under any circumsttnces with the assurance that he Will
enjoy it and will wid~n the circle of its acquaintance by giYfng copies to his friends. The sale of this book during its first
~ix weeks has been well past expectation. The future promises some very satisfying results.
JAMES P. THRELKELD"
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Quarterly Offers:

T. M. 'Pearce discusses "D. H. Lawrence as an Artist," the
paintings by this famous man of letters. As frontispiece for the N'ovember QUARTERLY, a Lawrence painting will be t:'sed.;,
"Borffed in a Stable"-Dorothy Hughes writes a story of
a Missouri Jiood with courage and patlios as a
. climax.
,
".$''''

-·"j~~ementi~

.

-,'.~

-,t

('~,
'I-

Time"-Mardie J~ Bakjian~s story has the
.
. CalifO'rni~ vine¥~}.'ds i8'r its' ~back~ound; with scenes
not unlike those!"in "The GraIfes of Wrath," by Steihbeck. ::;~llt
~
.
.
., "Th;~e Hundre'€l.i:-Pesos" and "Th~ Bad Hombre"-Manuela
1Cosncf"contributes tWo';.Spanfsh folkr~ales. which catch
the humor. an~ wis~~om o~ the native i\eople.
.
Poetry ]?y J~SJ3e ~tuartJ~.j\lice Lee, Sawyer, Joseph Joll
',Keith, W~liam Pelin, Elean01' Pesonen and others.
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BOBAQUIVERA, THE SACRED MOUNTAIN OF THE PAPAGOS
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